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1 Introduction

Environmental protection in Europe is entering into a new phase. Article 2 of the 

Treaty of Amsterdam (ToA) (formerly Article 2) provides that one of the tasks of the 

European Community is to promote a high level of protection and improvement of the 

quality of the environment. Originally, environmental protection was mentioned in the 

EC Treaty merely as a side effect of economic growth. The newly won centrality of 

environmental protection is further emphasised by the new Article 6 (formerly Article 

130r(2)), which integrates it into the scope and implementation of all Community 

policies and activities. The high degree of competitiveness is also included as a Com

munity task, and economic development must henceforth be ‘sustainable’ as well as 

balanced and harmonious.1 However, in its present state, it is questionable whether 

European environmental policy has the means necessary to achieve a ‘sustainable de

velopment’ which is what the Community’s Fifth Environmental Action Program 

requires.2

The Community institutions have indeed recognised that the traditional ap

proach to environmental regulation may not sufficiently take the interests of European 

industry into account. Moreover, they admit that this lack of consideration weakens 

the industry in global competition and does not provide it with incentives to act in an 

environmentally sound manner.3

Traditionally, environmental regulation applicable to pollution is based on more 

or less stringent emission limit values combined with technological requirements as 

regards pollution control equipment. The industry causing the pollution is generally 

not entitled to decide on how to combat pollution most efficiently and effectively. 

This is by many considered as a short-coming, since different industries and different 

plants work under different abatement conditions. Pollution abatement is more costly 

to some firms than others, and in order to find out which firms can reduce pollution at 

the lowest cost for society, the regulator must either obtain and make use o f informa-

1 Craig and DE BORCA (1998), EU Law. Text, Cases, and Materials, 2nd ed., Oxford, Oxford Univer
sity Press, at 35.
2 Towards Sustainability. A European Community Program o f Policy and Action in Relation to the 
Environment and Sustainable Development, COM(92) 23 final, 20 May 1992.
3 Ibid., at 71-72.
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tion specific to private firms or whole industries or create economic incentives to re

duce emissions.

Information can be obtained by permitting industry to partake in negotiations 

regarding emissions and pollution control technology. This approach has been fa

voured by the Council in the Fifth Environmental Action Program and the Commis

sion in its Recommendation concerning Environmental Agreements implementing 

Community directives4.

The incentives approach has in Europe mainly5 been steered towards environ

mental taxes and charges, an approach which was encouraged in the Fifth Environ

mental Action Program as an efficient means to internalise external costs, i.e. to make 

the industry treat the environment with the same care as private property. The only 

concrete measure taken, however, was a proposal for the introduction of combined 

CCVenergy tax.6 The proposal failed to reach the necessary unanimity in the Council, 

and the Council seems to be moving towards a directive which would enable individ

ual Member States to introduce a CCVenergy ta x , if they so wish.7 Apart from the 

efforts of the Council, the Commission issued a communication on eco-taxes and 

charges in the internal market.8

However, the possibilities o f regulating pollution specific environmental prob

lems with the help of economic incentives is not limited to emissions taxes/charges. 

There are also systems of marketable pollution permits which have been frequently 

used in the US.9 In Europe, despite being mentioned in the Fifth Environmental Ac

tion Program10 and notwithstanding the support of legal scholars,11 such systems are 

but a "twinkle in the Commission’s eye.”12

4 Commission Recommendation 96/733/EC of 9 December 1996 concerning Environmental Agree
ments implementing Community directives, OJ [1996] L333/59, which is based on the Communication 
from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament on Environmental Agreements, 
COM(96) 561 final. For an overview of the concept of environmental agreements, see Rehbinder 
(1997) ‘Environmental Agreements - A New Instrument of Environmental Policy’, Environmental 
Policy and Law, 27/4.
5 See section 4.2.1 below for an exception.
6 Commission Proposal for a Council directive introducing a tax on carbon dioxide emissions and en
ergy, OJ [1992] C l96/1; amendment COM(95) 172 of 10 May, 1995.
7 Kramer (1998), E.C. Treaty and Environmental Law, 3rd ed., London, Sweet & Maxwell, at 11.
8 COM(97) of 29 January, 1997.
9 See section 3 below.
10 Supra note 2.
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Emissions trading, as this approach has been called in the U.S., basically en

compasses the allocation of a fixed amount of pollution quotas to private firms,13 

which are allowed to trade these quotas between themselves. The idea is to create a 

system in which firms that are cost-efficient in pollution abatement invest in pollution 

control technology, whereas other firms purchase their excess pollution rights. In the

ory, this system would be more cost-efficient for society as a whole since it would 

allow for flexibility in reaching environmental goals stipulated by the government 

regulator. Moreover, it would create incentives to reduce emissions and develop more 

efficient pollution abatement technology.

Even though marketable pollution permits may sound like an attractive way to 

regulate certain environmental issues, the system is very different from European 

standards and many potential problems must be addressed before a decision is taken to 

implement such a system. The purpose of the present paper is to give a general over

view of the concept of marketable permits with lessons from theory and practice. In 

particular the paper will focus on emissions trading and market power concerns, an 

issue which, to this author’s knowledge, has not yet been addressed by legal com

mentators. It is easy to imagine a situation in which firm A holds a great number of 

permits for a certain pollutant, but uses only few since its pollution control is very 

efficient. What happens if firm B wants to establish and the only hindrance is the lack 

of pollution permits? When, if ever, would firm A’s refusal to supply firm B with the 

necessary permits amount to an abuse of a dominant position under EC competition 

law? Those are the questions which this paper attempts to answer.

However, in order to come to the potential antitrust problems a rather thorough 

presentation of the concept of marketable pollution permits is needed. Section 2 will 

therefore introduce the concept in general and theoretical terms. This introduction will 

be followed by an overview of selected instruments of the more than twenty-year-old 

U.S. experience of emissions trading (section 3). Section 4 discusses the possible im

plementation of a system of marketable pollution permits in Europe by pointing at

11 Peeters (1991) ‘Legal Aspects of Marketable Pollution Permits’, Environmental Policy and the 
Economy, Dietz, van der Ploeg, and van der Straaten (eds.), Elsevier, and Peeters (1993), Towards a 
European System of Tradable Pollution Permits?’, Tilburg Foreign Law Review 2:117.
12 SCOTT (1998), EC-Environmental Law, London, Longman, at 55.
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some of the design issues that need to be considered and highlighting a few problems 

under current EC law which must be resolved before such implementation is possible. 

Section 5 presents the potential competition problems that emissions trading may gen

erate, as described by a number of economic scholars, and concludes Part I o f the pa

per. The American experience does not, to this author’s knowledge, offer any antitrust 

cases before U.S. courts, but that does not mean that the problem is non-existent. 

Older emissions trading programs were heavily encumbered with regulatory require

ments making trades unattractive and the newer programs are still too young to permit 

any conclusions as to their impact on competition.

Part II is devoted to exclusively to competition law. Section 6 identifies Article 

82 (formerly Article 86) as the applicable Treaty rule and the case law of the Court of 

Justice of the European Communities (hereinafter ‘the Court’ or ‘the Court of Jus

tice’), the Court of First Instance and the Commission on refusal to supply and essen

tial facilities as the relevant limitation within that framework. Section 7 contains a 

rather extensive (although by no means exhaustive) summary of and comments on the 

that case law. In section 8, entitled ‘Concluding Remarks’, the relevance of the law on 

refusal to supply and essential facilities to marketable pollution permits will be ad

dressed.

13 There are also systems in which the quotas are allocated to countries and allow only countries to trade 
between themselves. Such programs will be disregarded in the present paper since the focus is directed 
towards the market behaviour of private firms.
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2 Incentive-Based Environmental Regulation

2*1 The Traditional Approach

Traditionally, pollution control has relied upon the so-called command-and-control 

approach. Command-and-control implies that the government lays down detailed di

rectives that prescribe precisely what polluting behaviour is legal or not. Technologi

cal criteria are often used for the formulation of the directives. In European environ

mental regulation such technological criteria include the concepts of ’’best available 

technology not entailing excessive costs” (BATNEEC)14 and ’’best available tech

niques” (BAT).15 American examples are ’’best available control technology” 

(BACT)16 17 and ’’reasonably achievable control technology” (RACT).’7

Command-and-control systems represent a kind of ”one-size-fits-all” approach 

to regulation which means that the polluter is left with very little flexibility. Therefore, 

this type of regulation is generally not cost-effective and perhaps not even efficient in 

combating pollution. Firms, which have the capacity to abate pollution efficiently, 

often operate under the same permit conditions as firms, which do not possess such 

capacity, and the administrator does not have sufficient information to allocate abate

ment duties in a cost-effective manner. Moreover, command-and-control regulation 

creates no incentives to develop new control technologies or to reduce emissions to a 

level below the one stipulated in the permit, since such behaviour would generally 

only lead to more stringent requirements without return for the firms. Economists ob

served these problems at a very early stage, and it is on the basis of the findings of 

those economists that many commentators argue that market-based instruments for 

environmental policy are superior to command-and-control regulation, since they en

courage emissions reductions by those who can achieve them at the lowest cost. The

14 See Council Directive 84/360/EEC on the combating of air pollution from industrial plants, OJ 
[1984] LI 88/20,
15 See Council Directive 96/61/EC on Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control, OJ [1996] L257/26.
16 Clean Air Act, section 169(3).
17 Clean Air Act, section 172(3)
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most commonly used and advocated economic instruments for environmental regula

tion are emissions charges and marketable emission permits.

2.2 Emissions Charges

Under a system of emissions charges the polluter is required to pay a fixed price for 

every unit o f pollution emitted. Emission charges thus induce economically rational 

polluters only to pay those charges lower than the cost of pollution control. Emissions 

would therefore be reduced until the unit cost of further reductions exceeded the unit 

tax. In an ideal world, pollution controls would therefore be concentrated among pol

luters for whom reductions are cheapest and the main part of total emissions among 

those for whom reductions are most expensive.18 However, emission charges are con

sidered to be problematic, since the government cannot guarantee a specific emissions 

level. A tax which is too high could lead to unnecessary costs, while a tax too low 

would not achieve the intended emissions reduction goal.19 The problem is thus that it 

is very difficult for the regulator to obtain sufficient information to set the tax at a 

level that would lead to the desired reduction of emissions. Thus, marketable emission 

permits are by many seen as a better approach since the government would be entirely 

responsible for setting the total amount emitted of a given pollutant. The market 

would only be involved in deciding where and by whom abatement is to be done.

2.3 Marketable Pollution Permits

Marketable pollution permits are more of a market-based instrument than emission 

charges, since, apart from setting a cap on permissible emissions of a given pollutant 

in a given area and the initial allocation of permits, all decisions are left to the market. 

The origin of this type of environmental regulation is ascribed to an essay written 

more than 30 years ago by the Canadian economist J.H. Dales.20

The following is a brief description of how a system of marketable permits is 

introduced: The program must be started by a government decision concerning the

18 Meidinger (1985), ‘On Explaining the Development of ‘Emissions Trading’ in U.S. Air Pollution 
Regulation’ Law & Policy 7:4,447, at 449.
19 Rippel (1998), Tradable Emissions Permits: Problems with the “Perfect Solution?”
http://www.consumcralert.org/pubs/study/ETS.htm, heading 0.

http://www.consumcralert.org/pubs/study/ETS.htm
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level of emissions of one or more pollutants which is found acceptable in society. This 

is a decision in which the market is not involved. The environmental standard thus 

obtained might, for example, specify the total number of tons of a given pollutant that 

may be emitted nation-wide, Community-wide, or throughout any other appropriate 

area21 in a year. The second step would be for the competent authority to create a pool 

of pollution permits that reflects the amount of pollution allowed.22 These permits 

could then be distributed free of charge or be sold or auctioned to polluters. The total 

amount of permits issued must not exceed the emissions cap set by the government. 

When the distribution is made, private firms would be allowed to trade the permits 

between themselves. Firms with the ability to achieve a lower emissions level than the 

one corresponding to the permits held would thus be able to sell their unused permits 

to firms that otherwise would exceed their allowed emissions limit, or firms which for 

some reason need to increase their emissions of the pollutant concerned. The end re

sult of this would be that the total emissions by all on the market would not be higher 

than the set limit.23

The theory behind the use of market mechanisms to combat pollution is consid

ered to encompass two basic ideas. First, the allocation of pollution control should be 

inversely related to its costs. Therefore, polluters for whom pollution control is cheap 

should reduce emissions greatly, whereas polluters for whom such control is more 

costly should only be required to reduce them little or not at all. If this were to be 

achieved, any given level of pollution control would be achieved at the lowest feasible 

total cost to society (as paid by polluters and reflected in the costs of the products and 

services they provide to society). Second, no more pollution control should be carried 

out than that for which the society is prepared to pay. At some point the cost of addi

tional pollution control will exceed the value of the amenities members of society are 

willing to give up for it, and that is where pollution control should end.24

20 Dales, J.H. (1968), Pollution Property and Prices, Toronto, Toronto University Press.
21 The decision concerning the appropriate area depends on whether the location of emissions of the 
pollutant in question matters (uniformly mixed pollutants) or not (non-uniformly mixed pollutants). See 
further section 4.1.10 below.
22 Heinzerling (1995), ‘Selling Pollution, Forcing Democracy’, Stanford Environmental Law Journal 
14, 300, at 301.
23 It may seem as if such a system merely can serve to preserve a certain level of emissions as opposed 
to reducing it, but this is not the case, as can be seen from the description of the American experience 
with marketable permits in section 3 below.
24 MEIDINGER ( 1985), supra note 18, at 448-9.
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As indicated above this does not mean that the market is to decide the appropri

ate level of pollution. Its role will only be to decide who should have the right to emit 

pollution up to the level that is acceptable by society.

2.4 Advantages of Marketable Pollution Permits

The advantages of incentive based policy mechanisms such as marketable pollution 

permits have been presented very clearly by Hahn and Stavins25 and can be reproduced 

in the simple form of a list:

(i) Incentive-based policy schemes can promote environmental protection at a lower 

cost than command-and-control approaches and can thus improve the international 

competitiveness of the countries adopting them. Savings and increases in produc

tivity are calculated to be very large as compared to command-and-control regula

tion.26

(ii) Incentive-based approaches need not cost any more to administer than conventional 

regulatory methods. (In fact, funds from an initial auctioning of permits to polluters 

could help to finance an expanded budget of the relevant surveillance authority.)

(iii) While exploiting the incentives inherent in a competitive market, incentive-based 

systems could encourage firms to monitor each other’s pollutant emitting activities.

(iv) Market-oriented policies can provide incentives for the private sector to develop 

new pollution control technologies since under such systems, investments in pollu

tion control can lead to increased profits.27 In turn, the market-oriented approach 

will create incentives for firms to carry out research and development of cheaper 

and better pollution abatement techniques.

(v) Incentive-based approaches will make the environmental debate more understand

able to the general public since attention will be focused directly on what the envi

ronmental goals should be, rather than on difficult technical questions concerning 

technological alternatives for reaching those goals.

25 Hahn AND Stavins (1991) ‘Incentive-Based Environmental Regulation: A New Era from an Old 
Idea?’, Ecology Law Quarterly 12-14.
26 Some empirical proof of this statement is given in section 3.4 below.
27 In this respect, command-and-control regimes work the other way around: Once a pollution abate
ment technology specified in a permit is installed there is no incentive to develop another since that 
would only mean that the company in question would have to install this new technology in all its pol
lution sources and the old technology invested in would become useless.
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These statements are not accepted by a consensus of environmental commenta

tors.28 In fact, in the early years of the debate, marketable permits were regarded with 

much suspicion and it was considered that making money on pollution could not be 

ethically defensible.29 However, over the years a general understanding of the insuffi

ciency and inefficiency of the command-and-control approach to environmental regu

lation has emerged in modem society. The market is no longer perceived as a power

ful adversary to environmental protection. The current line of thought is an acceptance 

of the fact that the power of the market can be harnessed and channelled towards the 

achievement of environmental goals through an economic incentives approach to 

regulation. Naturally, this system appeals also to the industry since cost-effective 

regulation can make it more competitive in the global market than regulations which 

impose control costs that are higher than necessary.30 The individual firm can use its 

typically superior information to select the best means of meeting an assigned emis-

28 For example, the last point (v) has been heavily criticised by Heinzerling (1995), supra note 22.
29 SCOTT (1998) supra note 12, at 58. The author quotes a piece from the San Francisco Chronicle to 
illustrate this argument:
SCENE: The new Federal Licensing Bureau. A bored clerk is approached by a middle-age applicant 
who looks nervous.
Applicant: I’d like to apply for a licence to emit sulphur oxides. I have this small backyard smelter... 
Clerk: Okay. That’ll be $ 10,000.
Applicant: Did you say $10,000? That’s exorbitant!
Clerk: Look Mac, sulphur oxides aggravate lung diseases, dissolve nylon stockings, peel paint, and 
create killer fogs. The right to do all that doesn’t come cheap.
Applicant: I’m sorry I didn’t realise...
Clerk: Remember, it’s high fees that reduce damage to health and property. Now if you want something 
cheap I can let you have a licence good for tossing three beer cans and a sandwich wrapper out of your 
car window. That’s only ten bucks.
Applicant: Littering? I don't know, there doesn’t seem to be much profit in it.
Clerk: Ah, you’re looking for profit? Confidentially I think our best buy is a Mugging licence. It enti
tles you hit three old ladies over the head in the park of your choice and snatch their purses. Most guys 
come out ahead on this one.
Applicant (surprised): Hitting old ladies over the head? That sounds anti-social somehow.
Clerk (shrugging): It’s no different than a licence to poison people’s lungs. And it only costs $100. 
Applicant (indignant): That’s highway robbery!
Clerk: Nope. Highway robbery is $200, But it’s a non-renewable, non-transferable, one-shot deal. 
Applicant: I’d hate to risk that kind of money.
Clerk: Tell you what. Get a group of your friends together and take out a licence to Riot. You can burn 
and loot five stores in the ghetto of your choice. The fee’s relatively low because it’s part o f our Urban 
Renewal Program.
Applicant (shaking his head): It seems like these days people are getting away with murder.
Clerk: Not unless they got 50,000 bucks buddy. Remember, we got to keep the charges sufficiently high 
to encourage control of everyone’s criminal instincts.
Applicant (appalled): What kind of concept is this? It just means the rich can get away with crimes like 
poisoning people’s lungs that the poor can’t afford to commit.
Clerk (yawning): So what else is new? Next.
30 Tietenberg (1990), ‘Economic Instruments for Environmental Regulation’, Oxford Review o f Eco
nomic Policy, 6:1, 17.
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sion reduction responsibility.31 Thus, by making pollution financially unattractive 

through regulation by incentive, the government can steer decisions of polluters in a 

direction which is less harmful for the environment.

31 RlPPEL(1998), supra note 19, heading 1.
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3 The American Experience

3.1 Introduction

Most nation-wide permit trading programs in the U.S. have taken place under the do

mains of application of the Clean Air Act (CAA),32 adopted in 1970 and substantially 

amended in 1977 and 1990. Some state programs have dealt with emissions to water, 

but they have not been very successful.33 This overview will focus on the programs 

undertaken under the CAA for reasons of limitation. Moreover, unsuccessful pro

grams are less likely to generate competition problems than successful ones.

In order to understand the incentive programs described below it is necessary to 

have some basic knowledge of the main principles and contents of the CAA (section 

3.2). The main purpose of section 3.2 is to show that incentive based instruments by 

no means constitute the backbone of US air quality policy; the basis is instead a firm 

command-and-control system. The actual emissions trading programs started in the 

late 1970’s at the initiative of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and con

tinued with EPA’s Lead Trading Program and the amendments of the CAA in 1990, 

which together constituted an introduction of a second generation o f emissions trad

ing.34 Section 3.3 below will treat the first generation, and section 3.4 will be devoted 

to the second.

3.2 The Clean Air Act -  General

In the 1960’s ecological awareness was on the rise in the US. At that time American 

environmental law was essentially made up of the common law principles of liability 

supplemented by a few pieces of federal or state legislation directed towards very spe

cific problems. Eventually, Congress remedied this insufficiency by promulgating

32 An easy way to get access to the wording of the CAA is to consult http://www.epa.gov/oar/caa.
33 See e.g. the Fox River Program in Wisconsin (Hahn and HESTER (1989), ‘Marketable Permits: Les
sons for Theory and Practice, Ecology Law Quarterly 16:36, 361, at 391-393).
34 Grubb/ M ichaelowa/ Swift/  Tietenberg/ Zhang/ Joshua (1998), Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
Trading: Defining the Principles, Modalities, Rules, and Guidelines for Verification, Reporting & 
Accountability, United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, at 72.

http://www.epa.gov/oar/caa
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(among other environmental acts) the CAA. The Act thus set the legal bases for the 

protection o f air quality in the United States.35

t Pursuant to the CAA, sources of pollution are divided into stationary (plants) 

and mobile (cars, aeroplanes, etc.) sources. Stationary sources, which will be the focus 

of the present paper, have more individual characteristics than mobile sources which 

means that they are regulated individually to a greater extent,36 i.e. classic command- 

and-control regulation.

The main purpose of the CAA was to obtain a means to regulate the amount of 

air pollution acceptable to society. HPA is the authority which is responsible for set

ting such standards for the most important pollutants with negative effects on public 

health; the National uniform Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). The NAAQS 

are caps on the total concentrations of individual pollutants allowed in the atmosphere 

over any given period of time.37

Implementation of the federal standards is generally left to the individual states 

which are required to draw up State Implementation Plans (SIP).38 However, in spite 

of this, a large part of the stationary sources of pollution fall under federal regulations. 

For example, as regards new stationary sources, EPA is to lay down federal emissions 

standards; New Source Performance Standards (NSPS). These standards also regulate 

major modifications to existing stationary sources.39 Moreover, EPA is required to 

promulgate emissions standards for dangerous pollutants, National Emission Stan

dards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP). Further, the 1990 amendments of the 

CAA introduced a permit system for all major sources (sources that emit more than

35 BOUCQUEY (1995), Questions de conception de régulation et de responsabilité relative aux marchés 
de pollution: Leçons à tirer de Vexperience américaine du programme d ’Emissions Trading, Florence: 
PhD-thesis obtained at the European University Institute, at 20.
36 PAGH (1994), Studier over amerikansk milj0ret — til belysning a f dansk milj0ret og EF milj0rett 
Jurist- og 0konomfurbimdets Forlag, Copenhagen, at 431.
37 Hahn and Hester (1989), ‘Where Did All the Markets Go? An Analysis of EPA’s Emissions Trad
ing Program’, Yale Journal on Regulation 6:109, at 115 and Meidemger (1985), supra note 18, at 452.
38 MEIDINGER (1985), supra note 18, at 453. The CAA transfers competence to the Federal agencies 
and authorities as regards mobile sources, for which standards are set directly by Congress. The amount 
of emissions reductions and the time during which these reductions are to take place are specified in the 
CAA itself. The European counterpart to this provision is Council Directive 70/220/EEC on pollutant 
emissions of motor vehicles OJ (1970] L76/1.
39 Pagh ( 1994) supra note 36, at 431. See also MEIDINGER ( 1985), supra note 18, at 453.
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100 tons per year into the air) which covers both existing and new sources.40 The 

states are responsible for the administration of the permit system but EPA is the over

all surveillance authority. Finally, the federal authority can declare regions, in which 

the NAAQS are not complied with, nonattainment areas, which means that the EPA 

has the competence to stipulate and approve of the emission levels of individual 

sources of pollution.41

3.2.1 Air Quality Standards - NAAQS

Pursuant to the CAA, EPA is to define the emission limit values for different danger

ous substances in the air. EPA must lay down primary and secondary standards. Pri

mary NAAQS are to be health based, and sufficiently stringent to prevent new injury 

or aggravation of pre-existing injury even to unusually sensitive members of society. 

Secondary standards are to prevent other negative effects on animals and plants, and 

on public welfare, such as diminished soil or water productivity.42 The NAAQS 

should have been met by 1975 in 247 air quality control regions through state regula

tion of existing sources and national emissions standards for new or modified station

ary sources (NSPS). In 1977 the CAA was amended so that the deadline for attain

ment of all primary NAAQS was extended.43

Primary standards may not reflect the possibility of or the costs for attaining the 

standard. Primary standards are considered to be absolute health based and thus not 

allowing any trade-offs.44

Since there have been some problems attaining the NAAQS in some parts of the 

US, the country is divided into attainment areas and nonattainment areas. The former 

are areas in which the NAAQS are complied with, whereas in the latter compliance is 

imperfect. The classification is done separately for each dangerous substance. It is

40 The permit system requires the applicant to pay a permit fee, which is calculated on the basis of the 
amount of emissions. The fee is to cover all direct and indirect administrative costs (including exami
nations, scientific tests, etc.). However, the fee can never be less than $25 per ton emitted.
41 Pagh (1994), supra note 36, at 432.
42 MEIDINGER (1985), supra note 18, at 452
43 Hoskins (1990), ‘Acid Rain, Emissions Trading and the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1989’, Co
lumbia Journal o f Environmental Law, 15:329, at 334.
44 Lead Industries Association v. EPA, 647 F.2d. 1130 (D.C. Circuit 1980).
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thus possible that one area is in attainment regarding, e.g.y SO 2 whereas the same area 

is in nonattainment concerning, e.g., NOx.45

3.2.2 Attainment Areas or PSD-areas

The 1977 amendments of the CAA introduced the principle of prevention of signifi

cant deterioration (PSD) for attainment areas, that is areas in which air quality is better 

than the one stipulated in the NAAQS. Attainment areas were divided into three 

groups: Class I, where only insignificant deterioration of air quality is permitted; Class 

II, in which slight deterioration of air quality may be permitted as long as there is no 

risk that NAAQS is not complied with; and Class III where air quality may be deterio

rated all the way up to the NAAQS. In PSD-areas, approval of new pollution sources 

and significant modifications of existing sources require proof that the new source not 

leads to non-compliance with air quality standards (which depend on the classification 

of I, II, or III), and that the plant makes use of the best available control technology 

(BACT). In order to decide whether a modification is significant or not it is immate

rial whether pollution is actually increased, as long as there is a risk of increased pol

lution.46

3.2.3 Nonattainment Areas

In areas where the NAAQS requirements are not satisfied, a number of other limita

tions are applicable both as regards new and existing installations. When establishing 

new stationary installations the principle of lowest achievable emission rate (LAER) 

applies. LAER is defined as the best system for continuous emission reduction ade

quately demonstrated. The emission limits are set to be at least as stringent as those 

for new installations in PSD-areas. At the same time it is required that, either the limit 

value corresponds to the most stringent emissions limitation in any state plan (SIP), if 

it is not shown that it is impossible to achieve, or the value shall correspond to the 

most stringent limitation attained in practice, if the latter limitation is more stringent. 

Also nonattainment areas are divided into several classes depending on how serious

45 Pagh (1994), supra note 36, at 433.
46 Ibid., at 434.
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the non-compliance with the emission limit value is. This system triggers different 

legal rules in the form of increased federal control and regulation depending the class 

which a particular area is placed in.47

3.2.4 Thus Far: Command-and-Control

From the previous sections it is understood that the CAA is based on a combination of 

environmental quality standards and pure source regulation. The pollution abatement 

requirements applying to every individual source are linked to the air quality of the 

location of the source in question or its desired location.48 This is a command-and- 

control system which is primarily directed towards new or significantly modified ex

isting sources. Thus, existing sources have no incentive to further reduce their emis

sions. Moreover, the rules are difficult to apply in a manner which makes firms invest 

in pollution control technology where such investments would be most useful.

When the CAA was amended in 1990, these problems were, to a certain extent, 

taken into consideration through the introduction of market-based pollution regula

tion. For the first time federal tradable pollution quotas, called trading allowances, 

were introduced allowing producing utilities to buy and sell their SO2 pollution quotas 

or deposit them in a bank.49

However, already before the 1990 amendments there were administrative prac

tices (introduced and fought for in American courts by EPA) which allowed firms to 

move all or part of their emissions of the same pollutant from one source to another. It 

may therefore be wise to start the overview of the American experience of emissions 

trading with those first generation programs.

47 Ibid.. at 435.
48 An important exception to the linkage between air quality standards and source regulation is the na
tional emission standards fo r hazardous air pollutants (NESHAP). The principle of the NESHAP is 
that the EPA lays down certain emission limits for certain listed substances on the basis of maximum 
achievable control technology (MACT). The 1990 amendments of the CAA introduced a system under 
which plants which voluntarily limit their air pollution to 90% of the MACT-leve! are allowed to keep 
this level and thereby avoid being bound by the MACT-levcl.
49 Pagh (1994), supra note 36, at 435 et seq.
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3.3 Credit Trading: The First Generation

3.3.1 General

The Emissions Credit Trading Program, which includes the policies o f ‘offsets’, ‘bub

bles’, ‘banking’, and ‘netting’, has existed for major criteria pollutants (CO, lead, 

NOx, S 0 2, particulates and volatile organic compounds) in the U.S. since 1975. This 

Program allows firms to demonstrate emissions reductions that are below either the 

firms’ permitted levels or actual emissions history, whichever is lower. It constitutes 

an attempt to facilitate compliance with environmental standards by allowing firms a 

much wider range of choice in how they satisfy their legal pollution control responsi

bilities than possible under the command-and-control approach. Any source choosing 

to reduce emissions at any discharge point more than required by its emission standard 

can apply to the control authority (most often EPA) for a certification of the excess 

control as an ’’emission reduction credit” (ERC). Defined in terms of a specific 

amount of a particular pollutant, the certified ERC can be used to satisfy emission 

standards at other (presumably more expensive to control) discharge points controlled 

by the creating source or it can be sold to other sources. By making the ERCs transfer

able, the EPA allowed sources to find the cheapest means of satisfying their require

ments, even if the cheapest means are under the control of another firm. In order to 

explain the language of the program, it can be said that the ERC is the currency used 

in emissions trading, while the offset, bubble, emissions banking and netting policies 

govern how this currency can be stored and spent.50

3.3.2 Offsets

Within the scope of the offset policy new sources or major modifications to old ones 

are allowed to be constructed in nonattainment areas, as long as new emissions are 

more than offset by reductions in emissions from existing sources. For example, a 

new source generating 100 tons per year of hydrocarbon emissions would be obliged 

to obtain more than 100 tons of emissions reductions from other sources in order to

Tnofl
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obtain a permit to construct. The emissions reductions would have to come from the 

relevant airshed50 51 and must be of the same pollutant type. The administrative process 

of review and approval of permit conditions is called new source review. It is through 

this review process that state and federal regulators impose the offset requirement.52

Offsets are designed to permit some economic growth to occur in nonattainment 

areas while ensuring that air quality does not deteriorate even further.53 The EPA in

stituted the offset rule in 1976 out o f fear that the CAA prohibition on new emission 

sources in areas that did not meet the original 1975 air quality deadlines would stifle 

economic growth.54 The basic formal requirements for new sources or major modifi

cations of existing sources in nonattainment areas are the following:

(i) Emissions must be more than offset55 by reductions in emissions from existing 

sources or the increased emissions must not exceed the allowance identified in the 

state implementation plan (SIP);

(ii) the new source must comply with the lowest achievable emission rate (LAER);

(iii) all other major stationary sources owned or controlled by the applicant within the 

same state must currently be in compliance or on a schedule for compliance with 

applicable emission limits;

(iv) the nonattainment area must have an EPA approved SIP.56

Offsets may be obtained through internal or external trades, and offset transac

tions are controlled at the state level.57 The actual offsets are referred to as ERCs and 

the transaction as an offset trade, whether or not the trade is a lease or a sale.58

50 Tietenberg (1998), ‘Tradable Permits and the Control of Air Pollution in the United States’, 
http://www.colby.edu/pcrsonal/thticten, at 3.
51 An airshed is an imaginary bubble within the boundaries of which pollution from different sources 
can be said to be ‘interchangeable’. For instance, the airshed for C 0 2 covers the whole world, whereas 
the airshed for N 0X covers an area the size of which corresponds to half of Sweden.
52 DUDEK AND PALMISANO (1988), ‘Emissions Trading: Why is this Thoroughbred Hobbled?’, Colum
bia Journal of Environmental Law, 13:217, at 224.
53 Hoskins (1990), supra note 43, at 336.
54 Hahn and Hester (1989), supra note 33, at 372.
55 That is, sources must acquire ERCs for 120% of the amount they will emit. The extra 20% is retired 
as better air quality. (Tietenberg (1998), supra note 50, at 3.)
56 HOSKINS (1990), supra note 43, at 336.
57 Hahn and Hester (1989), supra note 33, at 372.
58 Dudek AND PALMISANO (1988), supra note 52, at 224.

http://www.colby.edu/pcrsonal/thticten
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3.3.3 Bubbles

Bubbles allow existing plants in attainment or nonattainment areas to increase emis

sions at one or more emission points provided any increases are offset by comparable 

emission reductions from other emission points within the so-called bubble. The name 

derives from the concept of placing an imaginary bubble over a multi-source plant. 

The levels o f emission controls applied to different sources in a bubble may be ad

justed to reduce control costs so long as the aggregate level is not exceeded. Thus, 

emission credits are created by some sources within the bubble and used by others.59 A 

bubble may encompass one or more plants, which means that the bubble policy gives 

existing sources greater flexibility to rearrange emissions to minimise pollution con

trol costs while still meeting applicable SIP control requirements.60 Thus, under the 

bubble concept, government involvement in construction or modification at a plant is 

unnecessary as long as there is no net increase in emissions from an imaginary bubble 

over that plant or a group of plants.61 Originally (1979), all bubbles had to be submit

ted by the states to the EPA for approval, but in 1981 EPA began to approve generic 

bubble rules that enabled states to approve bubbles.62

3.3.4 Banking

Banking was introduced in 1979 as a means to save unused, excess emissions reduc

tions for future use or sale. Each state regulatory agency must develop its own admin

istrative procedures in order to be allowed to have a banking program. Details of these 

programs vary significantly across states.63 In order to be eligible for banking an ERC 

must constitute real, certifiable and enforceable emission reductions beyond that 

which is required by the SIP. Banking allows sources to use ERCs in a manner that 

protects the public and firms’ interest. The great importance of banking lies in the fact 

that it provides some degree of certainty to firms. The explanation to this somewhat 

cryptic statement is that creating ERCs needed for a bubble or an offset transaction

59 Hahn and Hester (1989), supra note 33, at 372.
60 HOSKINS (1990), supra note 43, at 340.
61 De l Calvo y Gonzalez (1981), ‘Markets in Air: Problems and Prospects of Controlled Trading’, 
Harvard Environmental Law Review, 5:377, at 396.
62 Hahn and Hester (1989), supra note 33, at 372.
63 Hahn AND Hester (1989), supra note 37, at 119.
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may take many months, and emissions banking was therefore developed so companies 

could better plan how they would create or use ERCs. Since ERCs are the currency of 

the emissions trading program, it also makes sense that a depository be provided. 

Lastly, banking strengthens incentives for maximum early reductions instead of en

couraging industry to "sit on” potential reductions just because there is no where to 

deposit them. Deposited ERCs can then later be used in a bubble, offset, or netting 

transaction to meet a regulatory requirement.64

3.3.5 Netting

Under the netting policy modified sources are allowed to avoid the most stringent 

emission limits that would be applied to the modification by reducing emissions from 

another source within the same plant. In other words, netting is the use of ERCs from 

within a facility to avoid so called New Source Review when an expansion or other 

modification occurs.65 Therefore, netting can only give rise to internal trades. This 

trade reduces the net emission increase of a plant to a level below that which is con

sidered significant66 - hence the term netting. Netting can result in small net increases 

in emissions because only significant increases require New Source Review, which 

means that increases between zero and significant will be accepted. Netting is, like 

offset transactions, controlled at the state level and may be used in attainment and 

nonattainment areas (unless there are specific state restrictions).67

3.4 Allowance Trading: The Second Generation

3.4.1 Distinguishing Allowance Trading from Credit Trading

Credit Trading allows, as shown above, emission reductions above and beyond pre

specified legal requirements to be certified as tradable credits. The credits are typi

cally denominated in terms of a pollutant flow such as ‘tons per year’. Allowance

m Dudekand PalmISANO (1988), supra note 52, at 228.
65 Ibid, at 225.
66 Significant emission increases trigger the stringent New Source Review.
67 Hahn AND Hester (1989), supra note 33, at 371.
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trading on the other hand is based on allowances defined in discrete terms such as 

‘tons’ without the time parameter. Thus, credit trading programs confer a continuing 

entitlement to a flow of emissions, whereas an allowance in second generation pro

grams is a one-time entitlement to emit, e.g., one ton. Once the authorised ton has 

been emitted, the allowance is surrendered. Authorising additional emissions requires 

the issuance of new allowances. In general, this is done well in advance according to 

specific schedules so that emitters have reasonable security for pollution control in

vestment planning.68

Credit trading programs also tend to focus on specific sources or projects which 

means that the rules governing the system are rather complex. Allowance trading on 

the other hand, starts by defining an aggregate emissions cap. The emissions author

ised by this cap are then allocated to eligible parties who are allowed to trade allow

ances between themselves pursuant to very simple rules.69

Credit trading has been less successful than allowance trading due to e.g. the 

higher transaction costs and greater uncertainty and risk inherent in credit trading 

compared to allowance trading. These differences will be discussed further in section 

4.1 below, where questions relating to the design of a system of marketable emission 

permits are addressed.

3.4.2 The Lead Trading Program

The inter-refinery averaging, which is the formal name of the Lead Trading Program, 

is somewhere in between the first and the second generation of market-based instru

ments used in the US.70 It was instituted by the EPA as part of a regulatory program 

that mandated reductions in the amount of lead added to petrol.71

68Tietenberg (1998), supra note 50, at 13.
69 Grubb/ Michaelowa/ Swift/ T ietenberg/ Zhang/ Joshua (1998), supra note 34, at 1 and 17
70 In the UNCTAD report on greenhouse gas emissions trading (Grubb/ M ichaelowa/  Swift/ 
TIETENBERG/ Zhang/ Joshua (1998), supra note 34, at 20), the Lead Trading Program is without 
further explanation classified as a credit trading program. However, as Tietenberg points out 
(Tietenberg (1998), supra note 50, at 13-14), the Lead Trading Program was based on the assignment 
of prc-specified allowances which were surrendered after use. This little difference between allowing a 
certain flow of emissions (credit trading) and allocating one-time entitlements is of great importance for 
the flexibility of the system as is shown in section 4 below. There is therefore little doubt that Tictcn- 
berg’s view should be supported.
71 Lead is one of several substances that can be added to petrol boost octane and prevent ’’knocking”, 
thus improving automobile engine performance. However, lead is highly toxic, and its use in petrol
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The regulatory regime to reduce lead in petrol began in 1973. In 1982, the EPA 

instituted lead trading at the same time as it imposed new, lower limits on petrol lead 

content. The trading program was developed out of fear that some, in particular the 

small, refiners would have difficulties meeting the standards. Thus, refiners were to 

benefit from a period of flexibility in how the deadlines were met without increasing 

the amount of lead used. While some refiners could meet early deadlines easily, others 

could do so only at a significant increase in cost. In 1985 the EPA further reduced the 

amount of lead allowed in petrol and specified that the lead trading program would be 

terminated in the beginning of 1986. Recognising that meeting the goal did not require 

every refiner to meet the same deadline, EPA initiated lead banking later in 1985 to 

provide additional flexibility in meeting the requirements of the regulations.

Turning to the design of the program, a fixed amount of lead rights (authorising 

the use of a fixed amount of lead over the transition period) were allocated to the vari

ous refiners. Refiners who did not need their full share of authorised rights (due to 

earlier or larger reductions than required by the program) could sell their rights to 

other refiners. Thus, refiners had an incentive to eliminate the lead quickly because 

early reductions freed up rights for sale. Acquiring these credits made it possible for 

other refiners to comply with the deadlines, even under extreme circumstances such as 

equipment failures or force majeureJ2 Since the program was designed purely as a 

means of facilitating the transition to the new low-lead regime, the lead banking pro

gram ended as scheduled on 31 December 1987.

The program was unique at the time in that its purpose was to provide a more 

flexible means of eliminating a pollutant, rather than merely stabilising or reducing 

emissions.7* It was also unique in that it was the first successful free and open trading 

market. The success has mainly been ascribed to the fact that the Lead Trading Pro

gram, as opposed to other credit markets, did not require government approval for 

trades. Instead, trading activity was reported to EPA at the end of each quarter.72 73 74

leads to the dispersion of significant amounts of lead into the environment. Health concerns thus 
prompted the EPA to curtail the use of lead as a petrol additive.
72Tietenberg (1998), supra note 50, at 5.
73 Ibid.
74 Grubb/ Michaeeowa/ Swift/  Tietenberg/ Zhang/ Joshua (1998), supra note 34, at 20.
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3.4.3 The Acid Rain Program75

The CAA Amendments of 1990 introduced a new version of the tradable permits con

cept. This system, which is also referred to as the Acid Rain Program, has the purpose 

of reducing industrial emissions of SO2 (which cause acid rain and directly affect hu

man health). The program sets a national emissions cap equal to 50 per cent of the 

base year (1980) S 0 2 emissions, and allocates allowances in two phases to 2,200 util

ity units - primarily electric utilities. (Phase I was implemented in 1995 and covers 

111 large power plants in 21 states. Phase II will begin in 2000 and cover all power 

plants in the 48 contiguous states.76) The operators of the affected facilities are al

lowed to trade emissions allowances between their own facilities or with other utilities 

in order to save costs in achieving the emissions cap.77 Moreover, each allowance, 

which provides a limited authorisation to emit one ton of sulphur, is defined for a spe

cific calendar year, but unused allowances can be carried forward into the next year. 

Emissions may not exceed the levels permitted by the allowances (allocated plus ac

quired). An annual year-end audit balances emissions with allowances. Utilities which 

emit more than what is represented by their allowances must pay a USD 2000/ton 

penalty and are required to forfeit an equivalent number of tons in the following 

year.78

Each year EPA withholds 2,24% of the allocated allowances to go into an auc

tion run by the Chicago Board of Trade.79 These withheld permits are allocated to the 

highest bidders. The proceeds are refunded to the utilities from whom the allowances 

were withheld on a proportional basis. Trades can also take place between private 

parties any time of the year. However, as opposed to the Credit Trading Program, no 

administrative requirements except a report to the Allowance Tracking System com

plicate the trades. This report is necessary for EPA to keep track of the allowances.80

75 The Acid Rain Program was promulgated in Title IV of the CAA as part of the 1990 CAA Amend
ments. CAA 401 et seq.: 42 USC 7651 et seq.
76 NICHOLAS, Juergensmeyer, and Basse (1999), ‘Perspectives Concerning the Use of Mitigation 
Fees as Incentives in Environmental Protection’, Unpublished paper submitted for the Nordic Research 
Course: Law an the Environmental Challenge in Rpros, 21-26 August 1999, at 15.
77 Grubb/  Michaelowa/  Swift/ T ietenberg/  Zhang/ Joshua (1998), supra note 34, at 17.
78 Tietenberg (1998), supra note 50, at 7.
79 However, any allowance holder may choose to offer allowances for sale at these auctions. Potential 
sellers specify minimum acceptable prices.
80 Tietenberg (1998), supra note 50, at 8.
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The Acid Rain Program has been called the largest and most successful emis

sions cap and allowance trading program in the world. Plants have over-achieved 

pollution reduction goals at compliance costs less than half those predicted by EPA, 

and many times lower than those predicted by industry.81 Moreover, the program has 

fostered innovation, reduced litigation, and it requires only a small regulatory staff to 

manage.82 The program is said to have reduced costs by at least USD 1 billion per year 

over a comparable command-and-control program.83

3.4.4 RECLAIM (Los Angeles, California)

While all of the above programs were initiated and promoted by the federal govern

ment, the newest programs have arisen from state initiatives. One of the most ambi

tious84 of these programs is the Regional Clean Air Incentives Market (RECLAIM) 

created in 1993 by South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) to cap 

the emissions of NO* and SOx in the Los Angeles area, which suffers from the worst 

air pollution in the US. All participating stationary sources with emissions over 4 tons 

per year receive an annual emission cap (‘allocation’) and an annual rate of reduction. 

New sources do not receive anything and must thus purchase allocations from existing 

ones. The allocation for any compliance year may be freely traded subject to reporting 

requirements and some spatial restrictions85 (in order to avoid hoarding of permits at 

so-called ’’hot spots”, i.e. localised pollution increases86). However, allocations cannot 

be banked for use in future years.87 Allowable emissions are to decrease between 1994 

and 2000 based on a straight line rate of reduction. During this period, average annual

81 For a detailed analysis of cost savings made and lost under the Acid Rain Program see BURTRAW 
(1996), Cost Savings Sans Allowance Trades? Evaluating the S 0 2 Emissions Trading Program to Date, 
Discussion Paper: Resources for the Future, Washington, DC.
82 Grubb/ Michaelowa/  Swift/ T ietenberg/  Zhang/ Joshua (1998), supra note 34, at 17.
83 RAUFER (1996), ‘Market-Based Pollution Control Regulation: Implementing Economic Theory in the 
Real World’, Environmental Policy and Law, 26/4:117, at 180
84 The program was challenged by parts of the Californian industry which claimed that it was based on 
inadequate scientific data and that its economic analysis was unsound. However, the California Court of 
Appeal rejected these complaints in Alliance o f Small Emitters/ Metals Industry et al. v. SCAQMD, 60 
Cal. App. 4th 55 (Cal. App. 2d 1997).
85 Grubb/ Michaelowa/ Swift/  T ietenberg/ Zhang/ Joshua (1998), supra note 34, at 18.
86 BOUCQUEY (1994), ‘Hot Spots in The Bubble: Ecological Liability in Markets for Pollution Rights’, 
Environmental Law and Ecological Responsibility: The Concept and Practice o f Ecological Self- 
Organization, Teubner, Farmer, and Murphy (eds.), London: John Wiley & Sons, at 49.
87 Nicholas, Juergensmeyer, and Basse (1999), supra note 76, at 18.
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decreases range from 4,1% for S 0 X to 7,1% for NOx. For the period between 2000 and 

2003 reductions of 9,2% and 8,7% respectively are required.88

SCAQMD maintains an official registry and keeps a public bulletin board where 

facilities and interested parties can identify availability of allocations. About two 

thirds of all facilities must measure emissions with continuous emissions monitors 

that report actual emissions as often as every 15 minutes to the SCAQMD on a pub

licly available database. Every compliance period is twelve months long, and at the 

end of its compliance period, each facility submits a final report and is given a two- 

month reconciliation period in which to sell or secure any emissions units necessary to 

balance its emissions for the final quarter. Facilities that fail to meet their reduction 

requirements are required to achieve the reduction by the following year and may be 

subject to monetary penalties.89

The RECLAIM program has achieved significant success in reducing the price 

of compliance. According to some sources the pre-RECLAIM marginal costs o f NOx 

control had reached USD 25,000 per ton for some sources, whereas the cost per ton 

under RECLAIM has been around USD 2000.90 Compliance has been exceptionally 

high and more than USD 35,000,000 worth of credits have been trade to date.91

88 TlETENBERG (1998), supra note 50, at 9.
89 Ibid.
90 ¡bid. However, the results have to be taken with a grain of salt since the initial permit allocations 
tended to be generous.
91 Nicholas, Juergensmeyer, and Basse (1999), supra note 76, at 20.
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4 Implementation in Europe

4.1 Design Issues

In this part of the paper some lessons will be drawn from the American experience of 

credit trading and allowance trading. Successes and failures will be discussed and 

indications for a potential European implementation of marketable permits will given. 

However, the problem of market power under systems of marketable pollution permits 

will be left out since that issue will be treated separately in section 5 below against the 

background of the results of economic research on the subject.

The design issues to consider are many and some are rather complex. Therefore, 

the description and discussion below is not intended to be exhaustive. The particular 

questions that will be addressed below concern the initial allocation of emission 

rights, eligible participants of a trading program, the legal right vested in an emission 

right, the permissibility of transfers of emissions rights, the problem of transaction 

costs, the transparency of the system and legal rights of third parties, monitoring and 

reporting of emissions and transfers, certification of emissions reductions, compliance 

and enforcement, spatial issues, and, finally, the way to fit a system of marketable 

permits into an established legal system.

When emission rights are mentioned below, this refers to emission rights both 

under allowance trading systems and credit trading systems. Should there be differ

ences between the two systems the terms ‘allowances’ and ‘credits’ will be used.

4. L I Allocation

The allocation o f emission rights to sources is very important, since these rights can 

be very valuable. In the US, as described above, emission rights have been allocated 

for free to existing sources of pollution - the so-called method of ‘grandfathering’. 

Politically, it may be the most practical alternative since it provides the greatest num

ber of rights to existing sources. However, grandfathering makes it more difficult for 

new sources to enter the market, as these must buy allowances from existing sources.
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Alternative methods of allowance allocation would be to auction emission rights 

or to allocate them based on a rolling average of past actual emissions (the latter can 

also be described as a type of grandfathering). Both methods would reduce the barriers 

to new entrants and take shutdown sources into account. In addition, an auction would 

become a revenue source for the government.92 However, auctions are problematic 

since they are likely to encounter political and economic opposition. The arguments 

against auctions are the same as the arguments against environmental charges. It will 

be costly for industries to acquire the necessary permits and this will lead to a disad

vantageous competitive position compared to firms in other countries (or, as regard a 

permit market governed by EC law, with firms outside the EU) that are not working a 

system of marketable pollution permits or have not taken other financial measures in 

their environmental policy.93

Grandfathering, in both its forms, can be seen as a very pragmatic approach be

cause it does not entail any radical turnovers. However, apart from raising barriers to 

entry, it can be argued that grandfathering is unjust pursuant to the ‘polluter pays prin

ciple’ (Article 174(2) ToA, formerly Article 130r(2)) which implies that the actors 

who cause most pollution, should not be in a financially more advantageous situation 

than actors who behave in a manner that shows more consideration towards the envi

ronment. According to Peeters a distribution of the marketable permits based on his

torical emissions leads to disadvantages for environmentally friendly firms. Moreover, 

she states that if a classical permit system -  as opposed to historical emissions -  is 

used as the basis for allocation of permits, the permits themselves must be up to date, 

which experience has shown not generally to be the case.94

However, the polluter pays principle is not a legal rule, it is an economic princi

ple. Community practice has by no means been rigorous in its interpretation of the 

principle and there are thus many derogations and exemptions. National and Commu

nity policies are often allowed to exist even though they may be considered to be con

trary to the polluter pays principle.95 Thus, if the environmental and industrial benefits 

produced by marketable permits are great enough, surely the polluter pays principle

93 Grubb/  M ichaelowa/ Swift/ T ietenberg/ Zhang/ Joshua (1998), supra note 34, at 23.
93 Peeters (1993), supra note 11, at 125.
94 Ibid., at 123-124.
95 See Kramer (1998), supra note 7, at 69-70, for examples.
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would not prevent the implementation of such a system. When and if a European 

permit market is introduced, some form of grandfathering is the most likely alterna

tive.96

4.1.2 Coverage

The next question to deal with is who should be covered by the emissions trading pro

gram. Since such programs reduce costs to society it is of course desirable that as 

many sources as possible are included in the system.97 However, to include all emitters 

of a pollutant may not be practical in an allowance trading program because meas

urement for some classes of sources is uncertain, there are political constraints, or 

because it may be impractical to include the smallest sources.98

Such problems can be mitigated by giving polluters, which are not initially part 

of the program, the opportunity to voluntarily opt-in. This would usually require that 

the opt-in applicant proves that he can satisfy the basic conditions of participating in 

the program. The Acid Rain program has illustrated that individual sources do opt-in, 

if given the chance. Individual polluters capable of reducing emissions below their 

allowable levels see this as their only chance to be rewarded for surplus emission re

ductions.99 Thus, an allowance trading program should limit coverage to certain im

portant sources o f pollution with opt-in possibilities for other suited emitters.

4.1.3 Property Rights100

The basic argument for introducing incentive-based instruments in environmental 

policy is what is referred to in industrial organisation theory as the ’’problem of the 

commons”. If ownership is not attached to a particular individual, but rather to a 

group of unrelated users, these users o f the common resource do not fully internalise

96 Sec, however, section 4.2.3 below.
97 It should be noted that this question only arises with respect to allowance trading since credit trading 
programs cover all sources that are able to certify ERCs.
98 Grubb/  M ichaelowa/ Swift/ T ietenberg/  Zhang/ Joshua (1998), supra note 34, at 23.
"TIETENBERG (1998), supra note 50, at 17.
100 The heading of this section may startle the environmental lawyer, but, as will be shown below, it is 
not a question of legal property rights but economic ones. This means that revoking such a right will 
not necessarily trigger expropriation legislation. Instead, the term indicates that firms can plan how to
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the costs of resource depletion. The result is that that a resource is overused relative to 

what might have occurred with individual private ownership.* 101 This is why the ques

tion of property rights is important to emissions trading programs. If firms are certain 

of their ownership as regards pollution rights they will internalise costs.

Under the credit trading programs uncertainty about property rights has made 

internal trading (within firms) more attractive than external trading (between firms). 

Firms face considerable uncertainty in anticipating how regulators will define baseline 

emission levels (emissions before the trade) and emission reductions for emissions 

trading purposes. As regards external trades, the uncertainties are even greater since 

firms are faced with calculating these factors for other firms. If credits are to be ob

tained from other firms, the buying firm must know whether the potential seller is 

really going to be able to make the emission reductions necessary to create the credits. 

However, these problems can be mitigated with a well-functioning banking system.

The same kind of uncertainty does not arise under allowance trading programs 

since allowances can only be used once. Thus, an allowance always represents a given 

amount of emissions. However, even though allowances may appear to be protected 

private property rights, they are not, at least not legally. CAA section 403(f) provides 

that ”an allowance [...] is a limited authorisation to emit sulphur dioxide in accordance 

with the provisions of this title. Such allowance does not constitute a property right. 

Nothing in this title shall be construed to limit the authority of the United States to 

terminate or limit such authorisation.” This type of right is often referred to as a lim

ited property right, since it is not a legally enforceable right. However, judging from 

the success of the Acid Rain Program, it is apparent that market actors have placed 

sufficient trust in the government not confiscating issued allowances. The risk of con

fiscation would seem to be greater the longer the compliance periods. If the purpose of 

a program is to reduce emissions it is advisable to announce schedules according to 

which reductions are to take place. Should this not be done, firms will have difficul

ties with their pollution control planning.102

dispose of their emission rights with reasonable economic certainty. Thus, the goal for the legislator 
should be to find a system with enough certainty to support a market for emission rights.
101 Hahn AND Hester (1989), supra note 33, at 361.
102 See also sections 3.4.1 and 8.3.
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4.1.4 Permissibility o f Transfers

The consequence of a transfer of an emission right is that pollution will occur at an

other place or time than before. Therefore, it must be decided what amount of freedom 

polluters in a permit market should be given. There has to be a balance between suffi

cient environmental protection and a smoothly functioning permit market (because if 

the market does not function smoothly transfers will not take place and no gains will 

be made from the system).

As shown by the description of the American experience above, the ways in 

which governmental approval of permit transfers are designed vary. The core of a 

system of marketable permits market is flexibility. It is therefore important that the 

governmental review process be simple and contain as few procedural obstacles as 

possible. Generally, two ways for designing a governmental test can be distinguished:

(i) The criteria for permissibility of transfers are laid down in the relevant environ

mental statute. Every transfer which is in accordance with those general criteria is 

legal (allowance trading).

(ii) Transfers can only be made with the consent of the relevant government authority. 

The decision making by this authority is guided by general terms in the environ

mental statute. The authority enjoys a certain discretion within the framework of 

these general guidelines (credit trading).

Obviously, the first alternative is to be preferred if the most important goal to 

achieve is flexibility, whereas many serious environmental problems will require the 

second alternative. The great differences between the many polluting activities may 

prove it necessary to for the government to judge the particular circumstances o f a 

proposed transfer. However, the need for government permission for transfers in order 

to protect the environment will severely affect the flexibility of the permit market 

system. Thus, the ecological criteria which are deemed necessary as regards each type 

of pollution (and the therefor required procedure) will strongly affect the possibilities 

and attractiveness of a transfer. In this perspective it seems clear that a permit market 

will be most useful where the location of particular emissions is not important103 but 

overall reductions is the key to solving the specific environmental problem. Examples

103 PEETERS (1993), supra note 11, at 122.
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of this kind of pollution are acid rain, pollution causing depletion of the ozone layer 

and pollution causing greenhouse effects.104

4.1.5 Transaction Costs

The costs of completing transactions have severely affected the effectiveness of emis

sions trading programs over the years. For example, transaction costs play a major role 

in a firm’s decision whether to trade internally (within the firm or group) or externally 

(arms length trades). Such costs include the costs of finding an appropriate trading 

partner, establishing the terms of the trade, documentation, verification and procedural 

requirements, the costs of delay, and costs created by uncertainty of regulatory ap

proval.105

The credit trading programs (offsets, bubbles, netting, and banking) suffered 

greatly from high transaction costs, and fewer trades than necessary to achieve full 

cost-effectiveness took place.106 This is because credit trading requires that the crea

tion of each credit or its use be separately approved by a regulatory authority. The fact 

that transactions are typically only approved after reductions of emissions actually 

have been generated creates uncertainty which raises costs. Moreover, the actual pro

cedure of certification, under the Credit Trading Program, before the regulatory 

authority is very costly.

Allowance trading on the other hand, has generally low transaction costs and 

low risk. Firms do not have to conduct case-by-case review of credit transactions, but 

can simply transfer issued allowances without regulatory intervention.107

Transaction costs are also borne by the regulatory authority to validate and ad

minister the trading system. Here again, credit trading is much more costly than al

lowance trading. EPA has estimated that the total cost borne by the government for 

administering the Acid Rain Program is USD 1.50 per ton abated, compared to USD 

25 or more for the case-by-case review process under a more typical permit process.108

104

105

106 

107 

IQS

See further section 4.1.11 on spatial issues.
Hahn AND Hester (1989), supra note 37, at 140.
Tietenberg (1998), supra note 50, at 20.
Grubb/  M ichaelgwa/  Swift/  T etenberg/ Zhang/ Joshua
Ibid.

(1998), supra note 34, at 24.
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Hahn and Hester have found109 that administrative requirements, which are 

complex or impose major informational burdens on firms do increase transaction costs 

and decrease trading. However, in their view, banking programs or other efficient 

means for firms to identify holders of pollution rights can reduce those costs. Fur

thermore, a firm searching for credits has no market information from which it can 

anticipate the future price of the commodity in question. If a firm under such circum

stances has the option of generating credits/allowances internally, it may do so rather 

than incur the expense of search for credits/allowances when the outcome of the 

search is unpredictable.110

Neither of the credit trading programs were consciously designed to minimise 

transaction costs. Second generation programs have at least attempted to address this 

issue. The auction market established as part of the Acid Rain Program has been de

scribed as a prime example.111 Not only did this market reduce costs to actually per

form transactions, it also provided systematic public information on prices. This in

formation has the effect of lowering the spread between the highest bid and the clear

ing price.112 The greater availability of data on prices and the nature of trades clearly 

benefits buyers and sellers.

Consequently, transparency and modest administrative requirements for trades 

are necessary to keep transaction costs down. However, the different character of dif

ferent types of pollution may entail more stringent administrative control of certain 

trades. In such cases transaction costs may rise, but, as is shown in section 4.1.10 be

low, ’’second-best” options, which somewhat compromise efficiency, may sometimes 

be justified. This means that even though consideration of ecological factors may af

fect the efficiency of a market-based system, such a system may still, if designed cor

rectly, be more efficient than a command-and-control system. Thus, the regulator must 

in balancing varying interests make sufficient environmental considerations, while not 

creating transaction costs prohibitive to trade.

109 Hahn AND Hester (1989). supra note 33, at 377 et seq. and 404.
1.0 Hahn and Hester (1989), supra note 37, at 141.
1.1 Tietenberg (1998), supra note 50, at 21.
1.2 http://www.epa.gov/acidrain/auctions/auc97tlk.html.
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4.1.6 Transparency and Legal Rights o f Third Parties

The importance of having a transparent system is shown in section 4.1.5 above in re

lation to transaction costs. Transparency is of great importance also for legal rights of 

third parties (i.e. persons who are not involved in the transactions).

Pollution affects every citizen’s right to live in a clean environment and thus, 

when a polluting activity is subject to regulation all affected citizens are third parties. 

Moreover, environmental organisations can be considered to be third parties in the 

sense that their only interest is a clean environment. Therefore, transparency and legal 

protection of third parties -  in the sense that they are allowed to participate in the 

public decision making process and that they are entitled to judicial review of gov

ernment decisions which permit polluting activities -  must be considered when a sys

tem of marketable permits is implemented.

As regards transparency, citizens should be informed about transfers (in par

ticular transfers that may affect them directly) because transfers may change the way 

pollution affects their neighbourhood. Consequently, all information about transfers 

should be made publicly available. This can be done by keeping a public registry 

containing documentation of all trades and trade notices.113 In the US, firms report to 

EPA which then publishes the information.

A more difficult question is how citizens should be allowed to deal with the in

formation obtained from the public registers. It is important to note that third party 

participation and judicial review of transfers will reduce the flexibility of the permit 

market. Exercise of such rights is time consuming and transfers may thus become less 

attractive to polluters, and more costly. However, it should be noted that third party 

participation may be of great importance, not only for the respect of third parties per 

se, but also to reduce the risk of creating hot spots and thereby run into very compli

cated questions of environmental liability.114

In this connection, it will be remembered that the transfers under allowance 

trading programs do not require any administrative decisions. A transfer is given legal 

effect simply by meeting certain statutory requirements. Thus, there will be no room

113 This system is used in the Acid Rain Program by the Allowance Tracking System. In many cases 
information contained in the registry is made available on the internet by EPA.
1,4 See BOUCQUEY (1994) supra note 86.
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for participation or judicial review. Transfers that are to be approved by government 

authorities (such as credit transfers under credit trading programs), however, make 

third party protection conceivable. Third parties can be allowed to participate in the 

decision which permits or prohibits the transfer or they can challenge such a decision 

when it is taken. However, it will be understood that such rules will make a slow pro

cess even slower. Firms who wish to make a transfer will have a period of uncertainty 

about the approval of the transfer. The task of the legislator will thus be to find a just 

balance between the freedom to transfer pollution rights and the protection of third 

parties.115

The protection of third parties is more necessary if the location of particular 

emissions is of great interest than if it is not. Should the location not matter, but only 

the general level of emissions, third parties will only be affected by the initial decision 

which determines what the cap for each pollution should be, and there is therefore less 

reason to provide for their protection.

4.1.7 Monitoring, Reporting, and Certification

No form of emissions trading should take place unless there is a highly credible sys

tem of monitoring of both emissions and trading activity. High quality monitoring is 

essential to assure effectiveness of both compliance and trading systems. For example, 

the Acid Rain Program requires continuous emissions monitoring by sources. Such an 

approach provides for great certainty, but it is also expensive for polluters. Under this 

program, monitoring devices and systems were required to be installed and verified in 

the year before the actual trading started, and ongoing testing of the monitoring sys

tems is required. Moreover, emissions data are sent hourly to EPA’s Emissions 

Tracking System, and they are summarised in a quarterly report to EPA together with 

the quality assurance data from the monitoring tests.116

Reporting requirements (to the authority responsible for compliance issues) 

normally take on two forms: the reporting of emissions monitoring results and re

porting of emissions trading activity. Monthly reporting of pollution emissions data is 

common, but technology allows for reporting as often as every 15 minutes. Reporting

1,5 Peeters (1991), supra note 11, at 158.
116 Grubb/ M ichaelowa/ Swift/ Tietenberg/ Zhang/ Joshua (1998), supra note 34, at 26.
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of emissions trading activity is necessary for quality assurance and enforcement. One 

element of this is the reporting of trades. All recent US emissions trading programs of 

the second generation require immediate reporting of trading activity to a government- 

controlled registry, which is open to the public. This assures openness of the system 

and can be used by the government for compliance purposes.

There are some differences between allowance trading and credit trading as re

gards reporting. In allowance trading, reporting of emissions trading activity for com

pliance purposes is generally part of the reporting process at the end of each quarter 

and at the end of the year. The report states the source’s total emissions limit, the units 

of pollution actually emitted during the compliance period, and allowance trading 

activity such as sales or purchases. Units emitted during the year, plus or minus any 

allowance transfers, must equal the source’s total limit. For credit trading, reporting 

requirements can vary depending on which kind of credit trading program is con

cerned. If sources operate under emission permits, trading can be made enforceable 

under the permit system, and reporting requirements become integrated with regular 

permit reporting. Trading only changes the permitted level of emissions. More com

plex reporting requirements are needed for credit trading, which is not based on a 

permit system. In the US, EPA demands a number of different notices from credit 

generators and users. For the purposes of this brief description, however, it is not nec

essary to go into details on these requirements."7

Certification of trades is not required under allowance trading programs, since 

the authenticity of each allowance is built into the structure of the program. All second 

generation program described above allow free trading of allowances without verifi

cation or other types of government approval. However, all forms of credit trading 

require some kind of certification system. In order to be acceptable, credit trades must 

be judged to be valid on a number of criteria. Under the US credit trading programs, 

emission reductions must be quantifiable, surplus, either permanent or discrete, and 

enforceable, meaning that the reduction must be possible to measure, greater than re

quired by the current permit,"8 lasting, and possible for authorities to enforce. As long 117 118

117 See further ibid., at 27.
118 Or greater than it otherwise would have been, which is the standard of trading in the absence of a 
permit system. Naturally, this is very difficult to show since it requires a forecast of future economic 
events and probabilities.
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as there is a permit system functioning as a basis of the program, certification can fo

cus on the quantification, since the other parameters are dealt with through the regular 

permit system In the absence of such a system, the certification process must address 

all of these issues. Such a system can lead to rejection of many proposed trades. 

Trades can take one to two years, which creates high transaction costs and uncer

tainty.119

The above shows that monitoring and reporting is generally very easy to admin

ister in allowance trading system, whereas these issues, with the addition of certifica

tion, can be very complicated in credit trading programs. The latter complexities are, 

however, not prohibitive, at least not as regards credit trading under a permit system.

4.1.8 Compliance and Enforcement

The freedom of choice that polluters will enjoy in a system based on marketable per

mits must be controlled efficiently so that the actual legal duties provided for in the 

permits are complied with. For the permit market to work in an effective way it is of 

utmost importance that its rules are strictly enforced. Should that not be the case, the 

value of the pollution rights will decrease and with it the level of incentive for pollut

ers to act in a way which is less harmful to the environment.120 Moreover, and more 

importantly, compliance and enforcement mechanisms are necessary to ensure that the 

appropriate level of environmental protection is reached.

Transferable pollution rights entail constant changes in the legal duties of pol

luters, and a supervisory authority must know exactly what these duties are to be able 

to control compliance. Thus, the supervisory authority must know the amount of pol

lution rights held by the polluter and the amount of pollution caused by him.121

The US experience shows that the level of penalties appears to be positively cor

related with compliance levels. The Acid Rain Program has a record of 100% compli

ance in all years. The highly reliable monitoring and reporting requirements together 

with rules on liability and very high penalties, all help to create this record. Under the 

Acid Rain Program a source that emits more than the number o f allowances in its ac-

1,9 Grubb/ M ichaelowa/  Swift/T ietenberg/Z hang/ J oshua (1998), supra note 34, at 28.
120 Peeters (1991), supra note 11, at 159-160.
121 See sections 4.1.6-4.1.7 above concerning the importance of transparency of the system.
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count must automatically pay a financial penalty of USD 2000 (1990 dollars, adjusted 

upwards for inflation) for every excess ton and offset the excess emission with 

equivalent allowances. The price is much higher than the market price of an allowance 

(about USD 100). Also under the RECLAIM program fines for non-compliance are 

high. Under the lead trading program on the other hand, penalties were initially low 

(they principally involved the need to make up the lost credits), and enforcement was 

a problem for a time under this program. A relevant aspect of both the Acid Rain Pro

gram and RECLAIM is the provision of a two-month reconciliation period following 

the end of a year for sources to purchase any allowances needed to equal their emis

sions. This promotes compliance and reduces the risk in the market.122

However, as has been implied above, it is important to note that enforcement 

and compliance are impossible to administer without efficient monitoring, reporting, 

and (where needed) certification. Enforcement merely concerns the relevant authori

ties’ competence123 and willingness to take action against non-complying polluters on 

the basis of the information obtained through the other procedures.

4.1,9 Accountability

Liability rules differ greatly between the different kinds of trading programs. The 

question of liability is straightforward for allowance trading since all covered sources 

simply need to show that they have sufficient allowances to cover their actual emis

sions at the end o f each compliance period. Sources are liable if they do not have 

enough allowances to cover those needs. For credit trades the most straightforward 

rules involve situations where existing sources are already subject to a system of 

emissions permits. In such cases the existing liability and enforcement mechanisms of 

the permit system can be used to enforce credit trades, as the permit of the selling firm 

would reflect its new lower emissions limit after the trade, and that of the receiving 

firm its new higher amount. In the absence of a permit system (discrete trading), credit 

trading programs must create a separate liability system, as any discrete emission re

duction is a one-time event and is not reflected in a permit. Here it can be considered 

whether the liability should be on the seller or the buyer. In the US the liability has

122 Grubb/ M ichaelowa/  Swift/ Tietenberg/  Zhang/ Joshua (1998), supra note 34, at 28.
123 See regarding competence in a European setting section 4.3.4 below.
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been placed on the buyer in such cases. This system has been criticised, since it cre

ates uncertainty and risk by failing to guarantee generators and users that they will 

benefit from reductions until they are approved. However, seller liability also con

strains trading since pre-certification creates high transaction costs, and the alternative 

random audit approach has lower credibility. Thus, choices between higher transaction 

costs and uncertainty on the one hand, and greater credibility on the other, must be 

made.124

4.1 JO Spatial Issues

Transferable permits have worked particularly well for trades involving uniformly 

mixed pollutants (pollutants for which only the level of emissions matter) and for 

trades of non-uniformly mixed pollutants (those for which emission location also 

matters) involving contiguous discharge points. Most trades under the credit trading 

programs have involved uniformly mixed pollutants. Since no models showing the 

dispersion of pollutants are required for uniformly mixed pollutants (even when trad

ing sources are distant from each other), trades involving these pollutants are cheaper 

to consummate. Moreover, trades involving uniformly mixed pollutants do not have to 

be constrained by the need to prevent hot spots (local air quality deterioration) since 

the location of the emissions does not require any policy considerations.

When, on the other hand, emission location matters, the dominance of economic 

instruments over command-and-control regulation is less clear cut. Implementing such 

a system could impose a large administrative burden. In general non-uniformly mixed 

pollutants require a number of different markets equal to the number of receptors in 

order to create a cost-effective allocation of control responsibility. In other words, 

every airshed or water receptor constitutes, regardless of its size, one individual mar

ket and, for environmental reasons, trades cannot freely be made between different 

markets.

124 Grubb/ M ichaelowa/  Swift/T ietenberg/ Zhang/ Joshua (1998), supra note 34, at 29-30. For a 
thorough and theoretical approach to the question of who should be held liable if a given trade creates a 
hot spot (excessive localised pollution) see Boucquey (1994) supra note 86.
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Spatial considerations can also give rise to environmental justice concerns. Un

der RECLAIM a complaint has been filed according to which the program allows the 

continued existence of toxic hot spots in low income communities.125

In order to cope with spatial problems for non-uniformly mixed pollutants and 

still enjoy some of the benefits from trading, "second-best” designs may play a role. 

Second-best designs somewhat compromise the goal of cost-effectiveness, but they 

still represent an improvement over more traditional approaches. The starting point for 

this approach is the assumption that it is better to implement a basic system built 

around standard emission permits, dealing individually with those trades which would 

result in hot spots or excess pollution at the most severely affected receptors, rather 

than establishing wholesale restrictions on trades. One illustration of how this type of 

constrained trading could be implemented is given by the RECLAIM program. The 

entire trading area is divided into two zones (Coastal and Inland). Due to local geo

graphic and meteorological considerations, emissions in the coastal zone can affect air 

quality in both zones, whereas emissions in the inland zone affect only air quality in 

that zone. As a result the SCAQMD has allowed the inland sources to buy permits 

from either zone, but some facilities in the coastal zone can only buy credits from 

other coastal zone sources. This has created a situation in which the prices for credits 

in the coastal zone are considerably higher than prices for credits created in the inland 

zone. Although these zones reduce cost-effectiveness, zonal permit trading still repre

sents a considerable improvement over a system with no trading at all,126 and it is nec

essary to achieve a better environmental result.

Problems with hot spots can also be solved by allowing unrestricted trading, but 

exercising some control over how the permits are used. For example, the Acid Rain 

Program addresses the problem with a system which is known as "regulatory tiering". 

This concept involves applying more than one regulatory regime at a time. The allow

ance trading is overlaid on a traditional system of regulations which specifies ambient 

air quality standards. Allowance usage is constrained by the need to meet these ambi

ent air quality standards. Thus, trading is not restricted by spatial considerations, but 

the use of acquired allowances is subject to local regulations protecting the air quality 

in that area. The second regulatory tier (the air quality standards) protects against ille-

125 TlETENBERG (1998), supra note 50, at 22.
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gal hot spots (those which violate the air quality standards) by disallowing the use of 

any allowances which would trigger a violation.126 127

4.2 A European System of Marketable Pollution Permits

Having dealt with the general problems of instituting a system of tradable pollution 

permits, it is time to turn to some of the issues that specifically concern implementa

tion of such system within the framework of the European Union. Thus, potential 

drafters of a European permit market must keep the general observations concerning 

the American experience in mind. In addition to this, the future drafters must also 

respect the EC-Treaty. US policy instruments cannot easily be transferred into another 

legal system. It has to be investigated under which conditions a permit market can be 

transposed into the European legal system. In this section particular attention is paid 

to the limited European experience of marketable permits, the principle of subsidiar

ity, and questions of allocation of permits and enforcement of the rules in the light of 

the available decision-making procedures.

4.2.1 Regulation 3093/94

In response to the threat to the ozone layer 24 nations signed the Montreal Protocol in 

September, 1988. The signatories agreed to restrict their production of the chief re

sponsible gases to 50% of 1986 levels by 30 June, 1998. In July 1990, the Protocol 

was amended by an agreement signed in London since new evidence suggested that 

the Montreal Protocol had not gone far enough. The London agreement required com

plete phase-out of CFCs and halons by the end of this century. In addition, carbon 

tetrachloride and methyl chloroform were added to the Protocol and are scheduled to 

be eliminated 2000 and 2005 respectively. A second amendment was agreed upon in 

Copenhagen in 1992 where methyl bromide, hydrobromofluorocarbons, and hydro- 

chlorofluorocarbons were added to the list.

Initially the Montreal Protocol, which was signed by (the then) EEC and its 

Member States was implemented in the EEC by Council Regulation 3322/88,128 which

126 Ibid., at 24
127 Ibid., at 25.
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was repealed when Regulation 594/91 introduced the changes inherent to the London 

agreement.128 129 The second amendment of the Protocol (Copenhagen 1992) was imple

mented by Regulation 3093/94,130 which also repealed Regulation 594/91.

Until 1994 the scope of the Regulation covered production and consumption131 

limits of ozone depleting substances. The current version, however, applies to pro

duction and supply132 of such chemicals. Production is governed by Article 3 and sup

ply by Article 4 of Regulation 3093/94. Pursuant to these provisions, the Commission 

is required to issue production licences and assign supply quota to producers (or im

porters).

Even though it may not be readily inferred from the wording of the relevant pro

visions (Article 3(10-11), transfer of production licences is permissible. Pursuant to 

Article 3(10), the competent authority of the Member State in which a producer’s 

relevant production is situated may authorise the producer to exceed his pre-calculated 

level of production for the purpose of industrial rationalisation within that Member 

State. However, such authorisation may take place only on the condition that the sum 

of the calculated levels of production of the domestic producers of the Member State 

in question is not exceeded. The key concept of this provision is ‘industrial rationali

sation’, which means transfers of all or a portion of the calculated level of production 

from one producer to another, for the purpose of optimising economic efficiency or 

responding to anticipated shortfalls in supply as a result of plant closures (Article 2). 

Similar conditions apply to transfers between producers of different Member States 

under Article 3(11) of Regulation 3093/94. Cross-border transfers of production li

cences must be authorised by the Commission, whereas for transfers within a Member 

State an authorisation by a competent administrative governmental body is sufficient.

Transfers of supply quota are directly sanctioned under Article 4(10) of the 

Regulation, which provides that a producer entitled to place certain ozone depleting

128 Council Regulation 3322/88/EEC on substances that deplete the ozone layer, OJ [1988] L297/I. 
This regulation was repealed by Regulation 594/91.
129 Council Regulation 594/91/EEC of 4 March 1991 on substances that deplete the ozone layer, OJ 
[1991] L67/1.
130 Council Regulation 3093/94/EC of 15 December 1994 on substances that deplete the ozone layer, 
OJ [1994] L333/1.
131 Import and export o f such substances were also covered, but they are left out here since a regime that 
has nothing to do with the purposes of this paper applies to them.
132 Use also falls under the regulation, but that mode of handling the substances in question is left out 
since no licences or quotas are distributed to users.
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substances on the market ’’may transfer his right in respect of all or any quantities of 

[the relevant substances] to any other producer of [such substances] within the Com

munity.” Authorisation for such transfers is not needed, but the acquirer must imme

diately notify the Commission.

It is doubtless that the regime under Regulation 3093/94 (and its predecessors) 

includes the establishment of a permit market instituted for economic reasons (indus

trial rationalisation). However, to this author’s knowledge, Peeters is the only com

mentator who has observed that the Regulation features a system of marketable per

mits.133 Other legal scholars claim in one voice that European permit markets do not 

exist and will not come into being in the near future, if ever. It is therefore unlikely 

that trades of licences to produce or quota to supply ozone depleting substances have 

taken place with any frequency in Europe. Should that have been the case, surely legal 

scholars like Krämer, Jans, Pagh, Scott, etc. would have commented upon the effects 

of this market, or at least acknowledged its existence.

4.2.2 The Principle o f Subsidiarity

The principle of subsidiarity as expressed in Article 5 To A (formerly Article 3b) pro

vides that:

The Community shall act within the limits of the powers conferred upon it by this Treaty and of 

the objectives assigned to it therein.

In areas which do not fall within its exclusive competence, the Community shall take action, 

in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity, only if and in so far as the objectives of the pro

posed action cannot be sufficiently achieved by the Member States and can therefore, by reason 

of the scale or effects of the proposed action, be better achieved by the Community.

Any action by the Community shall not go beyond what is necessary to achieve the objec

tives of this Treaty.

This principle applies only where the Community does not have exclusive com

petence,134 but in general there is no such competence in the field of environmental

133 Peeters (1993), supra note 11, at 126-127.
134 There are different views on how the principle of subsidiarity should be construed. Some suggest 
that a broad view should be taken, meaning that the Community’s exclusive competence exists in those 
areas in which the Member States have transferred power to the Community, irrespective of whether the 
Community has actually exercised this power. Others mean that the subsidiarity principle would only be 
excluded where the Community has actually exercised its power. For a discussion of these issues see 
Craig AND De BCirca (1998), supra note 1, at 124 et seg.
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policy. Thus, there is only cause for an action at Community level, if and in so far as 

the objectives of the proposed measure cannot be sufficiently achieved by the Member 

States. Decisions are to be taken as closely as possible to the citizens and pursuant to 

Article B of the Maastricht Treaty, the Community shall only act when the targets can 

be better reached at the Community level. However, it will be seen that a decision to 

institute a European market of tradable pollution permits can be held to fall within the 

exclusive competence of the Community.

For environmental problems that have a Community-wide effect on the envi

ronment, the subsidiarity principle does not seem to impede the power of the Council 

to lay down targets in the environmental sector. Notwithstanding this fact, it can be 

questioned whether the Council also has the power to dictate Member States in the 

way these targets should be met. It can be argued that the principle of subsidiarity 

gives the Member States maximum freedom as far as implementation of specific tar

gets is concerned. Such considerations may be valid as far as traditional command- 

and-control regulation is concerned, but as regards marketable pollution permits their 

validity can be conceived differently. This is because it is likely that the efficiency 

gains that can be obtained with the use of an emissions trading program will be greater 

if the system can be implemented Community-wide instead of being limited to a few 

Member States. Therefore, efficiency considerations would most likely lead to the 

conclusion that a European permit market is not contrary to the principle o f subsidiar

ity. The latter argument would carry a particular weight when pollution with effects 

throughout the Community is at stake.135

4.2.3 Allocation

In section 4.1.1 above, it was shown that free distribution o f permits or other pollution 

rights may be considered contrary to the polluter pays principle, whereas auctioning or 

selling permits may encounter political opposition since it affects the competitiveness 

of the industry negatively. It was concluded that thus far, political opposition against 

auctioning or selling pollution rights is great enough to make this alternative unrealis-

135 Peeters ( 1 9 9 3 ), supra  note 1 1 , at 1 2 8 .
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tic. In addition to those problems, there are specific issues in the Community legisla

tive process that may make the allocation of permits complicated.

While concentrating on allocation of pollution rights free of charge, two alter

natives can be distinguished within a Community framework. First, permits or quotas 

can be allocated to the Member States after which they can distribute them to firms. 

Second, there is the alternative that a Community authority, such as the EEA, distrib

utes permits directly to firms throughout the whole Community. (Under Regulation 

3093/94 the latter method was followed: distribution was made pursuant to the Regu

lation itself.)

Since the permits that are to be distributed are potentially very valuable, it is 

likely that there will be a struggle in the Council. Every individual Member State will 

have economic reasons to obtain as many permits as possible, especially if the permits 

are transferable throughout the Community. In procedural terms, the legal bases for 

decision-making in the environmental policy field are Articles 175 and 95 (formerly 

Articles 130s and 100a).

Article 175 is especially meant for environmental regulations or directives, 

while Article 95 is used as legal basis for measures meant primarily for the creation of 

the internal market. The latter can also affect environmental behaviour. Both Articles 

cannot be used together as legal bases for one measure. In the Titaniumdioxide case,136 

the Court of Justice clarified that legislation must be based on Article 95 if its main 

aim is the establishment of the internal market and not the protection of the environ

ment. Since many product, process and emission standards can influence the internal 

market, many environmental measures must be based on Article 95. Moreover, the 

choice of legal basis does not depend on the meaning which the Council attaches to 

the legislation in question, but on the objective facts that can be reviewed by the Court 

of Justice.137

Concerning the establishment of a European permit market, the procedure for 

decision-making is important. Under Article 175, regulations or directives must be 

enacted by a qualified majority or unanimously if the legislation in question concerns 

’’provisions primarily of a fiscal nature; measures concerning town and country plan

ning, land use with the exception of waste management and measures of a general

136 Case C-300/89, Commission v. Council [1991] ECR1-2867.
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nature, and management of water resources; measures significantly affecting a Mem

ber State’s choice between different energy sources and general structure of its energy 

supply/’ However, even in the latter case the Council can opt for qualified majority 

voting pursuant to Article 175(2), a possibility which is very seldom used. Should 

Article 100a be applicable the Council can adopt environmental rules by a qualified 

majority rule.

Thus, under Article 130s the Council must in some cases reach a common 

opinion as regards the initial allocation of permits. It is possible that a program similar 

to the US Acid Rain Program, for example, would be considered to significantly affect 

a Member State’s choice between different energy sources and the general structure of 

its energy supply. Should the grandfathering method be used (see section 4.1.1 above), 

economically weaker Member States can be expected to object that economically 

strong states will gain unjust advantages since a larger industry produces more pollu

tion and therefore will get larger quotas. Some sort of correction for past pollution 

therefore seems to be necessary for a politically viable distribution proposal.

Should the qualified majority procedure under Article 95 or 175 be applicable, 

the decision-making procedure might be facilitated. However, in this case the in

volvement of the European Parliament is stronger, and this is important for the general 

acceptance of the permit market.137 138 The Parliament has the right to defeat a provisional 

decision by the Council, and the Council then can take the decision only with una

nimity. Thus, the Parliament obtains the power to propose changes to the provisional 

decision of the Council.

Notwithstanding the expected decision-making problems, the European CFC- 

trading program shows that unanimity is possible to reach in this field. In this case 

pure grandfathering was used, albeit the source of the method is to be found in an in

ternational agreement. Possibly pure grandfathering will be more difficult to use in the 

future if it is not prescribed elsewhere (e.g. in an international agreement).

137 Peeters (J 993), supra note 11, at 129.
138 Sec Hahn AND Stavins (1991), supra note 25, at 22 et seq. for a discussion about the public ac
ceptance of marketable environmental permits in the US. It is not unlikely that the debate would be 
similar in Europe and that the influential Green Parties would oppose to the introduction of such in
struments, at least at an initial stage.
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4.2.4 Control and Enforcement

It is important to note that there are incentives for Member States not to apply sanc

tions against their industry, when it acts contrary to Community legislation governing 

a market of pollution permits. Such behaviour on the part of the Member States can 

produce economic advantages for firms originating in that state. It will be recalled 

from section 4.1.8 above that enforcement by the Member States is of the utmost im

portance since permit markets can create incentives for firms to act in contravention of 

the rules, especially when the price of a tradable permit is high. For these reasons it is 

important to know whether the powers on the Community level are sufficient to en

force EC legislation.

The first observation is that the Commission has very limited powers to super

vise the actions of Member States and their citizens. No formal competencies to su

pervise the environmental actions of firms or citizens in Member States have been 

attributed to the Commission. However, a first step was taken with Article 18 of 

Regulation 3093/94 (Article 14 of Regulation 594/91). This provision empowers the 

Commission to ask all necessary information from the governments and competent 

authorities of the Member States and from the firms.139 However, should the Regula

tion be infringed by a firm, only the Member State in which the firm is established has 

the power to enforce the provisions of the Regulation towards that firm. Pursuant to 

Article 19 of Regulation 3093/94 (Article 15 of Regulation 594/91), Member States 

are to take appropriate legal or administrative action in the case of infringement of the 

provisions of the Regulation.

Should, however, the national rules for supervision and penalties be harmo

nised, the Commission’s supervision would be easier. It could, for example, be laid 

down in a Regulation governing a permit market that firms which do not provide ade

quate information on their polluting activities or pollute more than their emission 

rights allow will be punished with the withdrawal of rights for the coming period (or 

even fines like under the Acid Rain Program). Unfortunately, the experience with 

Regulation 594/91 shows that Member States are not willing to adopt such harmoni

sation. The Commission’s original proposal of Article 15 o f the Regulation contained 

clear sanctions for infringements, but these were deleted in the Council deliberations
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since some Member States did not wish to transfer parts of their sovereignty in the 

field of law enforcement. Therefore, the current Article 15 only lays down a duty for 

Member States to take adequate action in the case of an infringement.139 140

Finally, there is the possibility for individuals to challenge alleged breaches of 

Community law in national courts. This can be done in cases where individuals find 

that national law is applied in contravention of EC law. This is an important factor for 

securing compliance with Community law, but a discussion of the workings of that 

system would lead too far for the purposes of this paper.

139 PEETERS (1993), supra note 11, at 131.
140 Ibid.
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5 Emissions Trading and Competition Problems

5.1 Introduction

As mentioned in section 2.3 above, J.H. Dales presented his ideas on how to come to 

terms with the ‘tragedy of the commons’ in environmental regulation already in 1968. 

Dales was motivated by a wish to find ways to internalise external costs for environ

mentally friendly behaviour. This was to be done through mechanisms creating eco

nomic incentives for polluters to reduce their emissions, for instance tradable pollu

tion permits. In 1972, the economist W.D. Montgomery developed an economic 

model proving that under certain conditions, of which perfect competition is the most 

notable, tradable emission permits will reduce pollution to any given standards (e.g. 

nation-wide caps on certain types of pollution set by the government) at least cost to 

the regulated industry.'41

However, perfect competition is rare and many economists have found it im

portant to examine how permit markets and connected product markets would work if 

this assumption were to be relaxed. The object of this section is to present the theories 

of these economists in order to identify competition problems. These economic find

ings may seem alarming, but in section 7 below solutions to the problems will be 

sought in European competition law.

There are, to this author’s knowledge, no US court cases in which antitrust leg

islation has been applied in an emissions trading context. However, the lack of judi

cial activity in this field may be possible to ascribe to two factors: (1) actual trading of 

permits have not yet reached the proportions expected by US authorities before the 

programs were implemented, and (2) certain measures were taken in order to avoid 

market power problems in the permit market.141 142 Therefore, it cannot be concluded that 

the concerns about competition problems are misdirected.

141 MONTGOMERY (1972) ‘Markets for Licenses and Pollution Control*, Journal o f Economic Theory, 
5: 395.
142 Sec further section 5.3.1 below.





5.2 Economic Concerns

5.2.1 The Concept o f Market Power

Before entering into the economic research treating market power concerns with re

gard to permit markets, some brief words on the concept of market power are ade

quate.

Free market economies ration the limited resources of the world through price. 

Firms which are good at producing things which there is a demand for will flourish 

and those who are less good at such production will eventually go bankrupt. The mar

ket thus encourages firms to produce efficiently what people want to buy.

Sometimes some firms reach a position of strength in a particular market -  mar

ket power (ie. power over price). Generally, however, such positions are difficult to 

obtain. The profits of a successful firm may be noticed or guessed by other firms, 

which are thereby encouraged to produce similar goods or services and enter the mar

ket. Therefore, a successful firm is not likely to enjoy market power for an extended 

period of time unless it can remain more than usually efficient or other firms cannot 

enter the market and those already in the market are unable to expand. In order to as

sess whether a monopolist is going to be profitable or not, it is also necessary to see to 

the competition on the demand side of the market. For example, if the cost of fish 

increases, some consumers may decide to eat more meat or eggs instead. Therefore, 

there must exist both barriers to entry on the supply side and a lack of adequate sub

stitutes on the demand side for a monopolist to be profitable. In general, market power 

can appear to exist in many different cases in the short term. However, economists 

often assume a period of time long enough to build new production facilities, which 

means that they tend to perceive most markets as competitive.'43

Market power causes efficiency problems when prices are raised above cost. 

Since some consumers would buy a product sold at cost but refuse to buy it at a higher 

price, the firm with power to raise prices above cost will have to produce less than it 

otherwise would. This means that consumers will be worse off since they will have to 143

143 KORAH (1997), EC Competition Law and Practice, 6th ed., Oxford, Hart Publishing, at 8.
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buy a product supplied in lower quantities and at a higher price than would be the case 

in a competitive equilibrium.144

Moreover, it has been argued that another important cause for concern over high 

prices is the waste of resources spent on acquiring and maintaining market power.145 

This is so because competitors have to organise and enforce an agreement to keep 

prices up, persuade politicians to regulate the industry and keep others out, etc. Of 

course, the resources spent on such efforts could be better spent on producing more 

goods and services for consumption.

Finally, market power reduces incentives to increase efficiency. If a market is 

competitive, only the most efficient firms survive. Should efficiency be the only goal, 

public intervention in markets would only rarely be required. Very few industries are 

protected by significant barriers to entry, in the absence of government regulation.146

5.2.2 Market Power in the Permit Market

Montgomery’s assumption of perfect competition was first questioned by R.W. Hahn 

in 1984.147 Hahn studied how a single firm with market power in a market for trans

ferable property rights, such as tradable pollution permits,148 can exercise its influence 

to minimise the financial burden from pollution regulation. Should the dominant firm 

buy permits, it will act similarly to a monopsonist, i.e. buy too few permits relative to 

the efficient solution in order to depress the permit price, according to Hahn. In a 

situation where the same firm would sell permits it will act like a monopolist, i.e. sell 

to few permits in order to raise the permit price.

Both these types of behaviour will, in Hahn’s view, have the effect that total ex

penditure on pollution abatement will exceed its cost-minimising level and thus cancel

144 Ibid., at 9.
145 POSNER (1976) A n titru s t Law: An Economic Perspective, ed. University of Chicago, Chapter 1.
146 Korah (1997), supra note 143, at 9.
147 Hahn (1984), ‘Market Power and Transferable Property Rights’, Quarterly Journal o f Economics, 
99(4):753.
148 In this connection it is important to note that ‘property rights’ does not mean the same to an econo
mist as it does for a lawyer. The economist considers everything, which a firm can be reasonably certain 
to be able to sell in the future, as a property right. It does not necessarily mean that the firms have legal 
rights to this property, which would mean that any confiscation of such property would constitute ex
propriation. The ‘allowance* under the Acid Rain Program may serve as an example. It is clearly stated 
in the Clean Air Act that an allowance is not a property right (the reason for this is that the government

mmm
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some of the efficiency gains expected from a system of tradable pollution permits. 

This is known as the ‘Hahn-effect’. Thus, Hahn concludes that the initial distribution 

of permits is very important for the strategy of a firm with market power.

Hahn finds that the effect on price of a firm with market power in the permit 

market, will vary with its excess demand for permits. Therefore, according to him, 

knowledge of the demand functions would help the authority, which distributes per

mits to polluters, to pick the quantity of permits it wanted the market power firm to 

use through suitable initial allocation. In this connection, however, he points to the 

fact that realistically, such an authority will never have sufficient knowledge of the 

demand functions. It will, at best, only have a crude estimate of them. In such cases 

Hahn’s model can be used to assess the possibilities for exerting market influence.

Hahn reaches his conclusion by relaxing Montgomery’s assumption of perfect 

competition. Instead, he assumes that the market for permits consists of one firm with 

market power (Le. with an influence on price) and a number of other firms acting as 

price takers. Thus, Hahn’s research shows the importance of finding mechanisms for 

avoiding that the initial distribution of permits creates market power in that market. In 

Hahn’s view, these measures should be taken before the market is started up.

I

5.23 Competitive Permit Market and Oligopolistic Product Market

In 1989, D.A. Malueg questioned the potential efficiency gains of introducing permit 

markets even in cases where the permit market is competitive, but the product market 

oligopolistic.* 149

Malueg bases his findings on the following assumptions:

(i) one single pollutant must be brought in compliance with an emission standard;

(ii) the pollutant in question is uniformly mixed;150

(iii) the permit market is competitive; and

(iv) the product market is oligopolistic.

must reserve the right to reduce the national emission cap drastically, should environmental considera
tions require this) and yet it is treated as such by the economists commenting upon this program.
149 Malueg (1989), ‘Welfare Consequences of Emission Credit Programs’, Journal o f Environmental 
Economics and Management 18: 66.
150 I.e. the locations of individual polluters can be ignored since health consequences of emissions de
pend only on the aggregate emission level.
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Such a scenario is possible if the same pollutant is emitted in the manufacturing 

of many different products. An emissions trading program with many participating 

manufacturers is likely to produce a competitive permit market, according to Malueg. 

However, if each of the several products is produced by only a few firms, the various 

product markets may be oligopolistic, he adds.

Malueg explains an oligopolistic product market as characterised by a diver

gence between price and marginal production costs. It may well be, states Malueg, 

that a competitive permit market will create a common marginal cost of emission re

duction. However, he points out that efficiency requires that also marginal production 

costs are equated for manufacturers in the same product market, with marginal costs 

equating the output price. In general, he continues, manufacturers’ marginal costs of 

production equal neither the output price nor each other’s under oligopoly. In this 

connection, it is important to note that costs for pollution abatement forms part of a 

firm’s marginal production cost. Thus, if emissions trading has the effect of lowering 

abatement costs, production costs will also be lowered. According to Malueg, overall 

social welfare will be increased as long as the cost reductions of the firms participat

ing in the program are similar. He notes, however, that it is possible that some firm’s 

cost reduction will be “significantly” less than that of the average. This is likely to be 

the case in markets with many participants (such as the Acid Rain Program or 

RECLAIM). Malueg then continues to say that the firm with the lower cost reduction 

will find its profit falling (compared to the average) and thus, it will cut output. 

Should the firm, which reduces output for such reasons, be a large (low-cost) firm, 

smaller (high-cost) firms will increase output. A result of this will be a reduction of 

overall welfare, according to Malueg. He concludes that the fact that oligopolistic 

product markets display a divergence between price and marginal production costs, 

makes it more likely that the introduction of a permit trading program will ineffi

ciently redistribute production in such markets.

Malueg does not consider this risk to be sufficiently serious to recommend that 

emissions trading programs be avoided altogether. Rather, he sees it as an illustration 

of the need to judge each individual program in the light of its own special circum

stances.
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5.2.4 Market Power in the Product Market

One way to actually use permit markets for anti-competitive purposes is by exclusion

ary manipulation of emission rights by firms to influence the behaviour of competitors 

in the same industry. In other words, power on the upstream market (the permit mar

ket) can be used to exert influence on the downstream market (the product market). 

Thus, the question is if firms can reinforce their positions on the product market by 

acting in an anti-competitive way on the permit market.

In order to understand fully how such intents can be realised, it is necessary to 

have some knowledge of the US approach to exclusion law151 known as the strategy to 

raise rivals’ costs. Therefore, before entering into the economic concerns expressed 

with regard to the possibilities of using permit markets to raise rivals’ costs, a brief 

introduction to this concept will be useful.

5.2.4.1 Raising Rivals’ Costs

The ‘raising rivals’ costs’ concept with regard to anti-competitive exclusion was in

troduced by Professors Krattenmaker and Salop, and developed in detail in an article 

in the Yale Law Journal in 1986.'52 153 Exclusion law includes vertical restraints, exclu

sionary agreements with competitors or suppliers, mergers, and essential facilities.155 

The traditional US antitrust enforcement concerning these issues has been heavily 

criticised by adherents of the Chicago School. In their view aggressive, competitive 

conduct is often deterred because of fear of antitrust authorities labelling it as anti

competitive exclusionary conduct. This criticism eventually resulted in more permis

sive antitrust rules concerning exclusionary conduct.154

151 Exclusion law is not really a discipline of its own, but a part of US antitrust law comprising inter 
alia tying arrangements, refusal of access to essential facilities, and manipulation of governmental li
censing procedures.
152 Krattenmaker and Salop (1986), ’Anticompetitive Exclusion: Raising Rivals’ Costs to Achieve 
Power over Price’, Yale Law Journal 96:2, 209. However, Professor Salop presented the theory earlier 
in the 1980’s (see the list of references in MlSIOLEK and ELDER (1989) ‘Exclusionary Manipulation of 
Markets for Pollution Rights’, Journal o f Environmental Economics and Management, 16(2): 156- 
166.)
153 KRATTENMAKER AND Salop (1987), ‘Analyzing Anticompetitive Exclusion’, Antitrust Law Journal, 
56, 71, at 73.
154 Krattenmaker and Salop (1987), ibid., at 71.
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Krattenmaker and Salop are critical both to the US courts’ way of handling ex

clusion cases, essentially because the standards are unclear and incoherent, and to the 

Chicago School laissez-faire attitude, since it is over-simplifying the problems. The 

authors call for a unified legal doctrine regarding a number of practices that were pre

viously thought to raise distinct issues. This new doctrine should reflect the present 

state of economic theory concerning collusion and exclusion and build upon the per

ception that antitrust law shall further consumer welfare. Thus far the approach of 

Krattenmaker and Salop does not differ from the one advocated by Chicago School 

proponents. However, it is important to note that the authors find that ”in carefully 

defined circumstances, certain firms can attain monopoly power by making arrange

ments with their suppliers that place their competitors at a cost disadvantage.”155 The 

central argument of Krattenmaker and Salop is that claims of anti-competitive exclu

sion should be judged according to whether the allegedly anti-competitive practice 

places rival competitors at a cost disadvantage sufficient to allow the firm pursuing 

this practice to exercise market power by raising its price.

The basis for the analysis provided by Krattenmaker and Salop is two questions:

(i) Does the challenged conduct unavoidably and significantly increase the costs of 

competitors?

(ii) If so, does raising rivals’ costs enable the excluding firms to exercise market 

power, Le. raise prices above the competitive level.

The first question regards injury to competitors and the second one the injury of 

competition.156

An extreme example of exclusionary conduct that raises rivals’ costs is blowing 

up or burning down rivals’ factories in order to gain monopoly power.157 More com

mon examples involve refusals to deal, exclusive dealing, territorial restraints, price 

discrimination, tying arrangements etc. Further, exclusionary conduct can involve 

actions taken before regulatory agencies or purely private market behaviour. Exclu

sion may also entail either control over scarce public resources like government per

mits and licences, or control over private inputs like distribution networks, oil pipe-

155 Krattenmaker and Salop (1986), supra note 152, at 214.
156 Krattenmaker and Salop (1987), supra note 153, at 72.
157 Interestingly, this seems to have happened in Arizona: Arizona v. Myman, No. C607584 (Ariz. Sup. 
Ct Oct. 30, 1986).
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lines, or computerised reservation systems. Despite all the different contexts in which 

these claims of anti-competitive exclusion may arise, they all involve the same basic 

allegation that the conduct consists of creating and buying exclusionary rights, i.e. 

rights to exclude competitors from equal access to significant inputs into their pro

duction process. Such behaviour can in certain circumstances allow purchasers of 

exclusionary rights to gain market power.

In extreme cases, an agreement is concluded under which only an exclusionary 

right is purchased; no goods or services are exchanged. Such contracts are referred to 

as naked exclusionary rights agreements.1SS A classic example of such an agreement in 

US antitrust law is provided by the Alcoa case.1*9 Alcoa contracted with a number o f 

electric utilities not to provide electricity to Alcoa’s competitors in the aluminium 

industry. Thus, Alcoa did not buy electric power, but merely market power, since by 

forcing its competitors to arrange their electricity supplies differently, Alcoa was 

driving up their costs. Therefore, Alcoa could charge a higher price for the aluminium 

it produced. At the other extreme, most supply contracts involve only the sale of some 

units of an input to the buyer. Competitors may freely buy other units of this input 

from the same seller. The only exclusionary right obtained in such cases consists of 

other buyers being excluded from access to the particular units sold.1'’0 Between those 

extremes lie cases such as Klor'sm in which Broadway-Hale bought exclusionary 

rights (and appliances) from appliance manufacturers who promised to refuse to sup

ply or discriminate against Klor’s who was a competitor of Broadway-Hale. Should 

the manufacturers not have colluded (which the complainants claimed they did) in this 

strategy, but rather that Broadway-Hale negotiated a series of unilateral vertical 

agreements requiring manufacturers to refuse to supply or discriminate against Klor’s, 

the case for the two-step analysis is clear. The exclusionary rights obtained by Broad

way-Hale would have raised Klor’s costs of competing unless it had good substitute 

sources for appliances. Moreover, in the second step, if competition between remain- 158 159 160 161

158 Krattenmaker and Salop (1986), supra note 152, at 227.
159 United States v. Aluminum Co. O f America, 148 F.2d 416 (1945)
160 However, this type of conduct is not necessarily harmless. Overbuying of commodities, such as 
environmental permits, can raise rivals’ costs. See SARTZETAKIS (1997), ‘Raising Rivals’ Costs Strate
gies via Emission Permit Markets’, Review o f Industrial Organixition 12:751, at 763.
161 Klor's, Inc. v. Broadway-Hale Stores Inc., 359 U.S. 207 (1959).
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ing non-excluded retailers was insufficient, the exclusion of Klor’s would have given 

Broadway-Hale the power to raise prices.162

Although exclusionary behaviour raising rivals’ cost may display certain preda

tory features163 it is important to distinguish it from predatory pricing. Exclusion by 

raising rivals’ costs is more likely to succeed than predatory pricing. Strategies in

volving cost-raising can be profitable even if competitors are not driven out from the 

market. Moreover, it does not, like predatory pricing, require sacrifice of short term 

profits for uncertain future benefits. Rivals with higher costs will cut output immedi

ately.164

In conclusion, the exercise of market power does not require that a firm has the 

power to raise prices by restricting its own output unilaterally. Market power can also 

be exercised by raising competitors’ costs and thereby forcing them to restrict their 

production or exit the market, which causes the market price of the output of the 

predator to rise.165 Consequently, it is necessary to carefully monitor exclusive conduct 

that raises rivals’ costs, and using the two-step model only inefficient exclusive con

duct will be caught.

5.2.4.2 Market Power in the Permit Market and the Product Market (I)

In 1989 W.S. Misiolek and H.W. Elder presented a study showing the possibilities of 

one or a group o f dominant firms to raise rivals’ costs in the same industry (product 

market) or to block the entry of new competitors through exclusionary manipulation 

of permit markets.166 As explained above, the aim of such behaviour would be to in

fluence the costs of other firms in the industry and thereby gain market power on the 

relevant product market.

According to Misiolek and Elder, industries dependent upon specific natural re

sources or serving local markets are susceptible to exclusionary manipulation. Conse-

162 Krattenmaker and Salop (1987), supra note 153, at 77.
163 The behaviour has indeed been termed predatory conduct. See e.g. Predatory Pricing (1989) Paris: 
OECD, at 13.
164 Krattenmaker and Salop (1987), supra note 153, at 73.
165 Power over price does not have to entail the power to raise prices but to prevent price decreases in 
the future. Firms that engage in exclusionary practices that prevent the substitutes from reducing their 
costs can do so, which is just as harmful to consumer welfare as implementing price increases. Exclu
sionary conduct could prevent prices from falling by raising the costs of a more efficient competitor. 
(Krattenmaker and Salop (1987), supra note 153, at 79)
166 M isiolek and Elder (1989), supra note 152.
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quently, in an attractive area, a pollution permit could become an exclusionary right 

giving the holder o f the permit access to a particular region and its resources, and re

stricting the entry and activity o f others. The authors point out that since it is often 

more costly for small firms than large ones to invest in sufficiently efficient pollution 

abatement technology, large firms can block efforts by their smaller rivals to reduce 

costs by buying more permits than they actually need.

Misiolek and Elder use the following assumptions to prove that the dominant 

firm can determine the product price and influence the costs of its rivals, the latter 

through permit prices:

(i) there is one firm dominant in the product market, and this firm has the ability to set 

the product price;

(ii) there is a fringe of smaller firms acting as price takers;

(iii) there is a clear cost advantage to produce the product within a particular geo

graphic region;

(iv) pollution permits give access to this location;

(v) there is only one form of pollution produced in this area;

(vi) the industry o f the dominant firm and the fringe is a major source of that pollution; 

and

(vii) the price of permits is sensitive to purchases or sales by the dominant firm.

Hence, problems are most likely to be significant in regions offering substantial 

locational advantages to firms of a highly concentrated industry, particularly in re

gions where the total amount of emissions permitted is small. Moreover, in contrast to 

Hahn’s research which was focused on underbuying (or underselling) of a dominant 

purchaser permits with the purpose to keep prices down (or up), Misiolek and Elder 

prove that also overbuying can cause competition problems.

As always when dealing with economic research, the assumptions are of funda

mental importance for the understanding of the problem. Therefore, it is important to 

note that dominance in the product market is an assumption for Misiolek and Elder167 

and hence, not an effect of the permit market. This means that the result of their re

search is that a dominant firm practising exclusionary manipulation will hold more 

permits than it otherwise would and therefore create inefficiencies in the permit mar-

167 C f. HAHN, supra note 147, for whom dominance in the permit market is an assumption.
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ket. Notwithstanding the fact that Misiolek and Elder focus on the effects on the per

mit market, it is also possible to conclude that this market can be used as an instru

ment to gain market power on the product market. In fact, that effect is most likely the 

reason why a dominant firm would choose to overbuy permits in the first place.

5.2.4.3 Market Power in the Permit Market and the Product Market (II)

In 1993, the Norwegian economist Nils-Henrik M0rch von der Fehr presented a paper 

in support of the theories of Misiolek and Elder.168 However, instead of assuming that 

the market consists of a dominant firm and (small) price-takers, Morch von der Fehr 

applies the mentioned theories to oligopolistic markets. Hence, among his assump

tions the following can be found:

(i) the firms involved can buy permits in a market where they both/all have market 

power;

(ii) the number of permits obtained by a firm determines its operational costs.

If the product market is characterised by products, which are fairly close substi

tutes it will profitable for firms to overbuy permits. Thus, to Mprch von der Fehr per

mits can serve as ideal instruments for monopolisation since it will be profitable to 

pay competitors to leave the market, while at the same retaining the permits in order 

to keep new firms from entering. According to Mprch von der Fehr, the number of 

permits bought will determine the cost structure of a firm and thus its strategic posi

tion. Moreover, manipulation of the permit price affects rivals’ costs. Facing those 

opportunities, firms will typically overinvest in permits since such behaviour reduces 

marginal production costs and thereby makes them more aggressive in price competi

tion in the product market. At the same time, rivals’ marginal costs are increased since 

the permit price will be driven up.

In this connection, Mprch von der Fehr notes that complete monopolisation will 

require that permits are essential for profitable operations (because abatement costs 

are substantial) and that the supply of permits is inelastic. Should on the other hand 

the number of permits allocated to a given industry not be fixed, complete monopoli

sation will be less likely. Here M0rch von der Fehr points out that a permit market 

where the permit supply to a particular industry is exogenously given is only conceiv-

168 M0RCH VON DER Fehr (1993), ‘Tradable Emission Rights and Strategic Interaction’, Environmental 
and Resource Economics 3: 129-151.
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able if all emissions originate in one industry, and the number o f permits issued by the 

authorities is fixed. Such a scenario is not entirely incredible,169 but usually a number 

o f different industries will be in the market for any given type o f pollution permits. In 

such cases the supply of permits will be elastic. However, even though it is less likely 

that a firm will manipulate the permit market so as to force competitors to exit the 

market or prevent them from entering under such circumstances, there is still room for 

strategic behaviour through the permit market, Mprch von der Fehr points out. He 

shows that increasing purchases of permits reduces a firm’s marginal costs which in

duces the firm to increase its output thereby reducing the market price. Consequently, 

its competitor(s), which will face a lower market price, will reduce its supply thereby 

improving the performance of the first firm. According to M0rch von der Fehr, this 

strategic effect enhances the incentives to buy permits.170 Hence, even in the cases 

where the supply o f permits is not completely inelastic, overinvestment of tradable 

permits may form part of pre-emptive/ entry deterrence plan. This is so since such 

overinvestment raises rivals’ costs by increasing the permit price.

Finally, Mprch von der Fehr shows that aggressive strategies in the permit mar

ket may economically prevent firms from investing in pollution abatement technology. 

In this connection, it will be remembered that creating incentives to invest in pollution 

abatement equipment and research for new such equipment is one important purpose 

of introducing a permit market.

5.3 Counter Arguments

The economists referred to in sections 5.2.2-5.2.4 above are not the only ones who 

have treated the issue of emissions trading and market power.171 However, they are

169 See Newberry ((1990), ‘Acid Rain’, Economic Policy 11:297) who discusses the U.K. electricity 
industry. This industry consists of one publicly owned nuclear-based producer and two privately owned 
firms which are responsible for the bulk of U.K. emissions of sulphur dioxide.
170 As M0rch von der Fehr points out, however, the welfare in the product market will not necessarily 
be negatively affected, since the strategic effect referred to tends to increase outputs and thus ameliorate 
the inefficiency previously present in the oligopolistic market. However, M0 rch von der Fehr must be 
referring to a short-term efficiency gain, since it is hard to believe that a shift from joint dominance to 
single firm dominance would be efficient in the long run.
171 See also e.g. Sartzetakis (1997), supra note 158, Westkog (1996 ), ‘Market Power in a System of 
Tradable C02 Quotas’, The Energy Journal, 17:85, and Van EGTEREN and W eber (1996 ), ‘Market
able Permits, Market Power and Cheating’, Journal o f Environmental Economics and Management, 
30(2): 161.
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sufficiently representative to show where the problems lie. Hahn shows the impor

tance of avoiding that market power is created when the permits are initially allocated. 

This means that in addition to the choice of method for permit allocation -  grandfa

thering or auctions -  the actual number of permits allocated must be carefully consid

ered for each individual firm, or at least for each firm which has the potential to obtain 

market power in the permit market.

Malueg shows that the competitive conditions on the product markets for the 

different industries, which are to participate in an emissions trading program, must be 

examined before the program is started. Under certain conditions, oligopolistic prod

uct markets can become even more inefficient if emissions trading is introduced.

Misiolek and Elder, and M0rch von der Fehr show that certain types of permit 

markets will be susceptible to exclusionary manipulation. Such behaviour would con

sist of abuse of the upstream market (the permit market) in order to gain power on the 

downstream market (the product market). However, these concerns have been called 

exaggerated by Tom Tietenberg, and the American experience with Individual Trans

ferable Fishing Quotas supports his conclusions.

5.3.1 Tietenberg

Tom Tietenberg, who has studied emissions trading for more than 25 years, believes 

that market power concerns need not become a very serious problem for the imple

mentation of future trading programs. In his view, the ability to manipulate prices in 

the permit market, as discussed by Hahn, will be confined to permit markets where 

permits are allocated using some form of grandfathering. The larger the divergence 

between the number of permits actually received by potentially dominant sources and 

the cost-effective number of permits, the larger the potential for market power prob

lems, Tietenberg admits. However, according to his own studies the divergence from 

the cost-effective allocation o f permits must be “considerable” to generate inefficient 

permit markets.172

As regards the use of permit markets as a tool for driving competitors out of 

business, as discussed by Misiolek and Elder, M0rch von der Fehr, and to some extent

172 TIETENBERG (1985), Emissions Trading: An Exercise in Reforming Pollution Policy, Washington, 
D.C., Resources for the Future.
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by Malueg, Tietenberg claims that such a problem would be relatively rare. In his 

view, permits are “a very blunt instrument for attempting to gain a strategic advan

tage”.173 Moreover, Tietenberg points out that even if market power would be likely to 

cause problems, its consequences can often be limited by proper program design. His 

example is the Acid Rain Program, where auctions held on a regular basis constitute 

an alternative source of permits. Moreover, the government sets aside allowances to 

be sold should the need arise. Such provisions limit the ability of any participating 

firm (or group of firms) from cornering the market.174

5.5.2 Individual Transferable Fishing Quotas

The US experience with individual transferable fishing quotas (ITQs) shows that mar

ket power concerns should not be overestimated. The theoretical basis of the ITQ 

system is the same as for emissions trading. In order to conserve resources for long 

term sustainable yield, fishing quotas are allocated to fishing vessels. Each quota con

stitutes a percentage share of the total annual allowable harvest. The quotas are freely 

transferable among the vessels. Thus, the idea is to let the market allocate the quotas 

to those who will most efficiently utilise them.175

When the ITQ system was introduced, it was feared that an individual or a group 

of individuals could monopolise the market through obtaining an excessive percentage 

of the quotas, and subsequently use that position to exact unfair economic advantage 

over consumers. This could happen if a particular quota holder were to accumulate an 

excessive market share.176

In order to obtain monopoly power under US antitrust law, a firm must control a 

substantial part o f the relevant market.177 The ITQ regulations contain precautions 

against any one entity gaining a disproportionate share of the market. Pursuant to one 

provision,178 any ITQ allocation made in accordance with a fishery management plan

173 T ietenberg (1998), supra note 50, at 26.
174 Ibid
175 MILL)KEN (1994), ‘Individual Transferable Fishing Quotas and Antitrust Law’, Ocean and Coastal 
Law Journal, 1:35-57, at 36.
176 Ibid., at 44.
177 The relevant product market encompasses all products that are so similar that one can be used as a 
replacement for the other (United States v. E.l du Pont Nemours & Co., 351 U.S. 377, 409 (1956)). In 
addition to this, the relevant geographic market must be defined.
178 The Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act, 16 U.S.C. '1: 1851(a)(4)(C) (1988).
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must be “carried out in such a manner that no particular individual, corporation, or 

other entity acquires an excessive share of such privileges.” Under another,179 the 

authority which draws up the fishery management plans must take “fairness and eq

uity, conservation promotion, and possible monopolistic or oligopolistic effects on the 

proposed allocation” into account. Moreover, it has been held that illegal economic 

concentrations are unlikely to occur because of the high prices of the ITQs and the 

oversight by the government.180 181

In Sea Watch International v. Moshacher,m a fishery management plan was 

challenged since two fishermen held over 40% of the shares and fragmentation of the 

remaining shares was feared to lead to further consolidation as holders of small shares 

sold their interests. Thereby, the plaintiffs alleged, an impermissible restraint on com

petition would be created. The court ruled that 40% was not an excessive share under 

the ITQ-regulations. This ruling is in conformity with U.S. antitrust law. According to 

Judge Hand in United States v. Aluminum Co. of America™2 a market share of 90% 

would qualify as monopolisation under the Sherman Act, whereas 60-64% would be 

doubtful, and 33% would definitely not be enough.

Even though the introduction of the ITQ system has led to the loss of many 

small fishermen, it is not likely that US courts would find the quota that any individ

ual fisherman can amass to be in violation of the prohibition against monopolisation 

in the Sherman Act.183 The ITQ system is meant to create efficiency on a previously 

inefficient market, and inefficient markets are the only markets in which intervention 

should made under the Sherman Act. Consequently, it is unlikely that the two systems 

would be in conflict with each other.

5.4 Concluding Rem arks

Notwithstanding Tietenberg’s calming words with regard to the possibilities of using 

tradable permits for exclusionary purposes, and the experiences with ITQs in the U.S, 

the risks pointed out by the economists referred to in sections S.2.2-5.2.4 remain con-

179 The NOAA Magnuson Act Regulations, 50 C.F.R. pt. 602, subpt. B, app. A (1992).
180 MlLLIKEN (1994), supra note 175, at 46.
181 Sea Watch International v. Mosbacher, 762 F. Supp. 370 (D.D.C. 1991).
182 United States v. Aluminum Co. o f America, supra note 159.
183 MlLLIKEN (1994), supra note 175, at 48.
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ceivable. Tietenberg calls permits “a very blunt instrument for attempting to gain a 

strategic advantage”, and claims that negative effects “can frequently be limited by 

proper program design”.184 Hence, not even one of the most enthusiastic advocates of 

emissions trading excludes the possibilities for anti-competitive abuse of permit mar

kets. In addition, it should be noted that recent experiments show that, in situations 

such as the ones envisaged Hahn, Malueg, Misiolek and Elder, and Mdrch von der 

Fehr, efficiencies can be actually reduced below command-and-control levels.185

Furthermore, the ITQ experience must be taken with a grain of salt since the al

location rules under that program more or less excludes monopolisation, as defined 

under U.S. antitrust law, at the initial stage. Such rules are conceivable also for emis

sions trading program. An efficient allocation would eliminate the ‘Hahn-effecf re

ferred to above in section 5.2.2. However, after the initial allocation, it is not neces

sarily true that highly priced permits would prevent firms from using the permit mar

ket to raise rivals’ costs. The market decides the prices and the actors are likely to be 

more heterogeneous on a permit market than on the ITQ market. Thus, predictions of 

future prices are difficult to make. In this connection, it is also important to note that 

the fact that a market share of 40% is not sufficient to constitute monopolisation under 

U.S. law, has very little bearing on European competition law. Under European law, 

abuse of a dominant position is prohibited. This means that being dominant is not 

illegal. Dominance on a market merely imposes a special responsibility on the domi

nant firm.186 Thus, dominance can be found even in cases where the market share is 

less than 40%.187 In order for there to be a violation of European competition law an 

abuse of the dominant position is required. Exclusionary behaviour in the permit mar

ket with the purpose to raise rivals’ costs and gain market power on the product mar

ket is not unlikely to constitute an abuse of a dominant position within the meaning of 

Article 82 To A (formerly Article 86).

184 Tietenberg (1998), supra note 50, at 26.
185 Muller and Mestelman (1997) ‘What Have We Learned From Emissions Trading Experiments?’, 
Working Paper from the Department o f Economics, McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, 
at 26-27.
186 Case 322/81, Michelin v. Commission, [1983] ECR 3461, para. 57.
187 See, e.g., the Commission’s Xth Report on Competition Policy (1981), point 150, in which it is 
stated that “[a] dominant position cannot even be ruled out in respect of market shares between 20% 
and 40%.” (The quotation is taken from JEBSEN and STEVENS (1996), ‘Assumptions, Goals and Domi
nant Undertakings: The Regulation of Competition Under Article 86 of the European Union’, Antitrust 
Law Journal, 64:443, at 482.)
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In light of the above, the question arises whether competition law can be used as 

a means to remedy the situations feared by Hahn, Malueg, Misiolek and Elder, and 

Mprch von der Fehr. Obviously, firms cannot be prevented from over- or underbuying 

permits (Hahn), nor can negative effects on marginal production costs for some firms 

be remedied (Malueg). However, it may be possible to force firms to sell excess per

mits held to reasonable prices applying Article 82. Therefore, the remainder of this 

paper will focus on European and, to some extent, American exclusion law. The pur

pose will be to find out whether European competition law can be applied so as to 

prevent firms from abusing the permit market to gain competitive advantages on the 

product market.
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6 Article 82 -  General

6.1 Introduction

Article 82 prohibits the abuse o f a dominant position within the common market or in 

a substantial part of it insofar as it may affect trade between the Member States. Thus, 

a finding of a violation of this provision requires:

(i) a finding of a dominant position within the relevant market which must be large 

enough to constitute a substantial part of the common market;

(ii) an abuse of that dominant position; and

(iii) an effect on trade between the Member States,

These three factors will be addressed individually in sections 6.2-4 below. The 

presentation is, however, extremely brief and is only meant to provide an introduction 

to the reasoning under Article 82.

6.2 Dominance Assessment

The concept of dominance refers to a position of power for a firm in relation to a spe

cific product market and within a relevant geographical market, both of which must be 

defined. Needless to say, market definition will be a very simple affair with regard to 

emissions trading. Let us assume that an emissions trading program is instituted with 

the purpose to reduce S 0 2. In such a case the relevant product market would be per

mits allowing emissions of S 0 2. Environmental considerations would preclude any 

substitutability between permits for different kinds of pollutants. Moreover, the geo

graphical market would be the geographic area covered by the program in question. 

For example, under a Community-wide program, the relevant geographical market 

would be the Community. This is so since the purpose of instituting a Community

wide permit market would be to allow the market to allocate the permits wherever 

they can be most efficiently utilised.188

188 As regards smaller markets, see section 4.1.10 above.
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As regards the required dominant position, the Court of Justice has defined it in 

the following words:

“The dominant position ... relates to a position of economic strength enjoyed by 

an undertaking which enables it to prevent effective competition being maintained on 

the relevant market by affording it the power to behave to an appreciable extent inde

pendent of its competitors, its customers and ultimately of the consumers.

Such a position does not preclude some competition which it does where there 

is a monopoly or a quasi-monopoly but enables the undertaking which profits by it, if 

not to determine, at least to have an appreciable influence on the conditions under 

which that competition will develop, and in any case to act largely in disregard of it so 

long as such conduct does not operate to its detriment. ...The existence of a dominant 

position may derive from several factors which taken separately are not necessarily 

determinative but among these factors a highly important one is the existence of very 

large market shares.”189

Evidently, market shares do not constitute the only important factor to take into 

account when the question of dominance is at issue. However, it has been held that a 

market share of ten per cent is not sufficient.190 Pursuant to the Merger Regulation191 

(recital 15) market shares not exceeding 25 per cent cannot be presumed to signifi

cantly impede competition. Should the market share of a firm reach 45 per cent, it is 

very difficult to claim that that firm is not dominant unless there is another firm in the 

same market with an equivalent market share. Finally, a market share of 65 per cent 

leads to an almost irrefutable presumption.192

Thus, the findings of the economists referred to in section 5 above indicate that 

dominance in the permit market is unlikely in Community-wide emissions trading 

programs.193 For example, a Community-wide SO2 market would most likely include a 

sufficient amount of actors to prevent any firm or group of firms from obtaining more 

than 25 per cent of the permits. Nevertheless, for other types of pollutants national or

189 Case 85/76, ilojfmann-ia Roche v. Commission, 11979] ECR 461, paras. 38-39.
190 Case 75/84, Metro v. Commission, [ 1986] ECR 3021.
191 Council Regulation 4064/89 on Control of Concentrations, OJ [1990] L I57/14.
192 GOYDER (1998) EC Competition Law, 3rd ed., Clarendon Press, Oxford, at 324.
193 Admittedly the economists use the concept of market power, which may require higher market 
shares than dominance.
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even regional permit markets may be more suitable.194 In such smaller contexts, domi

nance is more likely to occur.

The embryo of a market for CO2 permits in Norway, may serve as an example.195 

Some 50 C 0 2 emitters are expected to partake in this program, which is intended to 

cover all of Norway. Most polluters are of equal size and emit fairly similar amounts 

o f C 0 2. However, the oil industry is by far the greatest contributor to Norwegian C 0 2 

emissions. This industry consists of very few firms whereof which two are emitting 

considerably more than the other ones. Hence, considering that the oil industry is the 

worst polluter and these two companies are the largest in this industry, it is conceiv

able that one of them or both gain dominance on the permit market. Applying the 

findings of Misiolek and Elder, and Mdrch von der Fehr, it will be possible to con

clude that these firms may come to find themselves in a dominant position on that 

market, which they can abuse, in order to gain competitive advantages on the product 

markets (oil, petrol, natural gas, etc.).

It may be argued that such behaviour will not be possible since the polluters out

side of the oil industry may hold excess permits. Thus, the smaller competitors in the 

oil industry may find substitutes to the permits provided by the two large firms. How

ever, it will be remembered that under the lead trading program in the US, the large 

firms were able to lower the lead content in their petrol much faster than the small 

ones. Therefore, the former were able to free lead credits for sale faster than the latter. 

This is most probably due to the fact that the cost for installing the necessary equip

ment is lower for larger firms.196 Hence, the industry with the largest firms will proba

bly be able to lower emissions faster than the other industries. In Norway, this would 

apply to the oil industry, and within that industry the two largest firms are likely to be 

able to free permits for sale faster than the rest of the firms. Therefore, it may take 

some time before the small firms will be able to find substitutes for the excess permits 

generated by the two large firms. Consequently, the latter two firms may be able to 

look forward to a period of dominance on the permit market corresponding to the time

194 This would be the case with pollutants for which the location of the sources of emissions matter to a 
larger degree.
195 A committee is currently examining the advantages and disadvantages of instituting a Norwegian 
C 0 2 permit market. The report is expected to be published in the summer 2000. This author is indebted 
to Professor Hans Christian Bugge at the University of Oslo for information on the work of the com
mittee.
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it will take small firms around the country to generate substitutes. The large firms will 

thus be in a position to prevent their smaller competitors from expanding or new 

competitors from entering. As regards the actual market shares of the two large oil 

producers, it is of course difficult to predict any figures. However, it can be assumed 

that market shares of 25 per cent are not unlikely, in particular if the market shares of 

the two large firms were taken together.

6.3 Abuse

Having found that dominance in the permit market may be possible for one or more 

firms in national or regional markets, it is now time to turn to the issue of abuse. Arti

cle 82 itself provides the following examples of abusive practices:

Unfair purchase or selling prices or other unfair trading conditions, limiting of 

production, markets or technical development to the detriment of consumers, applying 

dissimilar conditions to equivalent transactions with other trading partners, and mak

ing the conclusion of contracts subject to acceptance by the other parties of supple

mentary obligations which have no connection with the subject of such contracts.

In Hoffmann-la Roche,m  the Court of Justice developed its view on abuse. The 

concept of abuse was described as “an objective concept relating to the behaviour of 

an undertaking in a dominant position which is such as to influence the structure o f a 

market where, as a result of the very presence of the undertaking in question, the de

gree of competition is weakened and which, through recourse to methods different 

from those which condition normal competition in products or services on the basis of 

the transactions of commercial operators, has the effect of hindering the maintenance 

of the degree of competition still existing in the market or the growth of that competi

tion.”

The examples given in Article 82 itself and the definition of abuse provided by 

the Court has generated case law from the Commission and the Community Courts 

which generally is divided into the following categories:196 197 198

(i) refusal to supply and refusal of access to essential facilities,

196 See section 3.4.1 above,
197 Hofftnann-laRoche, supra note 189, para, 91.
198 See e.g. GoYDER (1998) supra note 192, at 333-351.
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(ii) excessive pricing,

(iii) discriminatory pricing,

(iv) tying arrangements,

(v) predatory pricing, and

(vi) illegitimate use of discounts and rebates.

The order of the above list is meant to reflect the relative importance of the respective 

kinds of abuse for firms dominant in the permit market, (i) being the most important. 

The following is a brief, introductory assessment of the likeliness of finding the indi

vidual forms of abuse in relation to a localised permit market.

Refusal to supply a competitor with permits in order to prevent him from be

coming more competitive or refusal to supply a new potential competitor could be 

perceived as a violation of Article 82, if access to such permits would be vital to the 

competitor. Refusal of access to essential facilities can be seen as a special case of 

refusal to supply. The Commission has described an essential facility as “a facility or 

an infrastructure, without access to which competitors cannot provide services to their 

customers.”199 Permits to pollute could qualify as such facilities in localised permit 

markets if they are truly indispensable for the competitor seeking access.

Prices charged for permits which have no reasonable relation to the economic 

value of the permit could constitute excessive pricing. Article 82 would be breached if 

consumers suffered as result of these pricing policies, even if no effect on competition 

could be shown. However, a finding of excessive pricing requires a very detailed cost 

analysis200 which is a complex exercise. Permits may be possible to value with regard 

to the money spent on pollution abatement in order to free them for sale. However, it 

will be very difficult to assess the value for each individual firm to be able to keep the 

permits for future use. The complexity of the assessment, the sparse case law on the 

issue, and its close relation to refusal to supply, taken together, mean that excessive 

pricing will be placed outside the scope of the present paper.

Discriminatory pricing could consist of charging firms in the same industry 

(product market) higher prices than others. Such behaviour would allow the dominant 

firm to sell permits to firms which are not competitors to market price, whereas com

petitors would have to pay a higher price and thereby be put at a competitive disad-

,99 B&I Line/Sealing [1992] 5 CMLR 255, para. 41.
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vantage. However, the reasoning behind prohibiting such behaviour is very similar to 

the one which constitutes the basis for the case law on refusals to supply. An outright 

refusal to supply would only be interpreted as a more explicit way to drive competi

tors out of business than charging them more for permits.

Tying would be at hand if a firm dominant in the permit market is able to im

pose on his customer to buy a second non-related product. The latter product is often 

sold at a price well above the market price. Recalling the example of the Norwegian 

oil industry, a firm producing plastics may have to turn to the oil industry in order to 

obtain the necessary permits for expanding its activities. The oil producing firm would 

thus be able to condition the supply of permits on the conclusion of an onerous con

tract for supply of oil. This is a somewhat different situation from the ones introduced 

above, since the two firms involved are not active on the same product market. Nev

ertheless, the behaviour is closely related to refusal to supply since the customer who 

refuses the tie-in condition will be told that the permits are unavailable. The basic 

issue of regulatory intervention to ensure supplies of permits is the same as for refusal 

to supply. Hence, tying will not be discussed below.

Predatory pricing is unlikely to occur on a permit market, since this would 

mean pricing permits below production costs. Prices which are lower than average 

variable production costs are to be presumed to be intended to eliminate competitors 

since they involve sacrificing recovery of all relevant fixed costs. Moreover, pricing is 

presumed to be abusive even at higher levels if it does not succeed in recovering aver

age total costs and is part of a deliberate plan to eliminate a competitor with fewer 

financial resources.200 201 The Commission does not even have to prove that the dominant 

company will actually succeed in subsequently raising its prices following the elimi

nation or weakening of its competitors.202 Notwithstanding these lenient requirements, 

it is not likely that firms will try to drive their competitors out of business through 

lowering prices on permits. In order to be susceptible for such behaviour a firm would 

have to depend heavily on permit trading. Theoretically, a permit broker could be 

eliminated through predatory pricing. However, such a scenario would require trading 

which is extensive enough to sustain at least two firms which concentrate almost ex-

200 Case 27/76, United Brands v. Commission , [1978] ECR 207, paras. 249-54.
201 Case C-62/86, AKZO Chemie BV v. Commission, [1991] ECR 1-3359.
202 Case C-333/94P, Tetra Pak v. Commission (Tetra Pak II), [1996] ECR 1-5951.
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clusively on permit trading. In order for such activities to be profitable, trading pro

grams would have to involve a large number of participants and, as shown in section 5 

above, this would reduce the possibilities of firms obtaining dominant positions on the 

permit market.

Illegitimate use o f discounts and rebates is as unlikely to occur in a permit mar

ket as predatory pricing. Normally, abuse with regard to rebates and discounts is 

committed vertically by firms which are not active in the downstream market, for ex

ample in the relationship between a manufacturer and a distributor.203 Permit trading is 

will not take such proportions as to make useful to tie rebates on permits to exclusive 

purchasing obligations.

Thus, judging from the economic research described in section 5 and the list o f 

abuses under Article 82, the basic question appears to be whether a firm dominant in 

the permit market can be forced to sell its excess permits to its competitors. Therefore, 

the following sections of this paper will focus on the laws on refusal to supply and 

refusal of access to essential facilities. However, the findings in section 8 below will 

be capable of providing some guidance also with regard to excessive pricing and ty

ing.

6,4 Effect on Trade Between the Member States

The condition that trade between the Member States be affected is easily satisfied. 

Even behaviour which has effects only in one single Member State may infringe Arti

cle 82. In Commercial Solvents v. Commission,204 the Court of Justice held that the 

condition should be interpreted in the light of (what was then) Articles 2 and 3(f) 

(now Articles 2 and 3(g)) of the Treaty. In the case concerned, it was argued that the 

alleged abuse did not affect trade between the Member States since 90 per cent of the 

final product was sold in non-member countries and most of the rest was sold in Italy, 

where it was also manufactured. The Court held that:

“The Community authorities must therefore consider all the consequences of the 

conduct complained of for the competitive structure in the common market without 

distinguishing between production intended for sale within the market and that in-

203 See e.g. Hoffmann-laRoche supra note 189 and Michelin, supra note 186.
204 Joined cases 6 & 7/73, Commercial Solvents v. Commission, [1974] ECR 233, para. 32.
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tended for export. When an undertaking in a dominant position within the common 

market abuses its position in such a way that a competitor in the common market is 

likely to be eliminated, it does not matter whether the conduct relates to the latter’s 

exports or its trade within the common market, once it has been established that this 

elimination will have repercussions on the competitive structure within the common 

market.”205 To this author’s knowledge, there is only one case in which the Court has 

found that the requirement o f effect on trade between the Member States was not ful

filled.206 Thus, with the Court’s leniency in mind, it will be assumed that even local

ised permits markets can produce effects on trade between the Member States.

205 Ibid., para. 33.
206 Case 22/78, Hugin v. Commission, [ 1979] ECR 1869.
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7 Refusai to Supply and Access to Essential Facilities

7.1 Introduction

The right to choose one’s trading partners and freely dispose of one’s property are 

generally recognised principles in the legal orders of the Member States of the Euro

pean Union. Therefore, intervention with these principles should be made with care 

and justifications for such intervention be thoroughly considered. In some cases, how

ever, dominant firms have been prohibited from refusing to supply their competitors 

or distributors. In this paper, the first cases establishing this principle will be intro

duced in section 7.4 below. In these cases, the Court of Justice and the Commission 

focused, as will be shown, rather on preventing the elimination of smaller competitors 

than on economic analysis.

In the 1980’s, the Court and the Commission started to treat refusals to supply 

somewhat differently. It will be argued that the focus was shifted to economic effi

ciency, and that the position of individual competitors became less important. The 

cases belonging to this category will be discussed in section 7.5.

The concept ‘essential facilities’ was first used by the Commission in 1992. 

Subsequently, a number of cases concerning access to ports were published, and in 

1998 the Court of Justice was explicitly asked to take the concept into account for the 

first time. This case law will be discussed in section 7.6.

Yet another group of cases concern the refusal to license intellectual property 

rights. These cases are of particular interest for the purposes of this paper since the 

balancing of the protection of intellectual property rights and competitive markets 

resembles the balancing which will be needed between the wish to keep incentives to 

reduce pollution and the need to keep the permit market competitive. The cases deal

ing with intellectual property rights will be presented in section 7.7.

Before entering into the European case law on refusals to supply and access to 

essential facilities, however, some brief remarks will be made on the application of 

the essential facilities doctrine in the U.S. The purpose of this section is to create a 

basis for comparisons when the European law on refusals to supply and essential fa-
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cilities is discussed (section 7.3). This section will be preceded by an introduction to 

the concept of essential facilities. This concept is somewhat more specific and com

plex than the general concept of refusal to supply, which is why a theoretical intro

duction has been deemed necessary (section 7.2).

The general scope of section 7 is limited to current European competition law. 

Thus, specific comments with regard to exclusionary behaviour on permit markets 

will be first be presented in section 8.

7.2 The Concept of Essential Facilities

As will be seen from section 7.4 below, refusal to supply concerns situations where 

the dominant undertaking has refused to supply an existing customer. The doctrine on 

essential facilities requires no such previous relationship between the (non-)supplier 

and the customer.207 However, the European law on essential facilities, insofar as it 

exists,208 derives from the case law on refusals to supply209 and, the purpose of this 

introduction to the concept is to point at some of the features which are specific to the 

reasoning in cases concerning access to essential facilities.

The Commission first made explicit reference to the essential facilities doctrine 

in B&l Line/Sealink210 In this case, the Commission described an essential facility as 

“a facility or an infrastructure, without access to which competitors cannot provide 

services to their customers”.211 In the Commission’s view, refusal to grant access to an 

essential facility without objective justification or the granting of access to that facility 

on discriminatory terms is an infringement of article 82. Thus, two central issues are 

identified by the Commission: First, what are the circumstances in which an essential

207 It can be argued that also the cases decided in the early years concern essential facilities, as docs 
Ridyard (1996) ‘Essential Facilities and the Obligation to Supply Competitors under UK and EC 
Competition Law’, ECLR, 438.
208 Korah does not seem to acknowledge its existence in her book EC Competition Law, supra note 
143.
209 This statement is applicable not only to the case law on essential facilities but also to secondary 
legislation. See e.g. ARMORY and VERHEYDEN ((1998), How to Ensure Fair and Efficient Terms o f  
Access to “Bottleneck” Network Facilities when the Gatekeeper has no Incentives to Grant Them, 
Unpublished paper submitted for the 1998 EU Competition Workshop: Competition Policy in Commu
nications Network Markets held at the European University Institute in Florence, 13-14 November 
1998.) on the interpretation of the Commission’s Notice on the application of the competition rules to 
access agreements in the telecommunications sector: framework, relevant markets and principles, OJ 
[1998] C265/2.
210 B & I Line/Sealink, supra note 199.
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facility can be said to exist? And second, where an essential facility has been identi

fied, what are the terms on which access to that facility by competitors should be 

granted?

A simplified model can be helpful in describing the essential facilities di

lemma.212 We assume that in order to provide the end consumer with a certain product,

can be characterised as ‘upstream’ and ‘downstream’ activities. An example of the 

former would be manufacture, whereas distribution can serve as an example of the 

latter. The essential facilities problem can arise at any of these levels. Let us further 

assume that firm A supplies consumers with a product which the result of the combi

nation of the upstream and downstream activities. The question is, should firm X 

which has the capacity to perform the downstream (or upstream) activity only, be 

given access to the upstream (or downstream) facility of firm A in order to be able to 

supply consumers?

Ridyard illustrates the upstream/downstream dichotomy with the following ex

amples:

‘ Up-stream' *Down-stream'

Transport infrastructure Transport operator

Pipeline/Wire Supply of water gas, electricity, telephone

two related activities which both form part of the product are needed. These activities

R & D

Manufacture

services through pipe/wire 

Retail/distribution 

Manufacture * *

Raw Material Processing

Manufacture

Spare parts Marketing/branding

Tentatively, the following point can be added to Ridyard's list:

Tradable permits All activities in need of permits to emit rele

vant pollution in relevant geographic areas

2,1 Ibid., para. 41.
212 The model is borrowed from RIDYARD (1996) supra note 207, at 439.
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Firm X will typically argue that A ’s refusal to provide X with the required facility 

prevents X from entering the market and this reduces consumer choice. Moreover, A ’s 

behaviour shields A ’s downstream activity from competition and the prices for the 

product are therefore too high. Finally, X adds, the costs for X to establish an up

stream facility of its own as an alternative to using A’s would entail prohibitive costs 

and therefore consumers would not profit from X’s entry in the way they would if X 

were given access to A’s facility.

A on its part will argue that there are intrinsic efficiency advantages in keeping 

both the upstream and the downstream advantages within the same firm (‘economies 

of scope’). Moreover, A will argue that the benefits that X claims to be able to deliver 

to consumers if it could gain access to A ’s upstream facility belongs to A since A was 

the one who built up the so much wanted upstream facility in the first place. Finally, 

A claims that competition and consumer interests are sufficiently protected by the 

fact that A faces competition from firms B, C, and D who supply alternative combi

nations of up-stream and down-stream facilities to consumers.

Thus, the issue to be decided in each case will be the balancing o f potential 

short-term gains to consumers by granting X access to A’s upstream facility, and not 

negatively affect the incentives of A (and its likes) to develop or produce upstream 

facilities.

Consequently, even though competitors are normally discouraged from co

operating with one another, some facilities, access to which is essential to enable other 

competitors to do business, can be labelled as essential and the owner of that facility 

will be required to give equal access to its competitors. However, access must only be 

granted if the competitors in question cannot be expected to provide this facility for 

themselves. When discussing such cases, it is important to recall that great caution is 

necessary, since the law usually allows a company to retain, for its own exclusive use, 

all advantages that it has legitimately acquired. The principle that companies in a 

dominant position must provide access to genuinely essential facilities on a non- 

discriminatory basis is of greatest importance in industries such as telecommunica

tions, transmission of energy, and transport.213

213 For a critical view of this development see Overd and B ishop (1998) ‘Essential Facilities: The 
Rising Tide’, ECLR, 183-185, and T reacy (1998) ‘Essential Facilities - Is the Tide Turning?, ECLR, 
501-505. For a more positive view of the same issue see, in particular, T emple Lang (1994) ‘Defining
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7.3 The Essential Facility Doctrine in US A ntitrust Law

7.3.1 Background

Section 2 of the Sherman Act prohibits monopolisation and attempted monopolisa

tion, meaning the acquisition, the attempted acquisition, or maintenance of monopoly 

power through anti-competitive means. Under certain circumstances the denial of ac

cess to a facility that is essential to competition is deemed to be a form of anti

competitive conduct if performed by a monopolist. The Supreme Court of the United 

States has never actually recognised a distinct ’’essential facilities” doctrine. However, 

lower federal courts have interpreted the Supreme Courts opinion to mean that the 

denial of an essential facility can, under certain circumstances, constitute an antitrust 

violation.

When discussing the obligation to share an essential facility under US antitrust 

law, it is important to note that the underlying assumption is that any firm has the right 

to deal with whom it pleases. Eighty years ago, the Supreme Court held in United 

States v. Colgate & Co* 214 that ” [i]n the absence of any purpose to create or maintain a 

monopoly, the [Sherman] act does not restrict the long-recognized right of [the] trader 

or manufacturer engaged in an entirely private business, freely to exercise his own 

independent discretion as to parties with whom he will deal.”215. The rationale for this 

rule is that a monopolist should be permitted considerable latitude in making deci

sions as to with whom it will deal and how it will structure its dealings. This rule has 

even been referred to as ’’the libertarian right to deal with whom one pleases”.216

Legitimate Competition: Companies’ Duties to Supply Competitors and Access to Essential Facilities’, 
Fordham International Law Journal, 18:437.
214 United States v. Colgate & Co., 250 U.S. 300, 307 (1919)
215 The additions to the quotation are borrowed from JEBSEN and STEVENS (1996), supra note 187, at 
506.
216 Ibid. However, this presumption may currently be questionable since the Supreme Court in Eastman 
Kodak Co v. Image Technical Servs., Inc.(504 U.S. 451, 483 footnote 32 (1992)) held that ”[t]he ab
sence of an unqualified duty to co-operate does not mean that every time a firm declines to participate 
in a participate in a particular co-operative venture, that decision may not have evidentiary significance 
or that it may not give rise to liability in certain circumstances.” This means that in some cases in which 
a firm with monopoly power refuses to deal with an actual or potential competitor , that refusal may 
give rise to antitrust liability.
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7.3.2 Development o f the Essential Facilities Doctrine

The first case from the Supreme Court commonly viewed as implicitly supporting 

liability based on the denial o f access to an essential facility was the multifirm combi

nation case United States v. Terminal Railroad™ which concerned a combination of 

railroads, The Terminal Railroad Association, consisting of some of the railroads tran

siting St Louis (which was an important railroad junction). The Associaton acquired 

control over passages into and out o f the city and thus also acquired a possibility to 

exclude or place its competitors at a disadvantage. Since the monopoly power was 

obtained through the joint purchase of the facility, the Supreme Court approved an 

order requiring the Railroad Association to admit non-member competitors to the 

combination or to use the facilities in a non-discriminatory manner.

This case was followed by Associated Press v. United States™  which concerned 

an association o f 1,200 newspapers created in order to achieve economies of scale in 

the press business. Each member o f the association had access to the news generated 

by other members. This meant that, collectively, the newspapers could afford to have 

correspondents in many places in the world and staff expert journalists to explain 

complicated news to the readers. New members were welcomed to Associated Press 

unless they competed with one of its members. The Supreme Court found that the 

discrimination against competitors was a violation of the Sherman Act and ordered 

Associated Press to end it. However, the Court underlined that the Association was 

under no obligation to admit everyone.

Thus, the two first cases in the history of the essential facilities doctrine in US 

antitrust law concerned concerted action. However, subsequent to these two cases, a 

number of cases concerning unilateral refusal to deal were decided by the Supreme 

Court. The origin of this line of cases is said to be* 218 219 United States v. Griffith,220 which 

concerned a ’’movie exhibitor’s use of buying power in a market in which it had a 

monopoly to compel distributors to give it preferential rights in towns where the mar-

2,7 United States v. Terminal Railroad Association, 224 U.S, 383 (1912).
218 Associated Press v United States, 326U.S. 1 (1945).
219 See e.g. BEHR (1998), ‘Learning How to Share: The Essential Facilities Doctrine Revisited\  
http://www.columbia.edu/~dmb69/complaw, at 3 and AREEDA (1990), ‘Essential Facilities: An Epithet 
in Need of Limiting Principles, Antitrust Law Journal, 58:841-853, at 847.
220 United States v. Griffith, 334 U.S. 100 (1948).

http://www.columbia.edu/~dmb69/complaw
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ket was competitive.”221 Thus, it did not really concern an alleged essential facility. 

However, the language of the Court’s judgment has in the words of Areeda ’’come to 

live a life of its own, quite apart from the circumstances, facts, or reasoning behind 

it.”222 In fact, all the Court said was that a monopolist may not use its power ”to fore

close competition” or ”to gain a competitive advantage” in any market. On a literal 

interpretation this statement could, of course, be taken to mean any monopolist who 

refuses to make his product or facility available will be condemned under section 2 o f 

the Sherman Act. Areeda is, however, critical to conclusions ascribing such a broad 

principle to those words in particular since the case in question did not even concern 

essential facilities.223 224

If Griffith is the origin of the essential facilities doctrine as applied to single 

firm conduct, Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States224 is its genesis. The case con

cerned some municipalities, which wished to supply their residents with local distri

bution o f electric power. Otter Tail was asked to either sell electricity wholesale or 

carry electricity, which the municipalities had bought from another supplier over Otter 

Tail’s lines. Otter Tail refused because it wanted to keep the local distribution busi

ness to itself. The Supreme Court found Otter Tail’s refusal to supply or carry the 

electric power to be a violation of section 2 of the Sherman Act.225 226

A further development came in 1985 with the Supreme Court’s decision in As

pen Skiing Co. v. Aspen Highlands Skiing Corp.12t Aspen Skiing owned three moun

tains in Aspen, Colorado, and Aspen Highlands owned the fourth. For some years 

these two firms together offered a six-day lift ticket covering all four mountains which

221 AREEDA (1990), supra note 219, at 847 (footnote 29).
222 Areeda (1990), supra note 219, at 847.
223 ibid.
224 Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States, 410 U.S. 366 (1973).
225 However, in Areeda’s view, because of the peculiar circumstances in the case, it does not spell out 
any general duty to deal. Firstly, he points out, Otter Tail was a natural monopolist. Moreover, it was 
regulated and by refusing to supply the municipalities it may have evaded those regulations. Areeda 
draws this conclusion from the fact that it appears from the decision that transmission charges and 
wholesale prices were regulated by the Federal Power Commission whereas the retail distribution busi
ness was not so effectively regulated. Thus, carrying power or selling it wholesale would prevent Otter 
Tail from charging monopoly prices and duty to deal may in fact have been beneficial to the consumers. 
Further, the fact that there was a regulatory agency in place to supervise prices and terms of dealing 
meant that the Court could require Otter Tail to deal without having to lay down the administrative 
details. This work could be taken care of by the regulatory authority which had the required expertise. 
Areeda’s conclusion is therefore that the obligation to deal under Otter Tail is very narrow. (Areeda 
(1990), supra note, at 848.)
226 Aspen Skiing Co. v. Aspen Highlands Skiing Corp., 472 U.S. 585 (1985).
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was 14% cheaper than six one-day passes would have been. Aspen Skiing eventually 

ceased offering the four-mountain pass with Aspen Highlands with the result that the 

latter lost some business, although its competitive vitality was never in question. A 

jury verdict gave Aspen Highlands right and this verdict was upheld by the Court of 

Appeals for the Tenth Circuit. The court held that a multimountain ticket was an es

sential facility that Aspen Skiing was obliged to share and that there was sufficient 

evidence to support the jury finding that Aspen Skiing intended to create or maintain a 

monopoly. The Supreme Court affirmed the decision of the Court of Appeals but 

never addressed its essential facilities rationale. Instead the Court affirmed the deci

sion of the Court of Appeals solely on the basis of ’’ordinary” refusal to deal. Al

though it stated that ’’even a firm with monopoly powers has no general duty to en

gage in a joint marketing program with a competitor”, the Court found that Aspen 

Skiing had no valid business reasons for its refusal, other than a monopolist’s urge to 

undercut a competitor. The Court concluded that ’’the evidence supports an inference 

that Ski Co. was not motivated by efficiency concerns and that it was willing to sacri

fice short-run benefits and consumer goodwill in exchange for a perceived long-run 

impact on its smaller rival.”227 228

Even if Aspen Skiing Co. V. Aspen Highlands Skiing Corp. is considered rele

vant to the development of the doctrine of essential facilities in the US, its most co

herent modem articulation was given in the judgment of the 7th Circuit in MCI Com

munications Corp. v. American Tel. & Tel. Co.11* MCI alleged, inter alia, that AT&T 

had unlawfully refused to interconnect with the local distribution facilities of Bell 

Operating Companies and thereby had prevented MCI from offering various services 

to its customers. The court held that ” [a] monopolist’s refusal to deal under these cir

cumstances is governed by the so-called essential facilities doctrine. Such refusal may 

be unlawful because a monopolist’s control of an essential facility (sometimes called a 

’’bottleneck”) can extend monopoly power from one stage o f production to another, 

and from one market into another. Thus the antitrust laws have imposed on firms 

controlling an essential facility the obligation to make the facility available on non- 

discriminatory terms.” In this connection, the court set out four conditions for estab-

227 Ibid, at 610-611.
228 MCI Communications Corp. v. American Tel. & Tel. Co., 708 F.2d 1081 (7th Cir.), cert, denied, 464 
U.S. 891 (1983).
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lishing liability under the essential facilities doctrine: (1) control of the essential facil

ity by the monopolist; (2) a competitor’s inability practically or reasonably to dupli

cate the essential facility; (3) the denial of the use of the facility to a competitor; and 

(4) the feasibility of providing the facility.229 In the end the court found that MCI had 

not produced sufficient evidence at trial for the jury to conclude that it was technically 

and economically feasible for AT&T to have provided the requested interconnections.

7.3.3 The Intent and Monopoly Leveraging Tests

The essential facilities doctrine is not the only exception to the rule stated in United 

States v. Colgate & Co. that, in the absence of any purpose to create or maintain a 

monopoly, even monopolists may exercise their own independent discretion as to the 

parties with whom he will deal. There are two other lines of cases establishing excep

tions to this rule: the intent test and the monopoly leveraging test.

The intent test is said to based on the limitations inherent in United States v. 

Colgate that the right to choose customers does not apply if that right is exercised 

with the purpose of creating or strengthening a monopoly.230 According to some 

authors the Supreme Court applied this rule in Aspen Skiing Co. v. Aspen Highlands 

Skiing Corp. Thus, the intent test appears to consist of an evaluation of the intent of 

the firm accused of trying to create a monopoly. In order to show the objective intent 

of this firm the plaintiff must show both exclusionary effects in the monopolised mar

ket resulting from the challenged conduct and a lack of business justification for that 

conduct.231

The monopoly leveraging test finds its origins in a ruling of the 2nd Circuit in 

Berkey Photo v. Eastman Kodak Co.™2 which, in turn, is based on the Supreme 

Court’s dictum in United States v. Griffith that ’’the use of monopoly power, however 

lawfully acquired, to foreclose competition to gain a competitive advantage, or to de

stroy a competitor, is unlawful.” In Berkey Photo, the court took this to mean that it is

229 Ibid. At 1132-1133.
230 VENIT (1998), The ‘Essential Facilities’ Doctrine -  Its Role in EC Competition Law, Unpublished 
paper submitted for the 1998 EU Competition Workshop: Competition Policy in Communications Net
work Markets held at the European University Institute in Florence, 13-14 November 1998, at 4.
231 VENIT and KALLAUGHER (1994) ‘Essential Facilities: A Comparative Law Approach’ Fordham 
Corporate Law Institute, 315-344, at 317.
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a violation of Section 2 of the Sherman Act for a firm to use its monopoly power in 

one market to gain a competitive advantage in a another, even if it is not a question 

attempting to monopolise also the second market. Similar to the ’’intent cases”, ’’mo

nopoly leveraging cases” can be justified by valid business reasons. The difference 

between the two lies in the ”in the nature of the anti-competitive effects required to 

constitute an antitrust violation”.232 233 Under the intent test, the issue is to find exclusion

ary effects in the market where the defendant firm possesses market power. Under the 

monopoly leveraging test on the other hand, the plaintiff must show advantages for 

the monopolist in a second related market.

Both of these lines of cases overlap to a considerable extent with each other and 

with essential facilities cases,234 but there seems to be at least two differences between 

intent/monopoly leveraging and essential facilities. Firstly, the former two allow for 

extensive business justifications for refusals to deal, whereas essential facility cases 

allow for justifications only if access to the facility would disrupt the monopolist's 

own business. Secondly, as opposed to monopoly leveraging cases, the essential facil

ity rule becomes applicable only where denial of access to the facility has its effects in 

a market where the defendant has market power. This follows from the nature of the 

requirement that the facility be ’’essential”.235

7.4 The Early Years

7.4.1 Commercial Solvents

The oldest case concerning refusal to supply under Article 82 is Commercial Sol

vents.™ In this case, Commercial Solvents (CS) was the only producer of a raw mate

rial, necessary for the production of ethambutol, a derivative chemical used to produce 

a drug against tuberculosis, and refused to supply it to a competitor, Zoja, which was 

manufacturing ethambutol. The Court of Justice held that CS abused its dominant

232 Berkey Photo v. Eastman Kodak Co., 603 F.2d 263 (2d Cir. 1979), cert. Denied 444 U.S. 1093 
(1980).
233 Venit(1998), supra note 230, at 5.
234 See Venu  and KallaUGHER ( 1994), supra note 231, at 3 18.
235 ibid:
230 Commercial Solvents, supra note 204.
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position when it decided to stop supplying raw materials (nitropropane and aminobu- 

tanol) to Zoja and to start producing ethambutol on its own (through its subsidiary 

Istituto Chemioterapico Italiano SpA (ICI)). Zoja, having nowhere else to turn, would 

have been eliminated from the market if the Court would not have ruled in its favour.

CS had a world monopoly in the manufacture of the raw material used to pro

duce ethambutol. Most of the relevant patents had expired, but despite of this it was 

difficult for other firms to enter the market. This difficulty derived from the fact that 

outlets for other products which could be obtained using the same complex production 

procedure were hard to find. Moreover, the costs for research and development were 

very high and the necessary manufacturing installations were complex and costly.

Originally, CS supplied ethambutol to Zoja through its wholly owned subsidiary 

ICI. Zoja and ICI had planned to merge, but the negotiations had stranded. When it 

was clear that the merger would not take place, ICI (instructed by CS) raised its prices 

for ethambutol to Zoja and gradually reduced the level of its supplies. Eventually, 

Zoja became unable to manufacture ethambutol on its own and complained to the 

Commission that CS and ICI were abusing their dominant position as world leaders in 

the production of nitropropane and aminobutanol. The Commission ruled in favour of 

Zoja and fined CS and ordered it to resume supplies at a price no higher the maximum 

price it previously charged.

The Court upheld the Commission’s decision, but reduced the fine. The Court 

held that by abusing their dominant position in the upstream market (the raw material 

market) ICI and CS were able to restrict competition in the downstream market (the 

ethambutol market). The refusal to supply Zoja was considered to be an abuse of a 

dominant position particularly as it had previously supplied it and then discontinued 

supplies without adequate commercial reason.

Commercial Solvents is often cited by the Court, the Court of First Instance 

(CFI) and the Commission and it is clearly regarded as an important case stating a 

broad principle. This principle is that (1) a dominant company in an upstream market 

(2) which refuses to supply a downstream competitor (who also is a customer), (3) and 

therefore risks to eliminate all competition on the downstream market from this cus-
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tomer is abusing a dominant position within the meaning of Article 86 (now Article 

82).237 238 239

7.4.2 United Brands

The importance of United Brands23* for the purposes of this paper can be discussed, 

since the outcome of the case suggests that there is a duty to supply also long-standing 

customers who are not competitors on a downstream market. The likeliness of finding 

a case where a firm is a long-standing customer of pollution permits without also be

ing a competitor will have to be regarded as limited. However, due to the importance 

of the case for the development of the case law on refusals to supply, completeness 

requires that it be presented.

In this case the Court, like the Commission had done, condemned the reduction 

in supplies of Chiquita bananas to Olesen, one of United Brands’ distributors in Den

mark. The ripeners/distributors used by United Brands in Europe were allowed to 

handle competing goods and thus, in 1969 Olesen had become the only distributor of 

the rival brand Dole in Denmark. Four years later, Olesen had taken part in an adver

tising campaign for Dole and according to United Brands he was selling fewer and 

fewer Chiquita bananas. Olesen was also accused o f pushing sales of Dole at the ex

pense of Chiquita. Following this, United Brands reduced its supplies to Olesen and 

the Court came down hard on United Brands for doing so. It extended the formulation 

in Commercial Solvents by stating that:

1. The products withheld by the dominant supplier must belong to a brand attracting 

consumer preference.

2. The disappointed customer must be of a ‘longstanding’ status and one ‘who abides 

by regular commercial practice’.

3. The orders placed by this customer must have been ‘in no way out of the ordi-
y 239nary .

Consequently, refusal to supply a first-time customer or a customer who has 

substantially increased his orders to exploit resale opportunities outside his domestic

237 Ibid., para. 251.
238 United Brands, supra note 200.
239 Ibid., para. 182.
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market would not be covered by the prohibition. Should the customer fulfil the re

quirements set out above, it is necessary to see if the discontinuance to supply is justi

fied. The Court held that a dominant undertaking may protect its own commercial 

interests if they are attacked. However, such counterattack must be assessed according 

to the following rule of proportionality "...that attack must still be proportionate to the 

threat taking into account the economic strength of the undertakings confronting each 

other.’’240

Thus, dominant companies have a duty to supply customers in many cases, but it 

seems as if the duty to supply a customer or a distributor is less strict than the duty to 

supply a competitor and that the duty to supply does not apply in every situation. The 

conclusion to draw from United Brands seems to be that a dominant company may 

not interfere with its distributors’ commercial independence, including their freedom 

to promote rival brands.

7.4.3 Hug in v. Commission241

The Court’s judgement in Hugin v Commission has been called ’’ [t]he strangest of the 

Court of Justice’s vertical refusal to deal decisions.’’242 The case concerned the rela

tionship between the Swedish firm Hugin, which produced cash registers, and Liptons 

which was the United Kingdom distributor of Hugin’s products. Liptons had built up a 

separate business in servicing and supplying spare parts. In 1972 Hugin established its 

own subsidiary in the United Kingdom to distribute cash registers and the distribution 

agreement with Liptons ended. Shortly afterwards Hugin refused to supply Liptons 

with spare parts.

In the Commission’s view Hugin was dominant in the market for spare parts to 

Hugin cash registers243 and had abused its position by refusing to supply Liptons with

out justification. This was particularly so since Liptons had been a customer for 12

240 Ibid., para. 190.
241 Hugin, supra note 206.
242 KAUPER (1989), ‘Whither Article 86? Observations on Excessive Prices and Refusals to Deal’, 
Fordham Corporate Law Institute: 651-686, at 672.
243 This narrow market definition is clearly debatable. For criticism see e.g. PATHAK (1989), ‘Articles 
85 and 86 and Anticompetitive Exclusion in EEC Competition Law Part 2 ’, ECLR 256-272, at 258-261. 
Fox ((1986), ‘Monopolization in the United States and the European Community: Efficiency, Opportu
nity and Fairness’, Notre Dame Lawyer 61:981, at 1003) has, in relation to this case, stated that ”in the 
United States a company’s own brand of product is almost never a market.”

I
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years and had built up a major business in the supply of spare parts. Hugin’s elimina

tion of Liptons would mean the elimination of a major competitor in the servicing and 

repair of Hugin machines. The Commission rejected Hugin’s justification based on 

quality concerns (the technical complexity of the Hugin products), since Liptons was 

clearly competent to perform repair services.

The Commission’s decision was quashed by the Court on the basis of lack of ef

fect on inter-State trade since Liptons only traded in its capacity of service company 

within a 50 mile radius of London and made no exports. Moreover, Hugin produced 

many different models for various countries in Europe which were affected by the 

different requirements of language and currency so that exporting spare parts from one 

Member State to another was unecononomic and unlikely. No commercial pattern of 

trade in such spare parts between Member States existed that could be disrupted by 

the commercial decision made by Hugin not to supply. However, it has been sug

gested that there is no reason to believe that the Court would not have upheld the 

Commission’s decision as far as the question of abuse is concerned.244

7.4.4 BP v. Commission245

If Commercial Solvents and United Brands (and Hugin) at the time were interpreted 

as submitting dominant firms to an extensive obligation to deal, BP v. Commission 

must have come as a relief. The case shows that, at least in cases of severe shortage, 

the dominant company is not obliged to supply ’’occasional” customers to the detri

ment of ’’faithful” ones. Therefore, it can be argued that the terminated purchasers in 

Commercial Solvents, United Brands, and Hugin “through their reliance-based ex

pectations developed a qualified ’’right” to continue supply.”246 Such a right does not 

exist for the occasional customer.

The case was an appeal of a decision in which the Commission had found that 

that BP had unlawfully refused to supply ABG, which was BP’s downstream com

petitor in the petrol distribution market. The origin of the dispute between BP and

244 BELLAMY & Child (1993) Common Market Law of Competition. 4th ed. London: Sweet & Max
well, p 631. See also Glasl(1994), ‘Essential Facilities Doctrine in EC Anti-trust Law: A Contribution 
to the Current Debate’, ECLR 6: 306-314, at 309.
245 Case 1 7 m , BP v. Commission ï 1978] ECR 1513,
246 KAUPER (1989), supra note 242, at 673.
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ABG was attributable to the oil crisis in 1974. Due to the oil shortage created by this 

crisis, oil companies could only supply their traditional customers. ABG had, in fact, 

bought primarily from BP but the firm no longer had a long-term contract with BP. In 

the Commission’s view BP should have taken these earlier supplies into account and 

supplied all its customers with the same proportion of the amounts it had supplied in 

an earlier period, which, it suggested, might be 12 months.

The Court found that, BP was entitled to, due to the general scarcity of supply, 

treat ABG less favourably than customers who had long-term contracts at the relevant 

time.247 The Court thought it fair to regard ABG as an occasional buyer during the oil 

crisis notwithstanding its prior long-term arrangements with BP. It also noted that any 

increase in supplies to ABG would have resulted in a decrease of supplies for the 

regular customers and concluded that a duty to apply a formula such as that proposed 

by the Commission ’’could only flow from measures adopted within the framework of 

the Treaty, in particular Article 103, or in default of that, by the national authori

ties.”248

The Court’s judgment is very specific and therefore unlikely to be a precedent 

for the future,249 but the opinion of Advocate General Jacobs is elucidating. The Ad

vocate General interpreted the Commission’s position to be that lacunae in all types of 

governmental measures can be filled by invoking Article 86. Mr Warner himself, 

however, thought that in this case it was not a question of ”a lacuna of a kind that Ar

ticle 86 is designed to fill or is appropriate to fill.” In his view, the Article can only 

apply if it can be ’’found in the in the terms of that article some rule, either express or 

implicit, that suppliers are required to observe in such a situation.” Since Article 86(c) 

was found not to apply, the rule must be implicit. The Advocate General then con

cluded that an implicit standard could be the basis for a finding of abuse only if it 

were ’’equitable, practical and generally accepted”250 The Court’s finding that the stan

dard proposed by the Commission could be imposed only by legislation appears to 

follow this analysis.

247 BP v. Commission, supra note 245, para. 32.
248 ¡bid. y para 34.
249 K0RAH(1997), supra note 143, at 119.
250 All quotations in this paragraph are taken from Advocate General Warner’s Opinion in BP v. Com- 
mission, supra note 245, at 1537-8.
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In conclusion BP v Commission qualifies the duty to supply long-standing cus

tomers, as laid down in United Brands,251 to mean that dominant firms have no duty to 

supply former customers, there is only a duty not to cut off present ones.

7.4.5 National Carbonising Company252

In the National Carbonising decision the Commission specified that the dominant 

company has a duty not only to supply the raw material to competitors but also to do 

so at a price which, in all circumstances, enables its only downstream competitors to 

remain in business if they are reasonably efficient.

The decision concerned the National Coal Board’s alleged excessive prices for 

coke charged to National Carbonising. The National Coal Board was found to be 

dominant on the UK markets for coal and coke. Coal is the raw material in coke pro

duction and National Carbonising was a UK coke producer. The latter firm com

plained that the National Coal Board sold coal for coke production at excessive prices 

and sold industrial coke at too low prices to make it possible for National Carbonising 

to profitably compete with it in the coke market. The Commission rejected the com

plaint, but its reasoning in this case illustrates the principle that a dominant company, 

which sells both the raw material and the downstream product made from it, has a 

duty to both supply the raw material to its competitors, as in Commercial Solvents, 

and to do so at a price that allows the reasonably efficient downstream competitor to 

remain in business.253 Moreover, the Commission held that a firm dominant in the 

market for raw material has a duty to supply its subsidiary on the same basis in all 

respects as it supplies with its subsidiary’s competitors. Any subsidy would be consid

ered discriminatory behaviour and thus contrary to Article 86.

7.4.6 Comments

The case law of the early years show that longstanding customers cannot be cut off 

from supply without valid business justification. All of the Court cases in this section

251 United Brands, supra note 200.
252 Commission Decision 76/185/ECSC National Carbonising Company [1976] OJ L 35/6.
253 See Temple Lang (1994), supra note 213, at 455 and OCDE/GD(96)l 13 (1996) The Essential 
Facilities Concept, Paris, at 93 (footnote 2).
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have been heavily criticised for lack of economic analysis. For example, Commercial 

Solvents is said not to take consumer welfare into account, since those suffering from 

tuberculosis can hardly be said to be injured (in economic terms) as a result of Zoja’s 

elimination from the market. Injury to this group of consumers would depend on who 

could produce the drug more cheaply (Zoja or ICI) and on whether the elimination of 

Zoja as an independent buyer of raw materials would make it more difficult for a new 

undertaking to start producing them. The likely result of such an inquiry would be that 

ICI would be more efficient than Zoja due to vertical integration.254 In the short run 

Istituto would gain market power in the final market for ethambutol which could harm 

consumers. However, in the long run this would be outweighed by the fact that entry 

by newcomers, attracted by the possibilities of high profits, would lower the prices of 

that product.255 Hugin has been criticised, not only for its narrow market definition,256 

but also on the ground that a competitive market in the servicing of other cash regis

ters remained.257 Moreover, it has been suggested that Hugin’s vertical integration may 

have been efficient and that consumers would have suffered no injury if Liptons had 

been eliminated.258 Many commentators agree that that the Commission’s decision 

does not rest on efficiency grounds, but instead appears to focus primarily on the harm 

caused to Liptons (regardless of consumer welfare) and on the value of preserving 

independent firms in the market for its own sake. The Commission and the Court 

seemed to assume that the refusal to supply was unfair to Liptons, without examining 

whether Liptons could swiftly start servicing and repairing cash registers of other 

makes.

Kauper has convincingly argued that Commercial Solvents, United Brands and 

Hugin all display characteristics showing the Court’s and the Commission’s interest in 

fairness and ”a perceived value in retaining smaller, independent firms dependent for 

supply on dominant firms in the market for its own sake.”259 He further states that the 

language used in Commercial Solvents and Hugin very much resembles the monopoly

254 Pathak (1989), ‘Articles 85 and 86 and Anticompetitive Exclusion in EEC Competition Law Part 
1 \E C L R  74-104, at 84-85.
255 Ibid., at 86.
256 See e.g. GYSELEN (1989) ‘Abuse of Monopoly Power Within the Meaning of Article 86 of the EEC 
Treaty: Recent Developments’ Fordham Corporate Law Institute 597-650, at 606 (note 24) and 615.
257 Kauper (1989), supra note 242,, at 673.
258 PATHAK (1989), supra note 254, at 258-261, and Jebsen and STEVENS (1996), supra note 187, at 
512.
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leveraging principle in US anti-trust case law.259 260 Pursuant to this principle, the use of 

monopoly power, even when lawfully acquired, to obtain a monopoly or gain an ad

vantage in a second market is prohibited. In vertical integration cases such as Com

mercial Solvents and Hugin the firm which is dominant upstream and integrates 

downstream can be seen as using its power to become dominant in the downstream 

’’second market”. In fact, Kauper points out, some American courts have applied 

Griffith in this way. In his view, however, this is not correct since Griffith was not a 

vertical case. The defendant in that case used its monopoly power in one geographic 

market to extend it to another. If he would have succeeded in this, output in the sec

ond market could have been restricted with price increases in that market as a result. 

In vertical cases on the other hand, the monopolist cannot extract a monopoly profit 

by gaining a second monopoly within its own distribution system, unless it is for some 

reason unable to do so in its primary market. Therefore, in Kauper’s view, Commer

cial Solvents, United Brands and Hugin are cases in which the Court of Justice have 

applied competition law in a way American courts did many years ago, but would 

never do today. In the US fairness and the preservation of small and medium-sized 

firms have had to give way to the concern over economic efficiency.261

BP v. Commission mitigates this case law so that it is rather clear that it applies 

only to longstanding, present customers which are also competitors. National Car

bonising follows Commercial Solvents but requires prices for resumed supplies to be 

low enough to allow a reasonably efficient competitor to remain in business. Reason

able efficiency could be interpreted to mean anything between nearly inefficient and 

efficient. Thus, also firms which cannot contribute to the market with efficiency are to 

be protected pursuant to National Carbonising.

259 Kauper (1989), supra note 242, at 673.
260 See section 7.3.3 above.
261 KAUPER (1989), supra note 242, at 677-678.
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7.5 The First Cases Referred to as ‘Essential Facilities Cases’

7.5.1 Telemarketing262

The Telemarketing case concerned two related companies, the television station CLT 

and its exclusive agent for television advertising in the Benelux countries, IPB, and 

their relation to Centre Beige, which was a telemarketing organisation. Telemarketing 

is the provision in television advertisements of the telemarketing company’s telephone 

number enabling viewers to call in orders to obtain more information concerning the 

products advertised. The telemarketer provides the telephone lines and operators.

Centre Beige had an agreement for telemarketing with IPB which showed tele

vision viewers Centre Beige’s telephone numbers. When the agreement expired, IBP 

refused to prolong it on the same terms. IBP wanted its own telephone number to be 

displayed instead of Centre Beige’s. The refusal to supply Centre Beige with this 

service resulted in the elimination of competition on its part. The Court held that on 

the basis of Commercial Solvents ”an abuse within the meaning of Article 86 is com

mitted where, without any objective necessity, an undertaking holding a dominant 

position on a particular market reserves to itself or to an undertaking belonging to the 

same group an ancillary market which might be carried out by another undertaking as 

part of its activities on a neighbouring but separate market, with the possibility of 

eliminating all competition from such undertaking.”263

Cowen believes that it is possible to infer an ’’indispensability test” to all claims 

made by customers that a facility is essential from the Telemarketing judgment. This 

test would mean that when there is no alternative to the facility in question, the Court 

will refer to it as ’’essential” .264

i

262 Case 311/84, Telemarketing v. CLT and IPB, [ 1985] ECR 3261.
263 Ibid., paras. 25-27.
2W Cowen (1995) ‘The Essential Facilities Doctrine in EC Competition Law: Towards a ’’Matrix Infra
structure”1 Fordham Corporate Law Institute 521-547, at 537-538.
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The BBÎ/Boosey & Hawkes decision was an interim measures decision requiring 

Boosey & Hawkes (B&H) to resume supplies o f musical instruments and spare parts 

to two firms, GHH and RCN, which had jointly set up a venture to compete with 

B&H. The latter was the only manufacturer of brass wind instruments in the UK, but 

it was, as implied above, about to face competition from BBI, which was a the joint 

venture set up by GHH and RCN. The two firms complained that B&H had started 

’’vexatious litigation” and other harrassing tactics against them upon learning of their 

intention to enter the manufacturing business. Moreover, it cut off supplies of instru

ments and spare parts to GHH and RCN.

Without B&H’s products GHH and RCN would not have a complete product 

range and would thus risk to go out of business due to B&H’s refusal to supply. 

Should the two smaller firms have gone out business the viability of the joint venture 

BBI would have been questionable (to say the least). The Commission therefore or

dered B&H to resume its supplies to GHH and RCN. The supplies were to be made 

under the same terms and conditions as before they were terminated.

The Commission used the proportionality test laid down by the Court of Justice 

in United Brands,265 266 but formulated it in a more lenient way than the Court had done 

nine years earlier. It stated that ’’there is no obligation placed on a dominant producer 

to subsidize competition to itself’ and that ’’where a customer transfers its central ac

tivity to the promotion of a competing brand, it may be that even a dominant firm is 

entitled to review its commercial relations with that customer and on giving adequate 

notice terminate any special relationship”.267 However, B&H’s abrupt withdrawal of 

supplies and the fact that it was part of a wider reprisal policy against GHH and RCN 

made the Commission conclude that its behaviour was not justified even under the 

new lenient version of the United Brands proportionality rule.

7.5.2 BBÎ/Boosey & H aw kes265

265 Commission Decision 87/500/EEC, BBÎ/Boosey & Hawkes [1987] OJ L 286/36.
266 Sec section 7.4.2 above.
267 BBl/Boosey & Hawkes, supra note 265, para. 19.
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London-European was a small private company which operated the air route Luton - 

Brussels in competition with inter alia Sabena. The latter carrier was considered 

dominant in the market for computer reservation services, and refused to give Lon

don-European access to its computer reservation system (CRS),268 269 Saphir, since it 

found London-European’s air fares too low270 and because London-European ap

pointed another company instead o f Sabena for some of its ground handling service. 

Half of the reservations on the Luton-Brussels route were booked through Saphir and 

virtually all carriers based in Brussels were part of the Saphir system. The Commis

sion was therefore convinced that London European would not survive as Sabena’s 

competitor on the route in question unless it was granted access to Saphir. In its deci

sion the Commission relied on Commercial Solvents and regarded Sabena’s refusal to 

grant London-European access to its CRS a refusal to supply an essential service.

In the terms of Article 82, Sabena’s behaviour can be seen as deliberate reduc

tion of production, as prohibited by Article 82(b), in the sense that it carries with it the 

possible elimination of London-European from the market of air transport services 

between Brussels and Luton. Moreover, tying access to the CRS to a prior agreement 

on the ground handling services infringed Article 82(d).271

In conclusion, London-European/Sabena shows that refusal to supply an essen

tial service without business justification is a violation of Article 82. It is important to 

note that this conclusion applies even in cases were artificial barriers to entry for new 

competitors are raised, i.e. in cases where no prior relationship between the dominant 

company and the firm which is refused access existed.272

7.5.3 London E uropean-Sabena268

268 Commission Decision 88/589/EEC London European-Sabena [1988] OJ L 317/47.
269 The CRS allows travel agents to consult flight schedules, fares and seat availability of airlines in
cluded in the system and to make reservations without having to telephone the air carrier concerned for 
each booking.
270 London European’s tariffs were half of the standard I AT A tariffs.
271 Glasl{1994) supra note 244, at 306.
272 C.f. Telemarketing, supra note 262, where access to the facility in question was withdrawn because 
the dominant firm wanted to enter the market itself.
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The Commission found that the Irish airline Aer Lingus enjoyed a dominant position 

on the London-Dublin route274 and that it had abused that dominant position by refus

ing to resume its interline agreement with one of its few competitors on that route, the 

British airline British Midland. Interlining is a practice which falls under the auspices 

of the International Air Travel Association (IATA), under which almost all airlines 

agree to issue tickets on behalf of one another. Its noteworthy that these multilateral 

agreements, which are not restrictive in themselves, are the justification for tariff con

sultations which are subject to Article 81(1) (formerly Article 85(1)). It also important 

to note that interlining is normal industry practice except in some circumstances 

which were not relevant to this case.

The Commission held that ” [r]efusing to interline is not normal competition on 

the merits...the argument that interlining would result in a loss of revenue would not 

in itself make the refusal legitimate... Both a refusal to grant new interline facilities 

and the withdrawal of existing interline facilities may, depending on the circum

stances, hinder the maintenance of or development of competition. Whether a duty to 

interline arises depends on the effects on competition o f the refusal to interline; it 

would exist in particular when the refusal or withdrawal of interline facilities by a 

dominant airline is objectively likely to have a significant impact on on the other air

line’s ability to start a new service or sustain an existing service on account of its ef-

j fects on the other airline’s costs and revenue in respect of the service in question, and

I when the dominant airline cannot give any objective commercial reason for its refusal
[

(such as concerns about creditworthiness) other than its wish to avoid helping this
i
| particular competitor,275 It is unlikely that there is such justification when the domi-

7.5.4 British M idland7A e r  L ingus273

I 273 Commission Decision 92/213/EEC, British Midland/Aer Lingus,[ 1992] OJ L 96/34.
274 A market the size of which is rather diminutive to be a ’’substantial part of the common market” 

I which is what the market must be in order for Article 82 to apply.
I 275 SUBIOTTO ((1992) ‘The Right to Deal with Whom One Pleases under EEC Competition Law: A
I Small Contribution to a Necessary Debate’ ECLR 6:234-244, at 236, footnote 17) states that the words

in italics are contrary the Commission’s statement in BBI/Boosey & Hawkes that ”[t]here is no obliga
tion placed on a dominant producer to subsidize competition to itself.” However, it docs not seem like 
the Commission placed such a duty on Aer Lingus. In the Commission’s view Aer Lingus was in a 
discriminating manner refusing British Midland access to a facility that it normally would have pro
vided to other airlines. In other words, because Aer Lingus was deviating from normal industry practice 
in this case, it had to justify its behaviour and the wish not to subsidise competition to itself was not 
considered a sufficient justification (even if such behaviour is not abusive in itself).
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nant airline singles out an airline with which it previously interlined after that airline 

starts competing on an important route but continues to interline with other competi

tors.”276

Thus, if refusal to interline causes a significant handicap or raises a barrier to 

entry such refusal is prohibited under the Community competition rules. A denial of 

interlining forces a new entrant either to operate infrequent flights (with a long, un

profitable start-up period as a result) or offer frequent flights immediately attracting 

passengers who want a choice o f flights, but accepting low capacity utilisation. Both 

alternatives lead to higher start-up costs. Therefore, an interline agreement with the 

dominant airline (assuming that there are only two competitors) may be essential for 

the new entrant. In fact, the Commission explicitly admitted that this intervention was 

amounting to a form of artificial assistance to the new entrant. Consequently, it lim

ited the obligation to interline to two years after the decision. Thus, in the Commis

sion’s view interlining can be essential for a competitor when it is entering the market, 

but not necessarily later when it has had time to establish itself. It has been suggested 

that ’’temporary duties to provide access to facilities only arise when a dominant firm 

has refused normal industry arrangements selectively in order to handicap or discour

age an active competitor.”277 Moreover, the Commission has explained the decision 

itself as being taken within the context of a period when the European air transport 

industry was being liberalised. Therefore, it argued that airlines which were making 

use of the new opportunities for competition should be given a fair chance to develop 

and maintain their competitiveness against established airlines.278

7.5.5 Comments

All cases mentioned in this section may seem very similar to the cases treated in sec

tion 7.4, and, in fact, they are all based on Commercial Solvents. However, a quick 

glance at the literature on essential facilities and refusals to supply tells us differently. 

All of these cases have been mentioned in the context of the development of a Euro

pean essential facilities doctrine. Telemarketing, which was the earliest of these

276 British Midland/Aer Lingus, supra note 273, paras. 25-6
277 Temple Lang (1994) supra note 213, at 506.
278 The Commission’s XXIInd Report on Competition Policy ( 1992), points 216-218.
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cases, has created considerable terminological confusion. It has been referred by some 

to as a classic refusal to supply case,279 others cite it as the first essential facilities case 

in European competition law,280 whereas others again categorise it as a tying case.28' 

These differences find their explanation in the fact that the three types of cases are 

very similar. However, an analysis of the case shows that the focus, as in Commercial 

Solvents, lies on the use of dominance in an upstream market in order to gain com

petitive advantages in a related market. Moreover, as opposed to the US essential fa

cilities doctrine, there is no requirement that there be market power in the downstream 

market.282 Finally, there is nothing in Telemarketing that suggests that the decision was 

not taken to protect a smaller competitor. Thus, no shift from the old focus on fairness 

to a new one on efficiency can be noted. The main difference from the case law of the 

early years is that Telemarketing concerned a refusal to supply a service instead of 

goods.

Therefore, even though Telemarketing attracted some attention at its time, the 

case was not revolutionary. BBU Boosey & Hawkes is more interesting in this respect. 

In this case the Commission not only introduced a ’’new”, more lenient proportionality 

rule than the *United Brands rule’, but also adopted a more efficiency based way of 

addressing a refusal to supply. Of course, the Commission noted that B&H’s behav

iour threatened GHH and RCN (its small competitors on the downstream market). 

However, it also noted that this threatened the ability of the joint venture to compete 

with B&H. This has been interpreted as a sign of a shift from the fairness policy in the 

earlier cases, where the refusals to deal only had vertical effects, to a more efficiency 

based policy where horizontal effects are considered more interesting.283 (The relation-

279 The Court itself uses the term refusal to supply in para. 26 of the judgment, in the OECD report on 
essential facilities (OCDE/GD(96)l 13 (1996) supra  note 252) the case is placed in the same category,
and Subiotto (1992) supra  note 275, and Bellamy & Child (1993) supra  note 244, clearly see 
T elem arketing  as a case concerning refusal to supply.
280 See e.g. Cowen (1995) supra  note 264, at 537-538, GLASL supra note 244, at 309, Gyselen (1989) 
supra  note 256, at 629, and GOYDER (1998) supra  note 192, at 346.
281 Sec Korah (1997) supra  note 143, at 109 and 121, and Goyder (1998) supra  note 192, at 347. The 
latter places the case under the headline ‘Access to Essential Facilities’ and states that ’’probably the
earliest example [of an essential facilities case in EC competition law] is the case of T elem arke ting .”
Then he continues, however, ”[e]ssentially the practice amounted to a refusal to supply except on t e m ^ p ^ ^  tfy, 
which amounted to ‘tying’....”
282 VEN1T and KalLAUGHER (1994) supra  note 231, at 327.
283 KAUPER (1989) supra  note 242, at 680.
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ship between the joint venture and B&H was clearly horizontal since they competed 

on the same market and none was directly dependent on the other.)

In London European/Sabena the Saphir CRS system is a typical example o f an 

essential facility, and it is possible that the Commission considered it as such for Lon

don European.284 Like in BBI/Boosey & Hawkes, the focus rests on the horizontal ef

fects of the practice. The harm caused by Sabena’s intention to keep prices up was felt 

in the market for air transport, and thus affected not only London-European but also 

consumers of air transport services. There are some similarities with the US concept 

of essential facilities,285 but, as opposed to the application of the US concept, only 

dominance in the upstream market (the CRS market) was considered and no attention 

is given to the extent of dominance held on the downstream market (the airline mar

ket).286 Instead, the focus on the upstream market in London-European/Sabena resem

bles the American concept of monopoly leveraging, i.e. the use of dominance in one 

market to create a competitive advantage in another related market.287 Notwithstanding 

this, the case signals adherence to the efficiency considerations in BBI/Boosey & 

Hawkes.

British Midland/Aer Lingus is more problematic, but some of its flaws can be 

derived from the fact that the outcome of the Commission’s decision was dependent 

on Community air transport liberalisation at the time. This observation may relieve

284 See e.g. GLASL(1994) supra note 244, at 306, GYSELEN (1989) supra note 256, at 628, and Venit 
and Kallaugher (1994) supra note 231, at 327, who all dub London-European/Sabena an essential 
facility case. It should be noted, however, that the Commission in fact admitted that reservation by 
telephone could serve as a particularly efficient back-up systems for airlines with few flights and lower 
fares than their competitors. This finding makes it questionable whether Saphir was really ‘essential’ to 
London European.
285 The essential facility doctrine has been used in the US to consider questions of access to CRS, but 
not even the largest CRS on the American market was found to be an essential facility, since other 
CRSs existed in the market. (KAUPER (1989) supra note 242, at 681-682).
286 Alaska Airlines v. United Airlines 948 F,2d 536 (9th Cir. 1991), cert. Denied, 112 5 .0  1603 (1992) 
shows the difference between American and European law in this context. The Alaska Airlines court 
found that even if an airline had market power in the CRS market, it could only be required to grant 
access to its CRS under an essential facility test if refusal would allow that airline to create or maintain 
market power in a market for airline services. Interestingly, Subiotto (supra note 275, at 236 (fn 15)) 
has stated that since access to Sabena’s CRS was essential for London-European to compete on the 
Brussels-Luton route, the principle stated in Alaska Airlines could have been relied upon by the Com
mission. Subiotto seems to focus on the fact that the court stated that if a firm with power to exclude its 
rivals from a facility has the power to eliminate competition in the market downstream from the facility, 
and that firm docs exclude some competitors, there is a danger that the firm will monopolise the down
stream market. However, this does not mean that eliminating a competitor in the downstream market 
always will lead to monopolisation, a finding of dominance in the downstream market is still required, 
and such an analysis was not made by the Commission in London-European/Sabena.
287 See section 7.3.3 above.
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critics of the case such as Venit and Kallaugher who, assuming that British Mid- 

land/Aer Lingus is to be construed as an essential facilities case, argue that the deci

sion does not even contain the most basic essential facility analysis. Firstly, they point 

out that, instead of examining whether the facility was truly essential for entry by 

British Midland, the Commission found that Aer Lingus" refusal to interline put Brit

ish Midland at a competitive disadvantage. Secondly, the Commission did not exam

ine British Midland’s possibilities to duplicate the facility by obtaining sufficient fre

quencies to make interlining unnecessary. The authors note that only the scarcity of 

slots at Heathrow and the consequent need to shift slots from other profitable uses in 

order to expand the services on the London-Dublin route was the only thing that was 

preventing British Midland from building up sufficient frequencies of flights. Venit 

and Kallaugher submit that shifting profitable slots to a less valuable use is something 

that can be required from a new entrant, and that it is not fair to characterise a substi

tute for those slots controlled by a competitor as an essential facility.288 Within the 

framework of an essential facility analysis it is easy to agree with Venit and Kal

laugher that British Midland/ Aer Lingus creates some confusion. It can be perceived 

as a step back to fairness approach displayed and criticised in the early case-law on 

refusals to supply.289 However, given the imperfections in the aviation market at the 

time and the potential gains from liberalisation, this decision should probably be re

garded within the context of Community aviation policy and thus not be relied on as a 

pure essential facility case.

In conclusion, these cases may not have established an essential facilities doc

trine in European competition law, but one change is noticeable. The requirement that 

the competitor, to whom supplies are refused, be a longstanding customer was done 

away with and appears to have been replaced by a focus on the competitive structure 

of the market with a view to further consumer welfare.

288 Venit and Kallaugher (1994) supra note 231, at 342.
289 See 7.4.6 above. See also Ridyard (1996) supra note 207, at 443.
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7.6 The Use of the Concept Essential Facilities

7.6.1 Holyhead (B&I Line/Sealink190 and Sea Containers/Sealink29')

Both B&I Line/Sealink and Sea Containers/Sea Link concerned access of third party 

ferry operators to Holyhead port in North Wales. The port was owned by Sealink 

(through a subsidiary) which also used it as a base for operation of its ferry service on 

the Holyhead - Dublin (Dun Laoghaire) route.

In B&I Line/Sealink, B&I, which had an established service operating out of 

Holyhead port, lodged the unusual complaint that Sealink was committing an abuse 

involving physical interference with B&I’s use of the harbour. In more concrete terms, 

Sealink changed its ferry schedules so that they came to disrupt B&I’s operations. The 

disruptions consisted of Sealink’s ships passing close by the B&I ferry terminal on 

their way to Sealink’s berths in the inner harbour. The channel in which these ships 

passed was very narrow and thus each passing ship caused vertical and horizontal 

turbulence to such a degree that the B&I linkspan for vehicles and passengers had to 

be disconnected and its loading period had to be interrupted and shortened. B&I 

claimed that Sealink had changed its schedules deliberately to cause more disruption 

to B&I. Sealink on the other hand meant that B&I could alter the stem shape of their 

ferry so that it would suffer less disruption from the passage of the Sealink ferries and 

that they were already aware of the problem when they moved to their existing termi

nal.

The Commission distinguished between Sealink as a harbour owner and Sealink 

as a competing car ferry operator and said that as a dominant harbour owner it was not 

free to discriminate in favour of its own car ferry activities. Moreover, the Commis

sion concluded that Holyhead port was an essential facility because the relevant mar

ket was defined as the central corridor of ferry journeys between Great Britain and 

Ireland and within that narrow market Holyhead was said to be the only available 

British port. The Commission held that a dominant firm which owns and controls an 290 291

290 B & I Line/Sealink, supra note 199.
291 Commission Decision 94/19/EC Sea Containers/Sealink, OJ [1994J L I5/8.
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essential facility292 infringes (what was then) Article 86, if it refuses to its competitors 

access to that facility or if it discriminates against competitors in favour if its own 

activities in a related market. Thus, the owner of an essential facility must give com

petitors equal access and any imposition a competitive disadvantage upon a competi

tor must have an objective justification.293 According to the Commission, this is par

ticularly so when the competitor is already subject to a certain level of disruption from 

the dominant firm’s activities. Under such circumstances, the dominant firm was said 

to have a duty not to take any action which will result in further disruption. Such is 

the case even if the latter’s action lead to, or primarily aim towards, more efficient 

operations on its part.

The Commission ruled that Seal ink could not change its schedules to put B&I at 

a disadvantage because the physical limitations of the port and the narrowness of its 

channel meant that B&Fs loading and unloading activities would be affected by 

Sealink’s choice of schedules. Thus, the Commission, by way of interim order,294 

forced Sealink to return to its original schedules.

The second case concerning Holyhead Harbour involved the same defendant, 

namely Sealink, but the plaintiff this time was Sea Containers, which was also oper

ating out of Holyhead. Both Sea Containers and Sealink had the intention to start up a 

new high-speed catamaran service on the central corridor route between Great Britain 

and Ireland. Sea Containers had asked Sealink to allow it to use the harbour for this 

new service, Sealink delayed and made the negotiations difficult by not negotiating in 

good faith and by failing to set up adequate procedures for handling its responsibilities 

as harbour operator towards other users. However, Sealink eventually, under pressure 

from the Commission, made an offer to Sea Containers which the Commission re

garded as non-discriminatory and which was accepted by Sea Containers. Thus, no 

interim order was necessary to resolve the dispute.

292 The Commission defined an essential facility as ”a facility or infrastructure without access to which 
competitors cannot provide services to their customers.” ( B&I  Line/Sealink, supra note 199, para. 41.)
293 This was the First time the Commission had ever made a statement of a general principle using the 
phrase ’’essential facility" and it was explicitly based on the case law of the Court beginning with Com
mercial Solvents, supra note 204.
294 The Commission only imposed a temporary duty to provide access on Sealink. The obligation was to 
last util B&l had modified its ship and quay in order to avoid the interference after which the problem 
would disappear. C.f. British Midland/Aer Lingus, supra note 273.
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Notwithstanding this, the Commission took the opportunity to develop the doc

trine of essential facilities. It reiterated the principle of non-discriminatory access to 

essential facilities for competitors from B&I Line/Sealink, and added that the principle 

also covers new entrants into the relevant market.295 Moreover, a duty to negotiate was 

established. In the Commission’s view, Seal ink’s rejections of proposals and counter

offers were inconsistent the obligations of a dominant undertaking in an essential fa

cility context. It was not conduct which could have been expected from an independ

ent port authority* The Commission also stressed that Sealink never consulted with 

other ferry operators in Holyhead and set up no procedures for dealing with its respon

sibilities as a harbour operator. It observed that ”an independent harbour authority, 

which would o f course have had an interest in increasing revenue at the port, would at 

least have considered whether the interests of existing and proposed users of the port 

could best be reconciled by a solution involving modest changes in the allocated slot 

times or in any plans for the development of the harbour.”296

7.6.2 Po rt of R0dby297

Like the Holyhead Harbour cases Port o f R0dby involved access to a ferry terminal. In 

this case the terminal was used for ferry services in the Baltic Sea from Denmark to 

Germany. The Danish Minister for Transport refused to allow Stena to build a private 

commercial port near Rpdby, and to allow it to operate from Rpdby itself. As opposed 

to the Holyhead cases, Port of R0dby concerned an outright denial of access to port 

facilities to a competing ferry company, and the case involved the refusal by the Dan

ish Government to authorise the new services. The case was thus decided under what 

was then Article 90 (Article 86 To A) pursuant to which Member States are prohibited 

to enact or maintain in force any measure contrary to the competition rules with regard 

to public undertakings and undertakings which are granted special rights.

The Commission found that there was no real alternative to the port of Rpdby 

for sea transport between Eastern Germany and Denmark, and that the volume of traf-

295 Temple Lang (1994), supra note 213, at 461.
296 Sea Containers/Sealink, supra note 291, para. 75.
297 Commission Decision 94/I19/EC Port o f  Rpdby, OJ [1994] L55/52. See also Irish Continental 
Group v. CCI Morlaix [1995] 5 CMLR 177 and Commission Decision 95/364/EC Brussels Airport, OJ 
[1995] L 216/8.
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fie through the port made it a ’’substantial part” of the Common Market.298 The port 

authority, DSB (the Danish State railway), which operated the harbour and ran the 

ferry together with the German railways, was therefore in a dominant position and the 

refusal to let Stena build another harbour or use R0dby strengthened this dominance. 

Had the state-owned DSB refused a competitor access to the port, it would have 

committed an abuse of a dominant position. Hence, the state was infringing Article 90 

by doing the same thing. In this connection, the Commission observed the lack of 

technical constraints, the Jack of evidence that R0dby could not handle more traffic, 

the fact that there were only two competitors on the sea route, and that Stena was 

willing to finance any necessary alterations. Article 90 was applied because the ferry 

company was placed in a position which it could have achieved only by violating Ar

ticle 86. The Commission held (based on Telemarketing) that ”an undertaking that 

owns and manages and uses itself an essential facility, i.e. a facility or infrastructure 

without which its competitors are unable to offer their service to customers, and re

fuses to grant them access to such facility is abusing its dominant position. Conse

quently, an undertaking that owns or manages an essential port facility from which it 

provides a maritime transport may not, without objective justification, refuse to grant 

a shipowner wishing to operate on the same maritime route access to that facility 

without infringing Article 86.”299

The Danish Government argued that its refusal to allow Stena to build a new 

harbour or get access to R0dby was justified since it was not acceptable to let a new 

ferry operator enter the market. This was so since there was no unmet demand for 

additional services, and because access for a new entrant would harm the operators 

which had access already since the future would entail no possibilities for them to 

increase their use of the port. The government moreover claimed that the terminal was 

not suited to cater an additional ferry operator. The Commission did not share the 

government’s predictions of future demand As for the argument that the existing fa

cilities were saturated, it did not change the Commission’s position that competition 

was desirable and that access for a new entrant would fulfil this need.

298 Some 70 per cent of passengers and 88 per cent of lorries between Denmark and Germany used this 
route.
299 Port ofR0dby, supra note 297, para. 12.
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The case concerned a dispute between two Austrian daily newspaper suppliers, Bron

ner and Mediaprint. The Oberlandesgericht, acting in its capacity as the Austrian 

court of first instance in competition matters, asked the Court of Justice whether Me

diaprint’s refusal to grant access to Bronner to its national home delivery service, 

which Mediaprint used for its own daily newspapers, constituted an abuse of a domi

nant position.

Mediaprint, which was a publishing group consisting of three different compa

nies, had combined share of total newspaper circulation amounting to 46,8 per cent. 

Their share of total advertising revenue amounted to 42 per cent. They reached 53,3 

per cent of the population over 14 in private households and 71 per cent of all news

paper readers. This was, Bronner claimed, evidence of dominance. Mediaprint had the 

only nation-wide home delivery service for daily newspapers in Austria. Bronner, who 

was the owner of the daily newspaper Der Standard, wanted access to Mediaprint’s 

network but the latter refused. According to Bronner Der Standard had insufficient 

sales to justify investments in an own home delivery service. Moreover, the alterna

tives -  postal delivery or sale of the newspaper through conventional newspaper retail 

outlets -  were inferior. Therefore, Bronner claimed, since Mediaprint’s Austrian home 

delivery service constituted an essential facility, Mediaprint’s refusal to grant access 

constituted an abuse of a dominant position. On these grounds Bronner urged the na

tional court to oblige Mediaprint to give him access to its network on payment of rea

sonable remuneration. Neither Advocate General Jacobs300 301 nor the Court agreed with 

Bronner.

Before entering into the Court’s judgment it will be useful to address Advocate 

General Jacobs’ highly instructive Opinion. The Advocate General explained the doc

trine of essential facilities as follows:

“According to that doctrine a company which has a dominant position in the 

provision of facilities which are essential for the supply o f goods or services on an

other market abuses its dominant position where, without objective justification it

300 Case C-7/97 Oscar Bronner v. Mediaprint, Judgment of the Court, 26 November 1998, not yet re
ported.
301 Case C-7/97 Oscar Bronner v. Mediaprint, Opinion of Advocate General Jacobs, delivered on 28 
May 1998, not yet reported.

7.6.3 O scar B ronner  v. M ediaprin t300
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refuses access to those facilities. Thus, in certain cases a dominant undertaking must 

not merely refrain from competitive action but must actively promote competition by 

allowing potential competitors access to the facilities which it has developed.”302 Then 

he pointed out that the Court had never referred to the doctrine of essential facilities in 

its jurisprudence. However, he pointed to the case law on refusal to supply as closely 

related to it. After having reviewed that case law, he concluded that a pure refusal to 

deal could never itself amount to an abuse of a dominant position. There must be 

some other factor involved, such as anti-competitive behaviour or intent.

Mr Jacobs’ review of the law also included the essential facilities doctrine under 

US antitrust law and the laws of the Member States. It has been suggested that the 

Advocate General was of the opinion that these conditions should apply also in 

Europe.303 As regards the laws of the Member States, Mr Jacobs noted that they “gen

erally regard freedom of contact as an essential element of free trade.”304

Next the Advocate General made some general remarks which can provide 

guidance for future application on the case law on refusal to supply and essential fa

cilities. First, he noted that the right to choose one’s trading partners and freely dis

pose of property is a general principle of law and incursions on those rights must 

therefore be made with care.305 Second, for competition policy to interfere with the 

freedom of contract “a careful balancing of conflicting considerations” is necessary. 

The simple fact that a dominant firm gains or retains an advantage over its competi

tors by denying them access to a facility does not justify requiring access to it under 

competition law. In this connection the Advocate General also noted that compulsory 

access may in many cases be beneficial to short-term competition, but that the back 

side of it is that compulsory access will undermine vital dynamic incentives and ulti

mately harm consumers. Third, he stressed that those who apply competition law must 

recall that ’’the primary purpose o f Article 86 is to prevent distortion of competition - 

and in particular to safeguard the interests of consumers - rather than to protect the 

position o f particular competitors.” This is very interesting with regard to the discus

sion on lack of economic analysis in the early case law on refusals to supply. In un-

302 Supra note 301, para. 34.
303 TREACY(1998), supra note 213, at 504.
304 Supra note 301, para. 53.
305 C.f. US v. Colgate, supra note 214.
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derlining this point, he pointed out that it would be unsound, in cases where a com

petitor sought access to raw material in order to compete with the dominant firm in 

the downstream market, to focus solely on that firm’s power in the upstream market 

and assume that reserving the downstream market is automatically abusive. “Such 

conduct will not have an adverse impact on consumers unless the dominant under

taking’s final product is sufficiently insulated from competition to give it market 

power.”306

According to Mr Jacobs, particular caution is required in cases where the domi

nant firm has invested heavily in creating the facility (such as may be the case for in

tellectual property rights) to which competitors seek access. The interest of free com

petition must be balanced with that of providing an incentive for research and devel

opment.307

After his extensive review of the law the Advocate General concluded that Me- 

diaprint was not required to give Bronner access to its home-delivery system. Even if 

less convenient, there were alternative means of distribution. Bronner’s recent growth 

indicated that Mediaprint’s system was not essential for Bronner to compete in the 

newspaper market. In Mr Jacobs’ view, it was not established that the investments 

required were so high as to prevent any publisher from setting up a competing sys

tem.308 309

The Court never used the term ‘essential facility’ in its judgment, but, like its 

Advocate General, it stressed that refusal to supply by a dominant firm is not in itself 

an abuse. Bronner, who had relied on, inter alia, M a g i l l learned that for Me

diaprint’s behaviour to labelled an abuse of a dominant position, its refusal to grant 

access to the home-delivery system should have been likely to eliminate all competi

tion in the daily newspaper market, without the refusal being capable of being objec

tively justified. The access should also have been indispensable to Bronner, inasmuch 

as there was no substitute for Mediaprint’s service.310 The Court found that the service 

in question was not indispensable. It identified delivery by mail and sale in shops and

306 The Advocate General's general remarks arc taken from paras. 56-8 of his Opinion, supra note 301.
307 Supra note 301, para. 62.
308 Supra note 301, paras. 68-9.
309 Joined cases C-241 and 242/91 P RTE and ITP v. Commission [1995] ECR 1-743. See further sec
tion 7.7.3 below.
3,0 Supra note 301, para. 41.
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kiosks as alternative, although less advantageous, methods of distribution. Moreover, 

it held that there are no ’’technical, legal or even economic obstacles capable o f mak

ing it impossible, or even unreasonably difficult for any other publisher of daily news

papers to establish [...] its own national home-delivery scheme...”3'1

Further, the Court implicitly distinguished between what is essential for compe

tition and what is essential for individual competitors. It therefore did not find it im

portant that a newspaper with a low circulation would not find it economic to estab

lish a nation-wide distribution system. Rather, for access to indispensable, one must 

establish that the market could not sustain a competing system at all.311 312 Thus, the im

position of compulsory access is a last resort, to be applied only when all hope of 

normal competition has been abandoned.

7.6.4 Comments

The Holyhead Harbour cases suggest the following “code of conduct” for dominant 

firms which control essential facilities:

(i) an firm dominant in the market for a product (or service), which is necessary for 

competitors’ ability to provide services to their customers, may not refuse access to 

that product without justification or on terms less favourable than those which it 

gives its own services;

(ii) a dominant firm may not discriminate in favour of its own activities in a related 

market;

(iii) abuse can be committed also against new entrants which offer new, better or dif

ferent services which require the use of the facility in question;

(iv) the dominant firm has a duty to propose and seek solutions to meet a downstream 

competitor’s needs;

(v) the conduct of the dominant firm can and should be compared with the conduct of 

an independent operator with no interest in protecting or enhancing its downstream 

business; and

311 Supra note 300, paras. 43-4.
3,2 Supra note 300, paras. 45-6. See also para. 68 of the Opinion of Advocate General Jacobs, supra 
note 301.
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(vi)there is a duty for the dominant firm to consult actual or potential competitors who 

may wish to use the facility. This requirement entails a duty to have internal proce

dures to ensure that duties to downstream competitors are observed.

Some major differences between the earlier case law and the Holyhead cases can 

be noted: The strict duty not to discriminate seems to go beyond the general prohibi

tion of discrimination as regards equivalent transactions under Article 82(c).313 There 

also seems to very little room for taking legitimate business interests of dominant 

firms into account. For example, in United Brands it was clear that refusal to supply 

could be allowed if there was a legitimate commercial interest that needed to be pro

tected. In the Holyhead cases, the only legitimate justification for a refusal to provide 

access would be the limited capacity of the harbour.314 Moreover, the standard of the 

independent harbour operator implies that Article 82 can be used for a type of regula

tory intervention which was rejected by the Court in BP v. Commission. It will be 

remembered that in that case the Commission had decided that BP was under an obli

gation to supply fuel to all customers in ratios calculated according to purchases be

fore the oil crisis. The Court disagreed and held that only regular customers could 

expect to be supplied . Moreover, it held that a duty to ration supplies as suggested by 

the Commission “could only flow from measures adopted in the framework of the 

Treaty, in particular Article 103,315 or in default of that by the national authorities.”316 

In the Holyhead cases, the Commission did, in fact, require Stena to act in accordance 

with a certain procedure (the duty to behave like an independent harbour operator etc.) 

which was very close to the approach rejected in BP v. Commission. Thus, the Court 

could well have rejected the Commission’s analysis, had the case been appealed. The 

rationale in Commercial Solvents and its follow-ups seem to be a standard of reason

ableness for assessing whether a firm controlling an essential facility has abused its

313 In fact, the Commission held already in National Carbonising Company, supra note 252, that a 
company dominant in the market for raw materials has a duty to supply its subsidiary on the same basis 
in all respects as it supplies its subsidiary’s competitors. However, the value of the statement can be 
questioned since the complaint was rejected.
314 Venit (1998) supra note 230, at 27. Venit also suggests that limited capacity may not be an ade
quate justification. He states that it may be necessary for the dominant firm to provide access anyway, 
perhaps on a rotating basis.
315 Article 99 ToA
316 BP v. Commission, supra note 245, para. 34. See also AG Jacobs' Opinion in Bronner v. Me- 
diaprint, supra note 301, para.69.
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dominant position in limiting access to the facility, rather than the strict test suggested 

in B& Line/Sealink and Sea Containers/Sea Link?11

However, it has been suggested that the Holyhead cases, like the essential fa

cilities cases under US law, may only be applicable to so-called ‘dual monopolies’. A 

firm in such a position holds market power both in the upstream (the essential facility) 

and the downstream market. In this situation, it can be argued that a doubly dominant 

firm should be required to follow a strict code o f conduct, which forces it to act as if 

it were an independent operator without interests in the downstream market.317 318 319 At 

least, an interpretation limiting the application o f the port cases to dual monopolies 

would mean that the strict requirements arising from them would not conflict with the 

line o f cases starting with Commercial Solvents. 3,9 However, the Commission’s deci

sion does not indicate such an analysis was relied on. Instead the decision was based 

solely on dominance in the market for providing harbour services although Sealink 

might have been dominant also on the market for ferry services.

Even though they may not be of direct interest for the purposes of the present 

paper, some remarks will also be made on the Commission’s market definition and 

finding that Holyhead was a substantial part of the common market. However, these 

remarks are of indirect interest since the circumstances under which the decision was 

made may put limits to the general applicability o f these cases.

As regards the market definition, it can be noted that Sea Containers never even 

took up the option to operate from Holyhead. Instead, since 1996, it has been operat

ing a passenger service to Ireland from Liverpool rather than Holyhead. At the time of 

the complaint the Commission dismissed the possibility that services operating from 

Liverpool could be effective substitutes for those operating from Holyhead. Indeed it 

does take longer to cross the sea from Liverpool but as Sea Containers’ own brochure 

puts it: ’’Why put up with the stress and fuel costs of driving an extra 2 hours from 

Liverpool when you can sail direct from Liverpool, so easily reached by the motorway 

network?”320

317 Venit (1998), supra note 230, at 29.
318 Venit (1998), supra note 230, at 27.
319 Venit and KalLAUGHER (1994), supra note 231, at 331.
320 NERA Competition Brief January 1999.
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The Commission's finding that Holyhead was a substantial part of the common 

market is debatable for more obvious reasons.321 However, the Commission seemed to 

be aware o f this and made clear that " it is important to stress that a port, an airport or 

any other facility, even if it is not in itself a substantial part of the common market 

may be considered as such in so far as reasonable access the facility is indispensable 

for the exploitation of a transport route which is substantial."322 Recognising that this 

argument can be extended to any infrastructure, and not merely to transport routes, the 

Commission stated that "[tjhis consequence of Article 86 is of essential importance in 

the context of deregulation.”323 In other words, as regards dominance in the market for 

widely sold goods, a "substantial” part means a route or a port that carries a quantity 

of goods that is economically significant in relation to a Member State or an important 

region of the Community.324

Implicitly in Sea Containers/Sealink and explicitly in Port o f Rfidby, the Com

mission also made clear that the ‘Holyhead formula’ applies not only to discrimina

tory treatment for existing customers of a port, but to potential customers who seek 

entry and are refused access. The Port o f R0dby decision also suggests that it may not 

even be possible for a harbour owner that occupies a dominant position to justify a 

refusal of access by showing that the harbour is already full.325

Bronner v. Mediaprint indicates that the Court, and more obviously Advocate 

General Jacobs, are concerned that the Commission's references to the essential fa

cilities doctrine will create disincentives for firms to create new such facilities. The 

Court seems to be of the opinion that its jurisprudence on refusal to supply is, in most 

cases, sufficient and that there is little need for a doctrine of essential facilities in 

European competition law. Another possible interpretation is that the Court finds the 

essential facilities doctrine useful only in very specific cases {e.g. deregulation), such 

as the cases in which the conditions of the US version of the doctrine are satisfied.326 

However, until the Court delivers a judgment to that effect, the differences between

321 See Furse (1995) ‘The ‘Essential Facilities’ Doctrine in Community Law’, ECLR 8: 469-473, at 
471, who states that ’’[¡Indubitably, Holyhead is not a substantial part of the Common Market.”
322 The Commission’s XXIInd report on Competition Policy (1992), point 219.
m lbid.
324 Temple Lang (1994) supra note 213, at 485.
325 Venit (1998), supra note 230, at 27. See, however, GOYDER, supra note 192 , at 348, who believes 
that access to a truly saturated facility would not be required. He also states that “genuine technical 
reasons” may be an objective justification.
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the Commission’s essential facilities test, the US essential facilities doctrine, and the 

Court’s case law on refusal to supply will mystify firms in possession of what could 

be considered to be an essential facility. Nevertheless, in Bronner v. Mediaprint, the 

Court at least made clear that a system of home-delivery services for newspapers is 

not an essential facility.

7.7 Intellectual Property Rights

7.7.1 Introduction

The case law of the Court of Justice on refusals to license intellectual property 

rights displays certain features, which make this introduction required. The owner of 

an intellectual property is by law given the right to exclude certain acts by potential 

competitors and to impose certain obligations on contracting parties. National legis

lators have considered it necessary to protect new inventions, designs, works of art 

etc. to give incentives to creative work. A commercial firm which cannot fully reap 

the fruits of its investments in research an development is not likely to undertake such 

a risky enterprise. “The best incentive for technical and creative innovation is consid

ered to be the provision o f to the innovator of exclusive rights over his new technical 

process, product, creation or design for a limited duration. This duration reflects the 

compromise struck by the state between the need to encourage invention and the ‘evil’ 

of granting a monopoly to an undertaking.”326 327 Thus, there is a need to find a balance 

between the wish to keep incentives to creative work and the need to ensure that the 

rights inherent in the rules protection such incentives are not misused for anti

competitive purposes.

Already in 1964,328 the Court drew a distinction between the existence and exer

cise of intellectual property rights. The former is protected by Articles 30 and 295

326 See section 7.3.2 above.
327 SUBIOTTO, supra note 275, at 237.
328 Joined cases 56 and 58/64 Consten and Grundig v. Commission [ 1966] ECR 299.
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(formerly Articles 36 and 222), whereas the latter is subject to the Treaty thus includ

ing the competition rules.329 330

In Parke Davis,330 the Court held that, although ownership of a patent is not an 

abuse in itself, ’’the utilisation of the patent could degenerate into an improper ex

ploitation of the protection”.331 332 333 334 Moreover, Court held in the same case that charging a 

higher price for a patented product as compared with that of an unpatented product 

does not necessarily constitute an abuse. On the other hand an excessive royalty asked 

by a patent holder was considered to be an abuse in Hilt?32 and a dominant undertak

ing taking over a competitor and thereby acquiring additional intellectual property 

rights was found to abuse a dominant position in Tetra Pakm. However, both Hilti 

and Tetra Pak display additional circumstances; the holders of the rights had not made 

’’normal use” of their rights. In the first case the sole object of demanding an exces

sive royalty was to block a licence of right which was available under the UK patent. 

In the second case Tetra Pak already had a substantial lead over competitors in the 

technology field and the additional property right related to a very significant devel

opment.

In finding a rationale for the Court’s case law on refusal to license intellectual 

property rights, a closer look at three rather recent cases (Volvo v, Veng, MagiU, and 

Tierce Ladbroke) is necessary.

7.7.2 Volvo v Vengw

Volvo v. Veng335 concerned the Swedish car producer Volvo’s refusal to license a reg

istered design right to the British company Veng. Volvo sued Veng in the English

329 It has been held that this definition is so flexible as allow the Court to state that the way the rights arc 
used goes to their substance or essence, if it approves of the use being made of the rights. Where it 
disapproves, however, it can say that the question relates to their exercise and is subject to the Treaty. 
(KORAH (1997), Technology Transfer Agreements and the EC Competition Rules, Oxford University 
Press, Oxford, at 34-35.)
330 Case 24/67 Parke Davis v. Probel [196%) ECR 55.
331 Ibid, at 72.
332 Case T-30/89 Hilti v. Commission, [1991] ECR II-1439.
333 Case T-51/89 Tetra Pak v. Commission, [1991] 11-309.
334 Case 238/87 Volvo v. Erik Veng [1988] ECR 6211.
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Patents Court for infringement o f Volvo’s rights regarding a registered design to body 

panels for Volvo cars. Veng imported the body panels in question from Italy and Tai

wan via Denmark. Veng initially denied infringing Volvo’s registered design right and 

also challenged its validity. Moreover, Veng argued that Volvo’s refusal to grant a 

licence to it or to others under the registered design in question was an infringement of 

Article 82. The national court therefore asked the Court of Justice whether it is prima 

facie an abuse of a dominant position to refuse to license others to supply body panels, 

even where they are willing to pay a reasonable royalty for all articles sold under the 

licence. The front wings of the Volvo 200 series cars were the only body panels that 

were registered as a design right in the United Kingdom by Volvo at the material time. 

Consequently, all other body panels could be freely manufactured and marketed in the 

UK.

The Court’s judgment is very brief and only deals with the question of abuse. 

The first observation made by the Court was that the ways in which designs and mod

els should be protected is, in the absence of harmonisation, a matter for national rules. 

Thus, the national legislatures are to determine which products shall be protected re

gardless of whether they form part of a unit which is already protected as such. The 

Court went on to emphasise that the very subject-matter of a registered design is the 

right to prevent third parties from manufacturing and selling or importing products 

incorporating the design without its consent. Therefore, the Court held, compulsory 

licensing, even if in return for a reasonable royalty, would deprive the proprietor of its 

exclusive right, and refusal to grant such a license cannot in itself constitute an abuse 

of a dominant position.

However, in the following paragraph the Court gave three examples of abusive 

conducts that may be prohibited under Article 82, even if they relate to the exercise of 

an exclusive right by the proprietor of a registered design. Those examples were ’’the 

arbitrary refusal to supply spare parts to independent repairers, the fixing of prices for 

spare parts at an unfair level335 336 or a decision no longer to produce spare parts for a

335 See also its twin case Case 53/87, CICRA v. Renault [1988] ECR 6039, which was delivered on the 
same day as Volvo v. Veng. The two cases are very similar, almost identical, both in their facts and in 
their outcomes.
336 In this connection, it should be noted that Advocate General Mischo considered that part of the 
design might be recovered from the sale of spare parts and thus that a fairly high price would be ac
cepted so that the incentive to create new car designs would not be negatively affected.
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particular model even though many cars of that model are still in circulation, provided 

that such conduct is liable to affect trade between Member States.”337

It was not clear whether the Court intended this list to be exclusive, but it was 

certainly clear that additional circumstance are required in order to qualify a refusal to 

license as an abuse of a dominant position.

7.7.3 MagilP38

Magill concerned the refusal of Radio Telefis Eireann (RTE),339 the Irish radio and 

television authority, to license its weekly radio and television schedules to Magill, an 

organisation which wished to publish a weekly magazine containing these schedules. 

RTE had a copyright in the compilation of weekly schedules and published its own 

weekly guide of programmes in advance. It also permitted newspapers to publish 

weekly highlights of the programmes and daily lists. Magill started to publish a com

prehensive guide of the schedules anyway, a fact which led RTE to bring copyright 

infringement actions in the Irish courts. The actions were successful and Magill com

plained to the Commission that RTE’s behaviour amounted to abuse of a dominant 

, position and asked it to require each RTE to grant Magill a copyright licence. The

j Commission adopted a decision to this effect, which was confirmed by the Court of

First Instance and the Court of Justice.

As regards dominance, the Court confirmed the position of the Court of First In- 

' stance that RTE held a dominant position in respect of its own weekly program list

ings. This was so since it could prevent effective competition in the downstream mar- 

i ket for weekly program magazines by virtue of its monopoly on the information con

cerning its own television programs.

, When addressing the question of abuse, both courts held that RTE was exercis-

1 ing its copyright in a way which was detrimental to competition. However, it is im-
r
, portant to note that certain exceptional circumstances were held to be decisive for the

' finding that RTE had abused a dominant position:
f

337 Volvo v. Veng, supra note 334, para. 9.
338 Supra note 309.
339 The British Broadcasting Corporation and Independent Television Publications were also involved 
in the proceedings, but for reasons relating to the presentation of the case this fact is left out below.
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(i) the refusal to license prevented the emergence of a new product (a comprehensive 

weekly television guide) for which there was a potential consumer demand. Thus, a 

violation o f Article 86(c) (Article 82(c) ToA) was ascribable to RTE;340

(ii) the refusal to licence was not justified neither by the specific needs of the broad

casting sector nor by technical requirements of producing magazines containing the 

schedules;

(iii) access to the information on RTE’s television programs was indispensable for the 

compilation of comprehensive weekly televison guides and thus, by denying access 

to this information, RTE reserved the market for such guides to itself.

7.7.4 Tiercé Ladbroke341

Those who were disturbed by the Court’s judgment in Magill were probably rather 

relieved by the judgment o f the Court of First Instance in Tiercé Ladbroke. The case 

concerned the refusal of French arrangers of horse races to license the copyright for 

French televised pictures from races to Ladbroke, which wished to transmit them in 

Belgium for its betting service. Ladbroke said to have offered a reasonable fee for the 

licence and relied on the Commission’s decision in MagilP42 in claiming that the de

fendants’ refusal was an abuse of a dominant position. The Commission did not up

hold this complaint since, according to its market definition, neither did the defen

dants occupy a dominant position, nor was Magill applicable to the case.

The Court of First Instance upheld the Commission’s market definition (the 

services of broadcasting sound and television pictures in general in Belgium). Despite 

this fact, the CFI took the opportunity to develop its view on the alleged abuse. The 

most interesting part of the judgment, for the purposes of this paper, is the CFI’s dis

tinction between Magill and the present case. First, it held that Magill could not be 

applied since only Ladbroke and not the defendants was active on the Belgian betting 

market. Thus, the defendants were incapable of exploiting their intellectual property

340 This finding was contrary to Advocate General Gulman’s Opinion, in which he stated that the pre
vention of the production of a new non-competing product could have been abusive, but, in his view, 
RTE was entitled to use its copyright to prevent the emergence a competing product.
341 Case T-504/93, Tiercé Ladbroke v. Commission, [1997] ECR11-923.
* 2 Commission Decision 89/205/EEC, Magill TV Guide/ITP, BBC and RTE, OJ [1989] L78/43.
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right on that market. Second, it held that “[e]ven, if it were assumed that the presence 

of [the defendants] on the Belgian market in sound and pictures were not, in this case, 

a decisive factor for the purposes o f applying Article 86 of the Treaty, that provision 

would not be applicable in this case. The refusal to supply the applicant could not fall 

within the prohibition laid down by Article 86 unless it concerned a product or service 

which was either essential for the exercise of the activity in question, in that there was 

no real or potential substitute, or was a new product whose introduction might be pre

vented, despite specific, constant and regular demand on the part of consumers.”343

The CFI then concluded that the televised broadcasting of horse races may con

stitute an additional and suitable service for bettors, but it is not indispensable. In fact, 

it pointed out, Ladbroke’s presence on the Belgian market and its market shares with 

regard to bets on French horse races contradicted any claim of indispensability. Then 

it added that since transmission took place after bets are placed, absence of transmis

sion could not affect the choices made by bettors, which further proved that the serv

ice in question was not indispensable for bookmakers.

Lastly, the defendants’ absence on the Belgian betting market was also held to 

preclude any application of London European/Sabena, Commercial Solvents and 

Telemarketing to the case. With regard to these cases the CFI apparently saw no need 

to examine what the result would have been if this absence had not been a decisive 

factor for the outcome of the case.

7.7.5 Comments

Volvo v. Veng seemed to state a rather clear rule: Refusal to license an intellectual 

property right does not constitute abuse of a dominant position unless some aggravat

ing circumstances are present. As regards rights related to spare parts, improper use of 

the intellectual property right could consist of refusal to supply independent repairers 

with spare parts, charging unreasonably high prices, and ceasing to produce spare 

parts even if a considerable number of vehicles of that model are still on the road. 

From these examples given by the Court, it can be concluded that without (substan

tial) harm to consumers a refusal to license would be perfectly legitimate.

343 Tiercé Ladbroke, supra note 341, para. 131.
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Then came MagilL On a literal interpretation this judgment goes very far. It 

could mean that the holder of an improvement patent for a new product would be en

titled to a licence -  for a reasonable royalty -  from a dominant firm that holds the ba

sic patent. Such a broad interpretation could substantially reduce the incentive to in

vest in the research and development which led to the invention of the original pat

ented invention. The Commission explained, during the proceedings, that the obliga

tion to license stemmed from its finding that the intellectual property right held by 

RTE was unmeritorious. In its view, television listings did not objectively deserve to 

be protected by copyright, since they were a mere by-product of RTE’s broadcasting 

activities and required no creative effort. However, as has been pointed out by com

mentators,344 such an approach leads to legal uncertainty since every unusual intellec

tual property right may be challenged. The Commission would be the instance to de

cide whether an intellectual property right is justified or not. This view is clearly con

trary the Court’s case law on the distinction between the existence and the exercise of 

intellectual property rights in relation to Articles 295 and 30. There is a fundamental 

assumption in EC law that, in the absence of harmonisation, Member States are free to 

determine the subject matter they deem fit to be protected by intellectual property 

rights.345

However, the Court did not embrace the Commission’s controversial opinion in 

Magill, and this makes the judgment difficult to interpret. Its scope depends on the 

interpretation of the factors which constituted the exceptional circumstances346 that 

motivated an obligation to license. If the Court regarded these factors as cumulative, 

the application of the case is extremely narrow, whereas a broader application would 

be possible if any one of the factors would suffice. Moreover, like Stena in the Holy- 

head Harbour cases, RTE was dominant on both the upstream and the downstream 

market.347 Therefore, cases in which an intellectual property owner is not dominant in 

the downstream market are not likely to be analysed along the lines of Magill**

344 Korah, supra note 329, at 54, and SUBIOTTO, supra note 275, at 239.
345 See e.g. Case 144/81, Keurkoop v. Nancy Kean Gifts, [1982] ECR 2853.
346 See section 7.7.3.
347 Note, however, that this comparison does not make it appropriate to discuss Magill in terms of es
sential facilities (as has been done by Temple Lang, supra note 213 and Ridyard, supra note 207). 
Even if it may be tempting to draw such conclusions from the Court’s finding that access to the infor
mation on television programs was “indispensable” for Magill, it must be remembered that it is exactly 
this ability to exclude rivals and gain a competitive advantage that is the essence of an intellectual
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Tiercé Ladbroke can be interpreted to limit the scope of Magill. Advocate Gen

eral Jacobs stated in his Opinion in Bronner v. Mediaprint that the position following 

Magill and Tiercé Ladbroke was “that a dominant undertaking commits an abuse 

where, without justification, it cuts off supplies of goods or services to an existing 

customer or eliminates competition on a related market by tying separate goods or 

services. However, it also seems that an abuse may consist in a mere refusal to license 

where that prevents a new product from coming on a neighbouring market in compe

tition with the dominant undertaking’s own product on that market.”* 348 349 In Mr Jacobs’ 

opinion, the outcome in Magill was ascribable to very special circumstances which 

will very rarely occur. With the risk of over-interpreting Mr Jacobs’ Opinion, it can be 

stated that he might have seen Magill as nothing short of a “freak” in the case law on 

refusal to license intellectual property rights.

Magill cannot be interpreted with any certainty, but if Advocate General Jacobs 

is right, its application appears to be limited to very specific cases, where all three 

factors referred to as ‘special circumstances’ by the Court must be present cumula

tively. Notwithstanding this uncertainty, it may be correct to state that the general rule 

under European competition law is that there is no obligation to license intellectual 

property rights, unless such refusal prevents the emergence of a new product (for 

which there is a consumer demand), the refusal is not justified and access to the intel

lectual property right in question is indispensable for the downstream competitor. The 

focus on a new product signals that Article 82 should be applied to protect the inter

ests o f consumers not competitors also with regard to intellectual property rights.

i *  t .  m  . . . . » . -  au  . i ;  ¡ jg t i - 't f  v <  n  i i i f ü ï f O g w  ' « n u  i f & S & o u ü t

property right. If an essential facility analysis were applied to such cases, this analysis would “override 
the essential nature of the property right in the interests of competing claims of antitrust law, thereby, 
disregarding or limiting, by regulatory fiat the scope of the property right and the monopoly that it con
fers.” (VEN1T (1998), supra note 230, at 33.) Thus, the important question of balancing the interest of 
protecting intellectual property rights against the competition law interest would not receive sufficient 
attention.
348 VENIT (1998), supra note 230, at 32.
349 Para. 43 of the Opinion, supra note 301 (emphasis added).
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$ Concluding Remarks

8.1 The Setting

It will be remembered that according to the studies made by the economists mentioned 

in section 5 above,350 marketable pollution permits can under certain circumstances be 

used to raise rivals’ costs for exclusionary purposes. The conditions required for such 

behaviour to be possible were identified as: a small, local permit market with one 

dominant firm (or a number of jointly dominant firms). This firm must be dominant 

on the downstream (the product market) as well as on the upstream market (the permit 

market). Moreover, the area in which the permit market is situated must display cer

tain features, which makes it an indispensable location for manufacture of the relevant 

product. For example, there could be a clear cost advantage, e.g. due to raw material 

supplies, to manufacture the product within this particular geographical region.

Let us assume that firm A is established at this location and that firm B, which 

is an actual or potential competitor of firm A on the relevant product market, wishes 

to establish there. Firm B has access to the necessary supply of raw material, the real 

property needed to establish an industrial site on the location in question, and the 

funding to start the manufacture of a product competing with that of firm A. In sum, 

firm B has almost all the necessary components to become a serious rival to firm A. 

However, it lacks the necessary pollution permits. Assuming that firm A is dominant 

on the permit market and on the product market, it is not likely that it wishes to supply 

the necessary permits to firm B, For firm B the desired pollution permits must clearly 

appear to be essential for production. In order to be able to assess whether A’s refusal 

to supply B with the necessary permits would amount to an abuse of a dominant posi

tion, (at least) three different factors must be taken into consideration:

(i) Are there any substitutes for firm A’s permits?

(ii) How did firm A obtain the permits it possesses?

(iii) Can environmental considerations affect the outcome in the competition law pro

ceedings?
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8.2 Substitutes

As demonstrated in section 7 above, firm B must show that A’s permits are essential 

for its operations. That can only be done by showing that there are no substitutes 

available. A finding of lack of substitutes requires evidence to the effect that other 

actors on the permit market have no spare capacity, i.e. excess permits, and that the 

government neither issues nor sells any more permits for the relevant pollutant.

Recalling that the case law on refusal to supply of the early years was focused 

on the protection of competitors, as opposed to competition,350 351 there may seem to be 

some possibilities to argue that B ’s existence is dependent upon permit supply from 

A. However, it will be remembered that the case law in question requires that there 

has been a longstanding relationship between A and B, which A has cut off, without 

any justification, for there to be an abuse. It is not likely that such a relationship could 

ever exist between A and B. Permits do not appear to be a commodity which will be 

subject to regular supplies from one entity to another.

The case law of the Commission, following the early years, indicates that a 

longstanding relationship may not be required in all cases. In e.g. British Midland7Aer 

Lingus,352 this feature seems to have replaced with the fact that interlining was stan

dard practice in the air transport sector. In the Holyhead cases353 and Port o f Rfldby,354 

it was explicitly stated that also new entrants to a market can successfully demand 

access to an essential facility. Thus, in these cases, focus was shifted from what the 

smaller competitor could expect from the dominant firm to the obligations o f the 

dominant in cases where access to its facility or product is truly essential for its com

petitors. Applying the Commission’s view in the port cases to marketable pollution 

permits, it can be asserted that firms that are dominant in the permit market cannot 

refuse to supply a competitor, if permits are necessary for that competitor’s ability to 

provide services to its customers. In such cases, the dominant firm may not discrimi

nate in favour of its services, as far as access to permits is concerned. Moreover, the 

Holyhead cases impose procedural conditions upon the owner of an essential facility,

350 In particular MlSIOLEK and Elder, supra note 152, and Mprch von der Fehr, supra note 168.
351 See section 7.4.6 above.
352 Supra note 273.
353 B & l/Sealink, supra note 199, and Sea Containers/Seatink, supra note 291.
354 Supra note 297.
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meaning that it must inter alia behave like an independent operator, or in this case 

like a permit supplier with no interests in the downstream market. A’s justification for 

not supplying permits in such cases could be that all permits are in use, or expansion 

for which permits are needed is imminent. However, as was indicated in section 7.6.4 

above, the fact that all permits are in use may not be a sufficient justification.355 This 

j means that once a facility is considered to be essential, within the meaning of the Ho-

j lyhead cases, it is very difficult to justify a refusal of access to it. Thus, the most im

portant aspect of this case law with respect to marketable pollution permits is whether 

such permits can qualify as essential facilities. Generally, large infrastructures, such as 

telephone networks, electricity transmission networks, rail networks and postal serv

ices can be given this label.356

Traditionally, in Europe, such facilities have been owned by a regulated, even 

I nationalised, industry. Thus, they have obtained control over facilities which are im-

f possible or very difficult to duplicate without considerable effort. In such cases it can

1 be economically motivated to grant competitors access to the facility in question, and

, require that its owner actively promotes competition.357 In this respect, it may be re-

,J called that the Court of Justice has held that access to a facility is not shown to be

> indispensable only on the basis that the competitor seeking access to it cannot dupli

cate it. Indispensability requires that the market cannot sustain a competing system at 

all, according to the Court.358 This means that no possibilities of obtaining permits 

anywhere but with firm A must exist for A’s permits to be indispensable. Thus, the 

possibilities of buying the nearby emitters in order to obtain their permits must be 

taken into account before access is granted by way of regulatory intervention.

Permits on a permit market, however, as opposed to facilities obtained by legal 

monopolies, are not distributed exclusively to any one firm, but to all participants in 

the market. Hence, the interest of keeping incentives to lower pollution by achieving 

more efficient pollution abatement (through innovation or other investments) and 

thereby free permits for sale must be considered before the essential facilities doctrine 

! is applied to a refusal to supply such permits.
i
i ---------------------------------------
1 355 See Port o f  R0dby, supra note 297, where full use of a port was not considered to justify a refusal of
1 access to it.
1 356 Bronner v. Mediaprint, Opinion of Advocate General Jacobs, supra note 301, paras, 47 and 53.

357 See ibid., para. 34.
358 Bronner v. Mediaprint, supra note 300, paras. 45-6.
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8.3 Auction, Efficient Abatement or Grandfathering?

8.3.1 Auction or Efficient Abatement

Assuming that firm A obtained the permits by purchasing them at an auction, the 

analysis would have as its starting point that A made a major investment to obtain the 

commodity that B seeks access to. Assuming that A obtained them through efficient 

pollution abatement, the investment may be even greater. In such cases it is important 

to note that the purpose of introducing marketable pollution permits is to give pollut

ers the opportunity to choose whether they prefer to invest in abatement technology or 

simply purchase more permits from other polluters. Thus, firms are given the right to 

choose the most cost-effective way to achieve the environmental goals set by the 

regulator. It is very important to ensure that the market is working smoothly. A non

functioning market would not achieve the desired cost-effectiveness. Therefore, the 

question of the right359 to permits is of great importance.

It has been shown above that the basic argument for introducing incentive- 

based instruments in environmental policy is to come to terms with ‘problem of the 

commons'. In systems of marketable pollution permits, this problem is reduced by 

creating limited property rights in the form of permits to emit a given amount of a 

given type of pollution. The property rights are limited, since it has not been consid

ered wise to introduce legal rights to pollute. First, such rights would be likely cause 

considerable political controversy, since their introduction would signal a shift from 

obligations to rights for polluters. Second, emissions trading programs with legal 

rights for polluters to the transferable quotas would be static in the sense that, without 

triggering laws on expropriation, no further emission reductions could be made once 

the overall emission limit is set.360 However, in order to keep the incentives to lower 

emissions, the industry must place reasonable trust in the government not reducing the 

emissions cap more than planned and announced. Thus, the limited rights that can be 

expected in a European emissions trading system will be rather weak, and it is there-

359 See section 4.1.3 above.
360 A qualification to this statement is that the government could enter the market and purchase emission 
rights in order to retire them. However, such an alternative would be costly for the state and not allow 
enough flexibility in case of an acute need of large emission reductions.
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fore questionable whether it would be economically sound to subject them also to the 

threat of competition policy intervention.

With regard to the above, it appears that limited emission rights have some 

characteristics in common with intellectual property rights. Both are immaterial rights, 

which have no direct connection to physical property, and both are legislative inven

tions created to promote technical (and creative in the case of intellectual property 

rights) innovation. In both cases, innovation is unlikely to occur unless the innovator 

can be assured to be able to enjoy the fruits of its investments. Moreover, intellectual 

property rights are limited in time, and, in practice, so are rights to pollution permits 

(since the emission limits can be expected to be gradually reduced).

It can, of course, be argued that one crucial difference between intellectual prop

erty rights and emission rights is that the former, as a legal right, is protected by Arti

cles 30 and 295 (formerly Articles 36 and 222), whereas the Treaty does not protect 

the latter in this way. However, this argument is formalistic and not convincing. The 

object of creating both rights is the same: to create incentives to innovation. The rea

sons for not granting a full legal right to emission quotas derive from an environ

mental risk assessment. Every environmental measure must reflect the scientific un

certainty about environmental development, emissions that are currently acceptable 

may, in the future, be considered to be outrageously high. It can therefore be argued 

that, if environmental risk assessment could be made with certainty, emission rights 

with a full legal value would be traded on permit markets.

Another objection to the comparison between emission rights and intellectual 

property rights could be that the process, with which pollution is reduced, can in itself 

be eligible for protection by an intellectual property right. However, if this were the 

case, permit markets would not be needed to promote technical development. This is a 

conclusion which has been proven wrong in sections 2-3 above. Moreover, not all 

processes can be protected. Some pollution abating techniques are considered too 

common or too simple to deserve such protection. Nevertheless, also techniques be

longing to this category may be very expensive to install. Incentives for the latter type 

of investment must also be ensured.

For these reasons, it would be wise to apply the case law on refusal to license 

intellectual property rights to refusals to supply pollution permits, at least if the per

mits were obtained through auction or efficient pollution abatement. It will be re-
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membered that the conclusion of section 7.7 above was that a refusal to license will 

only considered abusive under very special circumstances: the refusal must prevent 

the emergence of a new product; it must be unjustified; and the permits must be indis

pensable for the production of the new product. Hence, if firm B can show that access 

to A’s permits will lead to the introduction on the market of a new product, for which 

there is a potential consumer demand, A will have to supply permits to B, if this is 

indispensable for B’s production and A cannot justify its refusal to supply. Again, a 

justification can be full use of all permits or imminent future use of them. The ‘new 

product requirement’ is difficult to assess without a concrete case, but judging from 

the decision of the Court of First Instance in Tiercé Ladbrokem and the opinion of 

Advocate General Jacobs in Bronner v. Mediaprint,361 362 it will only rarely be applicable. 

As regards the requirement that the permits be indispensable for firm B, reference is 

made to section 8.2 above.

8.3.2 Grandfathering

Excess permits, which firm A received without charge, cannot as readily as the pur

chased (in one way or another) permits be equated with intellectual property rights. 

Generous grandfathering rules363 can be source of the permit surplus of firm A. Thus, 

A has invested neither resources nor money to obtain the essential commodity with 

which it can exclude its competitors from the downstream market.

In such cases the deregulation rationale of the essential facilities doctrine ap

pears to fit the description of the situation better than the case law on refusal to license 

intellectual property rights. However, even in such cases caution is required. Evi

dence of the actual pollution level before the program was started will be necessary if 

the dominant firm claims to have reduced its level of pollution since then. The out

come of the evidence assessment will be decisive for whether the more lenient (for the 

dominant firm) ‘intellectual property approach’ or the Commission’s strict version of 

the essential facilities doctrine should be applied. Moreover, in order not to reduce

361 Tiercé Ladbroke, supra note 341.
362 Bronner v. Mediaprint, Opinion of Advocate General Jacobs, supra note 301.
363 Initial over-allocation of permits seems to be rather common. This is probably attributable to the fact 
that exact estimation of every partaking firm’s emission would be too costly and too difficult to admin-
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incentives to generate marketable permits, it must be clearly stated by competition law 

enforcers that grandfathered permits will be treated differently from purchased ones.

8.4 Environmental Considerations

Should a system of tradable environmental permits be introduced on a European level, 

this system will surely form part of the Community environmental policy. This obser

vation adds to the weight of the environmental integration clause under Article 6 ToA 

(formerly Article 130r(2)). Pursuant to this provision, the environmental aim of the 

permit system must be taken into account and be respected, ”in particular with a view 

to promoting sustainable development”, also in a competition law context.

Interestingly, the integration principle has just recently been moved from Title 

XVI of the Treaty dealing with environment to Part I entitled ’’Principles”. This 

change may illustrate a trend in the development o f the view of environmental policy. 

For example, while competition has been emphasised from the start, environmental 

protection was not even mentioned in the original Treaty. Not until 1972, in Paris, the 

Heads of State agreed that economic expansion should be subject to the need for envi

ronmental protection. Another thirteen years passed before the Court of Justice held 

that protection of the environment is an essential goal of the Community.* 364 In 1987, 

special provisions for the protection of the environment were implemented in the 

Treaty through the Single European Act. And finally, in Treaty of Amsterdam, the 

environmental integration clause was moved from Title XVI to Part I of the Treaty. In 

this respect it is noteworthy that other integration clauses such as those dealing with 

public health and employment are not give equal prominence.365

However, in general, European environmental policy should not affect its com

petition policy negatively since the effect of the full integration of the polluter pays 

principle will, if the market works the way it should, be that the harmful effects of

istcr, since the controls must take place simultaneously for all sources in order to be reliable. See e.g. 
concerning the RECLAIM program in section 3.4.4 above.
364 Case 240/83, Procureur de la République v. ADBHU, [1985] ECR 531 (para. 13).
365 LANGRISH (1998), The Treaty of Amsterdam: Selected Highlights’, ELRev 23:3-19, at 17. Langrish 
believes that ”[t]his amendment appears to carry more political than legal weight, being simply a pro
motion of an existing principle to a more prominent place in the Treaty.” However, she docs not present 
any arguments in favour of this conclusion. See also Klatte (1997), ‘The Principle o f Integration After 
25 Years o f Community Environmental Policy’, Paper presented at the Conference ‘T he Community’s 
Environmental Policy at 25: Stocktaking and Future Perspectives", Brussels 17-18 October 1997.
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production, distribution, use and ultimate disposal of goods are expressed in their 

price. Thus, one important feature o f the polluter pays principle is that it is meant to 

translate the negative effects on the environment of a particular process or good into 

costs. Consequently, the price mechanism will perform its signalling function which 

forms the basis of a market economy. In this way the price of a product will to a cer

tain extent reflect the degree of pollution it causes. Therefore environmental policy 

and competition policy seem to have a common goal in that it is important for both to 

make competition as free from distortion as possible. When firms are forced convert 

environmental costs into financial terms, the competitive market will be one of the 

mechanisms which will make the industry reduce emissions, in particular by using 

less polluting production and disposal techniques.366

Notwithstanding this, the polluter pays principle is far from fully integrated in 

European law. Thus, some environmental costs are only partially or not at all reflected 

in the price of the product. In response to this, firms and governments have been in

clined to restrict competition in certain markets in order to improve the possibilities of 

attaining the envisaged environmental goals.367

However, as regards Article 82, no decisions by the Community courts or the 

Commission indicate that environmental considerations have been allowed to affect 

the outcome of a case. However, one imaginable case is the refusal of a firm effective 

in pollution abatement due to superior technology, to supply this technology to its 

competitors. The integration clause could in such a case be used to determine the 

quality of the products manufactured using the different technologies. The products of 

the refusing firm will be of higher quality, and thus generate higher consumer de

mand, than the ones produced by the refused firm, since consumer demand will be 

interpreted in the light of the integration principle. Thus, by refusing to supply the 

equipment the dominant firm’s behaviour acts to the detriment of consumers.368

In general, it appears that the integration clause does not provide for outright ex

ceptions to the competition rules. However, it has been stated that it forces competi

tion law enforcers to recognise that the ‘ecological record’ of a product forms part o f 

its quality. Thus, a dominant firm can ask its suppliers to behave in an environmen-

366 Jans (1995) European Environmental Law, Kluwer: European Monographs 12, Amsterdam, at 237.
367 Ibid., at 237-238.
368 Jacobs (1993), ‘EEC Competition Law and the Protection of the Environment’, UEI 2:37, at 63.
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tally sound manner without committing an abuse, since such a request merely relates 

to the quality o f the product.369 In conclusion, the role of the integration principle in 

the application of competition law is that environmentally friendly behaviour is pre

sumed to further consumer welfare. That is, consumers are assumed to want environ

mentally friendly products.

As regards refusal to supply marketable pollution permits, the integration clause 

seems to be of limited importance. Returning to the relationship between firm A and 

B, it can be said that A’s refusal to supply B neither furthers nor harms consumer wel

fare as defined in terms of environmental quality. The environmental goal was set 

when the program was started and will not be affected by A ’s refusal to deal. It can be 

argued that A’s behaviour will prevent a proper functioning of the market and thereby 

reduce potential long-term environmental benefits, such as the possibility to drasti

cally lower the overall emission limit. This possibility may arise if the regulator finds 

that the trading program has led to far greater emission reductions than expected. 

However, such measures should be taken with great care. If the market loses confi

dence in the limited property right vested in the permit, trading will diminish and po

tential future cost-savings will be lost. Therefore, it is wiser to regard the permit mar

ket as any other market and apply the competition rules without particular regard to 

the integration clause. If efficiency is achieved on the permit market, consumer wel

fare will be furthered in the long run also from an environmental point of view.

8,5 Conclusion

Apart from the general considerations, which must be made when dealing with all 

cases of refusal to supply, refusal to license intellectual property rights, and access to 

essential facilities, the specific issue o f refusal to supply marketable pollution permits 

must be addressed with particular attention paid to the method of allocation. The gen

eral mle should be that tradable permits, obtained through auction or, even more 

clearly, through efficient pollution abatement, should not be subject to strict rules on 

access for competitors such as the Commission’s ‘essential facilities doctrine’. The 

better view is that the law on refusal to license intellectual property rights should ap-

369 Ibid., at 66.
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ply by analogy to refusals to supply marketable permits. Such an approach is consis

tent with the observed similarities between intellectual property rights and tradable 

pollution permits.

The essential facilities doctrine appears to be more appropriate in the context of 

deregulation.370 This conclusion has to do with the fact that many regulated industries 

have obtained essential facilities, to which competitors seek access, without having to 

invest heavily. Excess amounts o f grandfathered permits belonging to dominant firms 

should be treated like such facilities, since that excess is due to governmental regula

tion (a misjudgement of permit demand) and not to efficient pollution abatement. 

Therefore, grandfathered permits merit less protection than purchased ones.

Unfortunately, this proposal creates complexity in the legal system, since the 

same commodity will be treated differently depending on how it was obtained. It can 

thus be concluded that, in order to avoid that dominance on the permit market be

comes a problem, because of poorly designed grandfathering rules, the initial alloca

tion of permits should be undertaken with great care.371

370 Sec section 7.6.4 above, in particular with regard to the Commission’s finding that Holyhead port 
was a substantial part of the common market in B & I/Sealmk {supra note 199).
371 It will be remembered that this was also the finding of Hahn, supra note 147.
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Case C-7/97, Oscar Bronner v. Mediaprint, Judgment of the Court, 26 November 
1998, not yet reported.

Case Law from the Commission o f  the European Communities

Commission Decision 76/185/ECSC, National Carbonising Company, [1976] OJ L 
35/6.

Commission Decision 87/500/EEC, BBI/Boosey & Hawkes, [1987] OJ L 286/36.

Commission Decision 88/589/EEC, London European/Sabena, [1988] OJ L 317/47.

Commission Decision 89/205/EEC, Magill TV Gttide/ITP, BBC and RTE, OJ [1989] 
L78/43.

Commission Decision 92/213/EEC, British Midland/Aer Lingus, [1992] OJ L 96/34. 

B & I Line/Sealink, [1992] 5 CMLR 255.

Commission Decision 94/19/EC, Sea Containers/Sealink, [1994] OJ L 15/8.

Commission Decision 94/119, Port o f R0dby, [1994] L 55/52.

Commission Decision 94/210/EC, HOV-SVZ/MCN (Maritime Container Network), 
[1994] OJ L 104/34.

Commission Decision 95/364/EC, Brussels Airport, [1995] OJ L 216/8.

Irish Continental Groitp/CCI Morlaix (Port of Roscoff), [1995] 5 CMLR 177.
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Case Law from  US Courts

United States v. Terminal Railroad Association, 224 U.S. 383 (1912).

United States v. Colgate & Co., 250 U.S. 300 (1919).

Associated Press v. United States, 326 U.S. 1 (1945).

United States v. Aluminum Co. O f America, 148 F.2d. 416 (1945).

United States v. Griffith, 334 U.S. 100 (1948).

United States v. E.I du Pont Nemours & Co., 351 U.S. 377,409 (1956).

Klor’s Inc. V. Broadway-Hale Stores Ine., U.S. 207 (1959).

Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States, 410 U.S. 366 (1973).

Berkey Photo v. Eastman Kodak Co., 603 F.2d 263 (2nd Cir. 1979), cert, denied 444 
U.S. 1093(1980).

Lead Industries Association v. EPA, 647 F.2d. 1130 (D.C. Circuit 1980).

MCI Communications Corp. v. American Tel. & Tel. Co., 708 F.2d 1081 (7th Cir.), 
cert, denied, 464 U.S. 891 ( 1983).

Aspen Skiing Co. v. Aspen Highlands Skiing Corp., 472 U.S. 585 (1985).

Arizona v. Myman, No. C607584 (Arizona Supreme Court, Oct. 30, 1986).

Sea Watch International v. Moshacher, 762 F. Supp. 370 (D.D.C. 1991).

Alaska Airlines v. United Airlines, 948 F.2d 536 (9th Cir. 1991), cert. Denied, 112 5. 
Ct 1603 (1992).

Eastman Kodak Co. v. Image Technical Servs., Ine., 504 U.S. 451 (1992).

Alliance of Small Emitters/ Metals Industry et al. v. SCAQMD, 60 Cal. App. 4th 55 
(Cal. App. 2d 1997).
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